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Skyswitch 
Talking to your world 

shouldn't cost the earth. 

199 Charlotte St., Brisbane, Queensland. 4000 
P.O. Box 706, Springwood, Queensland. 4127 
Telephone: (07) 221 7455 Telex: AA144744 
Fax: (07) 341-0804 
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Fluke breaks the old mold. 

The Fluke 37. A bold new shape 
emerges with more features for the 
money than any other bench DMM. 

Dollar for dollar, the new Fluke 37 is 
unbeatable. In addition to its breakthrough 
design - with built-in handle and storage 
compartment - it has all the high-per
formance features of the world's best, most 
reliable 3V2 digit DMMs. 

Autoranging, to eliminate guesswork. 
Audible Continuity, so you don't have to 
look at the display. An exclusive .analog 
and digital display, for the best view of 
the signal being measured. Superior EMI 
shielding. And user-friendly features like 
auto self-test, auto battery test and auto
polarity. All this, plus a two-year warranty. 

And, how many other bench meters 
give you these features? Min-Max 
recording, for monitoring signals. 38 
components dedicated exclusively to input 
protection. Relative mode, to help you cal
culate changes in readings. And Fluke's 
patented Touch Hold, to give you an extra 
set of hands when you're taking critical 
measurements. 

None. Not at any price. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

l:F:L:U::K::E:I® 

FLUKE37 
0.1% basicdcacruracy 
Analog/Digital Display 
\illts, Ohms, Anps, Diode Test 
30 kHz AC bandwidlfl 
Fused 10A Range 
Integral handle, storage compartmenl 
2-year warranty 

..;;E=='L=M~~=.:.:'.A:.:S~V;...;O;;;,_ __ Instruments Ptg. Ltd. 
Talk to your local Elmeasco distributor about Fluke -

• A.C. T. John Pope Electrical (062) 80 6576 • J Blackwood & Sons • George Brown (062) 80 4355 

• N.S.W. Ames Agency 699 4524 •George Brown 519 5855 Newcastle 69 6399 •Bryan Catt Industries 526 2222 • D.G.E Systems (049) 691625 •Petro-Jee! 550 1388 
•David Reid 267 1385 • W F Dixon (049) 61 5628 • Macelec (042) 29 1455 • Ebson 707 2111 • Selectroparts 708 3244 •Geoff Wood 427 1676 

• N. TERRITORY J Blackwood & Son (089) 84 4255. 52 1788 • Thew & Mccann (089) 84 4999 

•QUEENSLAND Auslec • Elecnic (075) 91 4199 •St Lucia Electronics 52 7466 •Cliff Electronics 341 4655 • L. E Boughen 369 1277 •Fred Hoe & Sons 277 4311 
• The Electronic Shop (075) 32 3632 •Thompson Instruments (Cairns) (070) 51 2404 

• S. AUSTRALIA Protron1cs 212 3111 • Tno Electnx 212 6235 • Industrial Pyrometers 352 3688 • J Blackwood & Son 46 0391 •Petro-Jee! 363 1353 

•TASMANIA George Harvey (003) 31 6533 (002) 34 2233 

•VICTORIA Radio Parts 329 7888 •George Brown Electronics Group 878 8111 •GB Telespares 328 4301 •A W.M Electrical Wholesalers• Petro-Jee! 419 9377 
• J Blackwood & Sons 542 432.1 • R.K B. Agency 29 7336 • Sirs Sales (052) 78 1251 • Mektronics Co 690 4593 • Truscott Electronics 723 3094 

• W. AUSTRALIA Atkins Carlyle 481 1233 • Dobbie Instruments 276 8888 • Protron1cs 362 1044 ADVERTISING INFO No. 2 



I've been following debates in the hi-fl press for 
years now about the pros and cons of various tech
nologies; CD versus turntable, reel to reel versus 
cassette, one kind of noise reduction versus an
other, one kind of ampllfler versus another, even 
one kind of speaker cable versus another. 

I confess to a feellng of unreallty when I read 
much of this stuff. Are we talking about Improve
ments as the discerning listener might hear them, 
the engineer might measure them or the marketing 
man trumpet them on the streets? I have a horrible 
suspicion that Ifs the marketing man whose needs 
dominate. 

This Is not to say that the quest for perfection is a 
waste of time. It Is not, but it does seem to have lost 
direction. 

The human ear Is a fairly good transducer, It has 
a reasonable response and It has some pretty 
good signal processing on the end of It. It's also 
both sensitive and wide ranging. For Instance, the human ear has a logarithmic re
sponse to loudness with a lower limit set by the movement of molecules In the air 
and an upper limit set by the ability of the membrane to stay In one piece. It 
couldn't be much better. 

But It does have limits, and there are many parts of hi-fl technology that ex
ceeded those limits years ago. Just one example is to be found In amplifier distor
tion. It Is possible to make amplifiers with distortion of the order of one part per 
thousand or better, and It has been possible for the last 30 years. The exercise Is 
relatively trivial; certainly any first year engineering student has the tools to deliver 
an amplifier with vanishingly small distortion. The human ear cannot detect distor
tion under about a per cent or so. 

The big practical Improvement of the last 10 years has been the switch to digital 
signal processing. Even the best of turntables suffer from audible distortion, particu
larly at the record/needle interface. Cassette players have problems all of their 
own. But In both cases new technology threatens to completely eliminate any au
dible Imperfections. The record Is now being replaced by the CD, and the cas
sette wlll be replaced by digital audio tape (DAT) within the next few years. 

Even so, the result will not be perfection. Speakers are the weak link. The one 
area where real progress Is sadly lacking In high fidelity products, and where it is 
badly needed, has been sidelined by the glamour technologies. 

It has proven remarkably difficult to solve the problem of speakers. Over the 
years, numerous alternatives have been tried to improve frequency response, 
power transduction, and distortion. They have ranged through electrostatic speak
ers, passive radiators, vented and folded enclosures and so on. Even more ex
treme measures have been taken with the introduction of sub-woofers and squark
ers In separate boxes. 

In spite of all the effort, the transfer of electrical energy to audio energy remains 
a difficult operation. Much of it is reducible to science, and very complicated sci
ence too, as an article this month demonstrates (the ETl-1409, p 50). But one also 
has the Impression that much of it reduces to black art. This timber is held to be 
better than that timber, this shape better than that, this brace position better than 
that brace position, and so on. 

Ifs the hallmark of an inexact science. To a limited extent this is excusable, 
since the final result, the sound of a speaker is a subjective experience. This or that 
Is alleged to sound 'warmer' or 'crisper'. But as the great CD debate has proved, 
It's also a matter of education. CDs are objectively better than records on a num
ber of Important grounds, but many people find them objectionable, presumably 
because they don't sound right. An ear can be educated to like a certain amount 
of distortion, and equally to find it Intolerable. 

One way to tum an Inexact science Into an exact one is to throw some money 
at It. If the hi-fl makers took some of the money they spend uselessly reinventing 
wheels In amplifiers or chasing microscopic degrees of distortion, and spent It on 
fundamental research Into loudspeakers, the nett result could well be genuine Im
provements In high fidelity, the first for a while. We need them. 

Jon Falrall 
Editor 
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NEWS DIGEST 

Copy 
protection for 
recordings 
A major conflict of Interest has arisen over the provision of anti· 
copy coding In pre-recordec:I records and cassettes. The Japa· 
nese electronlc giants want to do wHhout the decoding devices 
In order to promote sales of dlgttal audio tape and recorden, 
cassette recorden and blank tape sales. On the other hand, the 
recording companies want new technology to prevent llllctt 
recording, which Is robbing them of mllllons of dollan every year. 

The system works by worries are unfounded, but 
removing a band of frequen· the company has failed to 
cies. The notch Is 300 Hz demonstrate the technology 
wide, 60 dB deep and cen· to prove otherwise. 
tred on 3.84 kHz. Circuitry The record Industry associ
bullt Into a recorder recog- atlon of America and the ln
nlzes the notch and stops the tematlonal Federation of 
machine from recording. En- Phonogram and Vldeogram 
glneers think that the system Producers has already had 
will work, but some doubt the one meeting with the Elec
clalms that It is "effectively tronlc Industries Association 
inaudible". of Japan (EIAJ). CBS has also 

If the proposal to adopt been on a major sales drive, 
Copycode, as the system is demonstrating the new tech
called, Is adopted, records nology to EMI engineers in 
will in Mure be coded by London and to British govem
passing them through a ment scientists. 
series of sharp electrical fll- Governments are involved 
ters. Apart from the question because It may only be 
of whether the sensitive ear through the intervention of 
will detect the missing fre- governments that the EIAJ will 
quencies, the sharp filters be compelled to provide 
could Introduce phase shifts decoding equipment. 
Into other frequencies. This Record companies are lob
could cause other odd audl- bylng the EEC and US gov
ble effects, especially in emments to impose a 35% 
stereo. CBS, which invented import duty on devices with
the technique, insists that the out decoding. 
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ERS-1 progress 
The design of the Australian 
contributions to the ERS-1 
European radar satellite is 
progressing with the devel
opment of a Fast Fourier 
Transform chip for the syn
thetic aperture radar (SAR). 
The work Is being done by 
the CSIRO Division of Radio
physics, Computer Sciences 
of Australia, (CSA) and Austek 
Microsystems of Adelaide. 

Over the past 10 years, 
Radiophysics has built up 
considerable expertise in 
real time signal processing. 
Most applications require the 
processing of a large 
amount of data, and of 
doing it very quickly. This 
leads to a requirement for 
powerful algorithms and 
scale Integration of the result
ing hardware. 

This work was initially di
rected towards the needs of 
radio astronomy and later to 
the microwave landing sys
tem lnterscan. More recently, 
a wider need for such tech
niques has become appar
ent. 

The first VLSI chip de
veloped at Radiophysics 
was a correlator chip for use 
in the Australia Telescope. 
The chip was co-developed 
by Austek Microsystems. 
Some 5000 are required for 
the Australia Telescope re
ceiver system. 

The expertise so de
veloped has now been uti-

lized for the design of a Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) chip to 
operate some three to five 
times faster than any proces
sors currently available. The 
chip will complete a 256 
point transform in 0.2 ms and 
will be capable of operation 
in a variety of modes. It con
sists of approximately 90,000 
transistors. 

The design has been 
licensed to Austek Microsys
tems which sees a worldwide 
market. Austek has been in
strumental in refining the 
specifications of the chip. 

Possible applications in
clude: spectral analysis for 
speech, sound, and vibra
tion; high speed filtering for 
use in telecommunications, 
radar, and consumer elec
tronics; and image processor 
modules for image coding, 
enhancement, and analysis. 
One of the first applications 
planned Is a high-speed pro
cessor for data from the ERS-1 
synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) satellite. 

In early 1985 the CSIRO 
Division of Radiophysics was 
approached by Computer 
Sciences of Australia (CSA) to 
advise on the possibility of 
constructing a special-pur
pose processor for SAR data 
from the ERS-1 satellite. The 
sidelook radar of the ERS-1 
satellite will be capable of a 
resolution of 25 m on the 
ground and will open an im-
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portant new remote sensing 
window for Australian users. 

Initially, the aim was to use 
the technology and VLSI cor
relator chip designed for the 
receiver system of the Austra
lia Telescope project. The 
processing requirements of a 
large synthesis radiotele
scope have much in com
mon with those for SAR, both 
in terms of scale and pro
cessing principles. It has 
since become apparent that 
a new development within 
the same Division of CSIRO 
for a chip to perform Fourier 
Transforms at very high 
speed would allow an even 
more cost-effective processor 
to be bullt. 

Further development of the 
design for such a processor 
has been partially supported 
by a contract to CSA under 
Phase B Of the DITAC-funded 
ERS-1 upgrade to the Austra
lian Centre for Remote Sens
ing (formerly the Australian 
Landsat Statton). 

The design goal is to pro
duce a processor capable 
of operation at near real 
time rates, while allowing an 
opportunity for Australian in
dustry to gain valuable ex
pertise. The performance 
would exceed that of a Cray 
II supercomputer for a frac
tion of the cost. World mar
kets for such a processor 
have been estimated at 
$70m. 

Efforts at the Division of 
Radiophysics have concen
trated on algorithm develop
ment for SAR processing and 
innovative structures to best 
employ the Fourier Transform 
chip. Significant improve
ments on published SAR pro
cessing methods have been 
found possible. Detailed 
simulations of the proposed 
processing methods have re
cently been completed on 
both computer-generated 
SAR data and data from the 
ill-fated SEASAT satellite. 
These simulations have veri
fied the accuracy and 
speed of the proposed meth
ods. 

The SAR processor as envis
aged has not yet been sub
jected to a detailed design 
process. Nevertheless, it is 
clear that the processor will 
be capable of high perform
ance whlle still retaining a 
modular structure. The modu
lar structure would allow new 
versions of the processor to 
be configured for other satel
lites or requirements. Require
ments such as these for 
precision processed ERS-1 
data might also be handled 
with the same processor as a 
basis. The processor might 
also In the tuture form part of 
a complete airborne remote
sensing radar system capa
ble of Imaging In real time. 

The more successful Ariane 1 shown here on Its final test flight (courtesy 
COSSA). 

Ariane still down 
Arianespace has announced 
further delays to the resump
tion of flights by the troubled 
Ariane launch system, which 
is due to carry Aussat Ill into 
orbit next year. 

Arlanespace had hoped to 
begin launching again in 
February, but difficulties in 
understanding the ignition 
system in the cryogenic third 
stage booster has meant that 
engineers have been unable 
to give the rocket the all 
clear. 

The trouble started back in 
May 1986, when the third 
stage failed to tunction prop
erly. Controllers destroyed 
the rocket four and a half 
minutes Into a flight from the 
Kourou rocket range In 
French Guyana. The rocket's 
payload of communications 
satellltes was destroyed as 
well. The Incident happened 
In the middle of a particu
larly black period for the 
space industry, with major 
failures of all launch vehicles 
including the shuttle and 
other expendable US launch
ers. 

Engineers reconstructing 
the incident believe that the 
third stage of the Arlone ig
nited, but then went out like a 
damp squid about 0.12 sec
onds afterwards. This 
prompted a major study of 

the ignition conditions of the 
revolutionary cryogenic 
motor. It was made by the 
French company Societee 
Europiene de Propulsion, and 
led to a complete redesign 
of the ignition system. It has 
now undergone 23 simulated 
high altitude firings on a test 
bed near Paris. However, en
gineers have now decided 
to Initiate several new tests 
which will occupy the next 
few months. 

In fact, they admit that 
even when these tests are 
complete, they will still not 
completely understand the 
ignition process. Ariane
space has initiated a re
search program to get this in
formation, but the knowledge 
will only be useful by the 
time of the Ariane V launch 
In 1990. 

People in the space busi
ness believe Arlanespace is 
being exceptionally cautious 
in Its approach to the next 
launch. This Is hardly surpris
ing. After a string of failures, 
Insurance costs are now 
making many a communica
tions company think twice 
about the viability of satellite 
communications systems. 
Aussat is budgeting more 
than one third of total launch 
costs for insurance alone. 
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SIEMENS 

SIPMOS saves grams, 
joules and bucks 
Siemens new power 
transistors are a boon 
for designers. 

By using SIPMOS" power transistors, 
you can develop systems with 
smaller, lighter power supplies. 
And which are more 
economical and reliable. 
Furthermore, SIPMOS 
transistors are extremely 
fast switching and easy to 
parallel, with no secondary 
breakdown. 
Most importantly, these 
advanced features increase the 
design possibilities for switch mode 
power supplies, asynchronous motor 
controls, audio amplifiers, 
DC convertors, proximity switches 
and inverters. 
Innovative SIPMOS components 
arise from discoveries at the very 
forefront of technology. 

The range includes: 
o P channel and N channel. 
D Small signal transistors including 

surface mount types. 
D FRED FETS with fast recovery 

reverse diode. 
D SMART FETS. 

And other superior SIPMOS 
components are currently being 
developed by Sie~PnS higher 
technology. 

For more information, contact your 
nearest Siemens office. 

Siemens Ltd. 
i44 Church Street, Richmond, Vic. 

Melbourne: (03) 420 7318 Sydney: (02) 436 8730 
Brisbane: (07) 369 9666 Perth: (09) 362 0123 

Distributors 
Victoria: Promark Electronics (Vic) (03) 8781255 
Queensland: ECO Electronics (07) 376 5677 

Siemens. A higher technology 

New South Wales: Nexus Electronics Ply. Ltd. 
(02) 439 5800 
Promark Electronics Pty. Ltd. (02) 439 6477 
South Australia: Auslec (08) 269 1688 
Protronics Pty. Ltd. (08) 212 3111 
Western Australia: Reserve Electronics 
(09) 328 9755 
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NEWS DIGEST 

Express yourself 
As reported In last month's 
ETI, SBS television satellite 
transmissions have now been 
encoded by the DOC. 

Wally Shand, General Man
ager of Videosat, one of the 
companies trying to sell 
satellite TVRO systems In the 
outback, is urging Australians 
to write to the Minister of 
Communications or their 
local MP to express their dis-

gust on the encoding of a 
public funded broadcaster. 

Shand says "to give credit 
where credit is due, the re
cent World . Cup soccer was 
superb, and other major and 
unencoded sports programs 
in the future will no doubt be 
of a similar standard. How
ever. SBS is not a commercial 
station. It is funded by your 
tax dollar." 

--00----
P EN NAN T CONSUL TING SERVICES 

Technical Staff & Recruitment Consulting Services 
(A part of the Mcllwraith McEachem Group) 

Contact:· Brian Adams TEL 230-1999 
If YOU are a "TECHNICAL" person register now with 
PENNANT CONSUL TING SERVICES the NEW High 

TECHNOLOGY consulting agency. Talk TECHNICAL to 
TECHNICAL people like YOURSELF about PERMANENT 

or CONTRACT positions. 

----------------------------------------MAIL TO PENNANT CONSULTING SERVICES ATIN BRIAN ADAMS 
GPO BOX 2692 SYDNEY NSW 2001 

Please find enclosed my correction to the above circuit 

NAME ................................................ PHONE ................... . 

OCCUPATION ............................ AGE ........................... . 

ADDRESS ........................................................................ .. 

........................................................ P'CODE .................. .. 
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Comment on 
proposed CB change 

Star grant to uni 
The Australian Research 
Grants Scheme has allo
cated $500,000 to the Univer
sity of Sydney to begin con
struction of a 640 m baseline 
hlgh-resolutlon stellar interfer
ometer. 

The new Instrument will be 
a larger version of a proto
type built at the university's 
Chatterton department of as
tronomy over the past 15 
years. It will be able to mea
sure the apparent diameter 
of 50,000 stars brighter than 
8th magnitude, with an ac
curacy of 2 per cent or bet
ter. The technique has to 
date been used to measure 
the apparent diameters of 
only about 30 stars, mostly 
very bright, to within an ac
curacy of 5 per cent. 

Measurement of the appar
ent size of stars whose dis
tance is known will allow fun
. do mental scales of stellar 
diameters and luminosities to 
be established. And observa
tions of close binary stars 
can give all the parameters 
ot the system Including their 
orbits and temperatures. The 
Interferometer could also 
help to solve problems such 
as mass loss, by observing 
how a star's envelope op-
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pears to grow at longer 
wavelengths, and stellar rota
tion, by observing the flatten
Ing of the poles. 

The essentlal technology 
for the Interferometer tele
scope has been proved In 
the prototype developed by 
the Sydney University team, 
under Dr John Davis. This 
prototype, which will form the 
heart of the new Instrument, 
has an 11.4 m baseline with a 
steerable mirror at each end. 
The mirrors capture the light 
from a star and reflect It to a 
central optical bench where 
the beams are combined 
and Interference fringes can 
be observed. 

The design of the new inter
ferometer is a development 
of Michelson's classic inter
ferometer, and operates on 
the principle of amplitude in
terference. Amplitude inter
ferometry previously has not 
been a workable option be
cause of blurr1ng caused by 
atmospheric 'seeing' effects. 

The half million dollar grant 
to the university marks the 
beginning of the govern
ment's policy of concentrat
ing grant funds into fewer but 
more highly rewarding 
development projects. 

Public comment on a pro
posal to Improve the CB radio 
service has been Invited by 
the Minister for Communica
tions, Michael Duffy. 

At present CB users can op
erate on either AM or SSB 
transmission modes In the 
27 MHz band. 

The proposal is to phase out 
AM operations as follows: 
from July 1, 1988 cease type 
approval testing of CB equip
ment using AM; and from July 
1, 1993 withdraw existing type 
approvals of CB equipment 
using AM, In effect ceasing 
the Issue of new licences tor 
AM from that date. 

Existing licensees would be 
able to relicense approved 
AM equipment owned In 1993 
tor as long as It remains within 
the old specifications. 

Mr Duffy said phasing out 
AM operations would have 
several advantages. It would 
reduce interference to home 
entertainment equipment 
such as television sets, VCRs 

and stereos. Interference to 
other users of radiocommuni
cations equipment would 
also be reduced, and It would 
lead to more efficient use of 
the spectrum (one AM chan
nel occupies the same 
amount of spectrum as two 
SSB channels). 

"Ending AM operations 
would therefore mean In ef
fect that more channels wlll 
become available to CB 
users," Mr Duffy added. 

Mr Duffy also said that any 
decision on AM would not 
prejudice any wider review of 
the CBRS at a later data. 

The Department would be 
consultlng with Interested per
sons and organizations about 
the phasing-out proposal. 
Comment should be for
warded to The Assistant Secre: 
tary, Operations Branch, Radio 
Frequency Management DM
slon, Department of Communl· 
caHons, PO Box 34, Belconnen, 
Act 2616. 

Breakthrough in keyb.oard 

A Melbourne-based com
puter company has de
veloped a major break
through In keyboard tech
nology It claims wlll dramati
cally widen the scope and 
application of computers and 
computer-based systems. 

The company, Pulsar Elec
tronics Pty Ltd, has developed 
the Slimline membrane key
board - a keyboard of 2 mm 
thickness that does not require 

expensive tooling, or elec
tronlcs, and which can be 
used in virtually any electroni
cally hostile environment. 

The adhesive backed key
board which Is suitable for 
IBM PCs, can be affixed to any 
flat surface such as a desk or 
wall. It has no moving parts to 
fail and Is highly resistant to 
climatic conditions, moisture 
and abrasion. 

"We believe it has a life ex-



Australian research: 
MSM Wave tlon, together with good pene

tration under adverse atmos-

technology pherlc conditions. 
Australian R&D In MSM Is Im

The Federal Government has presslve and at the forefront In 
released a report detailing several areas. There are 
the success of Australian re- about 60 degreed MSM R&D 
searchers using special high researchers In Australia dis
frequency wavelength tech- trlbuted through about 18 es
nology In fields ranging from tabllshments. The report lden
lndustrlal applications to tlfled about 50 R&D projects, 
navigation, communications many of them being of a co
and electronic warfare. operative nature between es-

MSM stands for 'millimetre tablishments. 
and sub-millimetre wave However, the scale of prl
technology' and covers vote sector MSM R&D In Aus
radiation of wavelengths from tralla Is almost non-existent. 
about 0.05 mm to 15 mm or, In 
terms of frequency, about 
6000 GHz down to about 
20 Ghz. This very broad range 
has many established and 
emerging applications due to 
properties which combine 
some advantages of both 
optical and microwave tech
nologies Including high 
bandwidth and spatial resolu-

Manufacturing 
productivity 
report 
The results of four studies con
cerning productivity growth In 
Australian manufacturing dur-

Ing the postwar period have 
been published In a Bureau of 
Industry Economics research 
report. 

The first study, which exam
ined the relationship between 
the rate of growth of produc
tion and the rate of growth of 
productivity, Indicates that If 
future productivity trends fol
low those of the 1960s and 70s 
then an average annual 
growth rate of more than 4 per 
cent In the volume of produc
tion will be required to main
tain or Increase employment 
In the manufacturing sector. 

The results of the second 
study Indicate that technolog
ical progress during the post
war period was predomi
nantly biased towards saving 
labour. It Is estimated that ap
proximately half of the gains 
from productivity growth over 
the period were passed on to 
the consumers of manufac
tured products via lower rates 
of price Increase. The remain
der of the productivity gains 
were distributed directly to ta

------------------------· bourand capital In the form of 

technology 

pectancy 10 times greater 
than conventional keyboards, 
and would be a must for 
many Industrial controller 
type appllcatlons," said Pul
sar's Managing Director, Phil
lip Delacretaz. 

"It could well make 'push 
buttons' for such applications 
as cigarette machines, food 
dispensers, and electronic 
bank tellers redundant," he 
added. "Use of the Slimline 

can eliminate one of the 
major maintenance Items In 
these sorts of machines. 

"The possibilities for the 
handicapped spring readily 
to mind as It Is possible to 
make a key the size of a fist 
and lay the keys out In any 
order or format such as a cir
cle or an 'L' shape." 

Mr Delacretaz said that 
while the keyboard was a lit
tle outside the company's 
mainstream of research and 
development, the company 
had taken It on 'as a bit of a 
challenge'. 

"We needed such a prod
uct to meet specifications on 
a system for which we had 
been contracted and 
couldn't find Its equivalent 
anywhere around the world. 
When we contacted a num
ber of the leading keyboard 
manufacturers they said It was 
Impossible. 

"This got our backs up a lit
tle, and we had the germ of 
an Idea on how it could be 
done, so we did It. It took us 18 
months - the chip design 
slowed us down - but we did 
It." 

Mr Delacretaz said the 
company has had an oppor
tunity to examine the export 
potential of the product and It 
appears very good. 

wage or profit Increases. 

Offsets 
opportunity 
The Minister for Industry, Sena
tor John Button has an
nounced that the Govem
menfs new Civil Offsets Pro
gram had achieved new 
commitments to Industry 
development of $500 million 
and was proving Itself a most 
effective way of bringing new 
technologies and new skills to 
Australian Industry. 

"In the eight short months 
since the revised offsets 
policy was put Into effect -
with Its new emphasis on the 
development of export orient
ed, competitive capabilities 
In Australian Industry instead 
of work and. part production 
related to a specific contract 
- there has been a surge of 
new high technology offsets 
commitments entered Into by 
suppliers," he said. 

"As well as the Introduction 
of the Pre-qualified Offsets 
Suppliers Scheme (PQOSS), 
which encourages long-term 
offsets activities by suppliers, 
there are also substantial for
ward commitments by com
panies Involved In the pro
gram to build on and en
hance their current work pro-

grams In Australia." 
These activities Include sott

ware and other research and 
development: overseas mar· 
ketlng of Indigenous high 
technology products and ser
vices: procurement of high 
technology Australian prod
ucts. 

Senator Button said the pro
gram was confounding Its crit
ics In the way It was Involving 
Industry at all levels. Compa
nies were now quick to ac
ceptthe challenge of new op
portunities. 

Electronic Act 
concerns SW 
listeners 
The Electronics Communica
tion Privacy Act which was 
recently presented In the US 
will have no Immediate ef
fect on radio hobbyists but 
could provide the basis for 
radical changes In access to 
radio signals. 

In a debate which lasted 
nearly nine months, the radio 
listener's point of view was 
put forward at a hearing be
fore the US Congress by Ro
bert Horvitz on behalf of the 
Association of North Amer
ican Radio Clubs (ANARC). 

The Intention of the leglsla
tlon Is to protect users of the 
mobile telephone system 
from unwelcome ears, and 
early drafts of the Act even 
went so far as to outlaw short
wave receivers. This caused 
alarm amongst radio ama
teurs and enthusiasts who 
proclaimed their right to 
monitor transmissions which 
has been legal since 1934. 

At the moment there are 
two bills In existence - one 
Senate and one House of 
Representatives bill. It Is ex
pected that the President will 
sign the Senate version. 

The new law establishes 
penalties for unauthorized re
ception of certain radio 
transmissions and recognizes 
radio and wire under a new 
legal category, 'Electronic 
Communications', and not as 
part of the public domain. 
The bill states that all elec
tronic communicators have 
the right of privacy unless 
they meet certain conditions 
where they are not protect
ed. 

- Arthur CUshen 
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NEWS DIGEST 

Mr Bob McKinnon, Chief General Manager of Telecom Australia, 
presented the first ever Approved Inspection Status certificate to 
SAGEM, the French manufacturer of screen-based telex terminals used 
in the Australian network. 

The AIS is a quality assurance award provided by Telecom when it 
has confidence in the company's ability to deliver goods which conform 
to Telecom's standards as well as those of Australian Standard 
AS 1823. 

The certificate was presented to Mr Philippe Odouard, SAGEM's Aus
tralian Manager, in front of a distinguished gathering which included Mr 
Ken Douglas, Telecom State Manager; Mr Philippe Jeanmaire, SAGEM 
Manufacturing Manager; Mr Guy Rouanne, Vice President of SAGEM 
and senior officers and staff of SAGEM and Telecom. 

Easinet scores 
Easlnet, the Melbourne 
based computer company, 
has been awarded the high
est possible grant of $100,000 
under the Australian Trade 
Commission's new High Tech
nology Exporter's Scheme. 

The High Technology Ex
porter's Scheme, established 
only last year, Is to assist Aus
tralian-owned high tech
nology firms In developing 
viable export markets. At pre
sent, the scheme is limited to 
companies which have al
ready received Investment 
capital recognition from ei
ther a registered Manage
ment Investment Company 
(MIC) or the Australian Indus
try Development Corporation 
(AIDC). 

The High Technology Ex
porter's Scheme was first 
mentioned in the Prime Minis
ter's address to the nation in 

NOTES & ERRATA 

June last year as part of Gov
ernment measures to Im
prove Australia's continuing 
balance of payments prob
lems. 

The High Technology Ex
porter's grant will enable 
Easlnet to Improve Its over
seas market position - a 
market position made possi
ble, in part, by the 1985 In
vestment Injection from the 
largest MIC, BT Innovation. At 
the time, the capital Invest
ment from BT Innovation was 
the largest single Investment 
from the MIC Initiative. 

MICs were established In 
conjunction with the Federal 
Government to raise tax de
ductible funds from the Aus
tralian public for investment 
In rapid growth Australian
owned companies like Easl
net. 

Project 611, MIDI matrix, September '86: All output ports are incor
rectly labelled with pins 4 and 5 transposed. All pin 4s are commoned 
together and pulled up via R21. Pin 5 is connected to the output buffers. 
Project 1412, Speaker switch, February '87: The pc board artwork 
was incorrectly printed showing component side rather than copper side. 
To rectify: reverse the negative of the artwork. 
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Digital phone study 
Telecom's Research Labora
tories have awarded a re
search contract to Philips 
Communication Systems In 
Melbourne for a two-and-a
half year study of future digi
tal moblle radio telephones. 

Telecom Is currently lh the 
final stages of putting Its new 
cellular moblle telephone 
service Into action and 
Phillps has a contract to sup
ply mobile terminals for this 
system. However, Telecom 
expects Its capacity to be 
fully utilized within 10 years. 

The new contract with 
Phillps is to answer the future 
need for greater capacity, 
and a wider range of ser
vices. Both Phillps and Tele
com are currently studying 
suitable successors such as 
digital moblle cellular tele
phone systems. A major focus 
of the study will be on spec
tral efficiency - trying to flt 
the maximum economically 
feasible number of customers 
Into the somewhat limited 
available radio band. 

The considerable world
wide resources of Phillps, 
particularly those of the re
search centre for digital mo
bile telephony in Nuremburg, 
West Germany, are being 
called upon to assist in the 
study. Work already carried 
out at the Nuremburg centre 
is at the leading edge of in
ternational developments in 
this field. As part of the proj
ect, Telecom hopes that slg-· 
nlflcant technology transfer 
will occur, thus achieving the 
second aim of the contract, 
namely, to enhance the ex
pertise of Australian Industry. 

Digital moblle radio sys
tems are anticipated for 
major cities In the mld-1990s. 
These systems will provide 
telephone and digital com
munications, probably in the 
900 MHz or 1.5 GHz bands. 
Terminal types will include 
pocket-style, in-car, and 
book-sized keyboard plus 
screen. A large range of 
digital services will be avail
able (telex, electronic mail, 
videotex, data communica
tions, etc) and they should 
be compatible with the new 
Integrated Services Digital 
Network (ISDN) planned for 
the fixed network. Low costs 
should appeal to a mass 
market. Some appllcqtlons 

could Involve terminals In ve
hicles, whllst others could In
volve pocket-style terminals 
for in-office/factory applica
tions. With encryption, excel
lent privacy should be possi
ble. 

Telecom's 
Langmore 
submission 
Telecom has called for Im
proved understanding of the 
role of telecommunications 
In economic growth and 
development. It says techno
logical obsolescence in tele
communications Infrastruc
ture may have even more 
Important Implications to 
Australia's economic pros
perity than physical obsoles
cence In other parts of the 
public Infrastructure. 

In a submission to the 
Longmore Inquiry Into Austra
lia's public Infrastructure, 
Telecom argues the role of 
telecommunications Is 
becoming even more critical 
to economic groWth and 
development. 

"Over the next two de
cades, the merging of the 
technologies of computers 
and communications will re
shape the social, Industrial 
and business processes In 
the world. 

It says the convergence of 
the communication and 
computer Industries has al
ready facilitated the massive 
expansion and growth of the 
Information Industry which 
has revolutionized the way 
people live and do business 
internationally. 

"It has also created new 
relationships Involving tech
nology transfer and chang
ing patterns of trade. Indeed, 
today the major growth area 
In International trade Is 'ser
vices' and its primary vehicle 
Is Instantaneous, worldwide 
communications." 

"Any country failing to re
source the necessary tele
communications Infrastruc
ture will place Its people, Its 
industry and its business ven
tures in a position of substan
tial disadvantage In relation 
to those countries rich in ad
vanced telecommunications 
services," the submission 
says. 

r 



APLAB offer a complete range of regulated DC bench/rack power supplies combining high precision and 
regulation capabilities with continuously adjustable outputs. 

Designed with single, dual and multiple outputs, these power supplies can be used in either constant· 
voltage or constant current mode of operation. 

Standard models include: 

SINGLE OUTPUT 
OUTPUT: Output VOLTAGE: Current 

0-30V 0-1 A to 30A 
0-70V 0-2A to 1 OA 

DUAL OUTPUT 
0-30V 0-1 A to 2A 

SCIENTIFIC DEVICES AUSTRALIA PTV. LTD. 
VIC. 2 JACKS RD., SOUTH OAKLEIGH. 3167 

PHONE: (03) 5793622 TELEX: AA32742 
NSW: 559A WILLOUGHBY RD., WILLOUGHBY 2068 

PHONE: (02) 95 2064 TELEX: AA22978 
S.A. 31 HALSEY RD., ELIZABETH EAST. 5112 

PHONE: (08) 2556575 TELEX: AA88125 

WORLD-CLASS 
QUALITY 

Benefits: 
• Lightweight, reliable, cool handles. 
• Correct heat for Printed 

Wiring, Boards. 
• Many tip profiles available. 
• No transformer required, 

plugs into 240V. .. .. 

ADVERTISING INFO No. 6 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT 
0-30V 0-2A to SA 
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NEWS DIGEST 

STAR PRINTER WINNER 
The lucky winner of the fabulous Star printer competition 
we ran In our last November Issue was G. Carlson from 
West Brunswick In Victoria. He received his booty from 
Bill Lloyd of Genlsls Systems. 

Is Darwin the hole at the 
end of the Earth? 
Speculation has been grow
ing recently that the tropics 
north of Darwin form a huge 
Interchange between the 
upper and lower atmo~ 
pheres. If so, this area could 
be the main spot on Earth for 
the transfer of damaging at
mospheric pollutants, partic
ularly chloroflurocarbons 
(CFC), Into the stratosphere. 

CFCs are particularly dan
gerous because they react 
with ozone (03). Ozone forms 
a barrier against harmful ul
traviolet rays from the sun. As 
yet, no one knows the mech
anism that carries the chemi
cals into the ozone layer. 

A month-long research 
project has been conducted 
in an attempt to find out. The 
project, costing $10 million, Is 
called the Stratosphere
Troposphere Exchange Proj
ect (STEP) and Involves 50 
scientists from the US, Austra
lia and China. 

The key experiment will test 
a theory proposed by Edwin 
Danielsen, a meteorologist at 
NASA's Ames Research Cen
tre In California. According 
to Danielsen, chemicals and 
water vapour are transported 
up to the stratosphere Inside 
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Immense cumulonimbus 
clouds. These are anvll
shaped thunderclouds which 
straddle the tropopause, the 
upper boundary of the tropo
sphere, the layer of the at
mosphere where weather oc
curs. In the tropics near Aus
tralia, the tropopause occurs 
at about 17 kllometres up. 

The tops of the clouds ore 
chilled by radiative cooling 
Into space, while the lower 
regions are warmed by heat 
from the Earth. The difference 
In temperature creates con
vective currents which carry 
air, water vapour and cheml
cals - including pollutants 
- upwards Into the strato
sphere. 

Fifteen instruments were 
built to test the theory. They 
were flown aboard a Lock
heed ER2 research aircraft, a 
civilian derivative of the U2 
spy plane. 

The plane flew from Darwin 
to altitudes of at least 20,000 
metres to measure humidity 
and air motion within the 
clouds. 

Two other major experi
ments were carried out as 
part of the project. The United 
States National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration 
undertook a series of experi
ments aimed at finding out 
how tropical clouds heat the 
atmosphere. 

The Bureau of Meteorology 
used radio-equipped 
weather balloons to study 
monsoon rains. A, research 
boat from China will launch 
some of the balloons and 
provide radar measurements 
of storm patterns. 

It Is expected that when 
analyzed, the data from the 
US, Australian and Chinese 
teams will show how Impor
tant Darwin Is as a sink for 
pollutants. 

QUASAT 
mission 
The CSIRO Division of Radio
physics Is participating In 
Phase A studies for QUASAT 
(QUAsar SATellite), a pro
posed orbiting radlotele
scope that would further en
hance the capabllltles of the 
Very Long Baseline Interfer
ometry (VLBI) observational 
technique. This technique has 
been used In radio astron
omy over the past 20 years 
or so, and Is responsible for 
many of the great advances 
made in our understanding 
of the Universe over that peri
od. 

The resolution of Earth
based VLBI Is limited by the 
physical dimensions of the 
planet. It has therefore been 
proposed that the angular 
resolution of radio Interfer
ometry might be extended 
by using rodlotelescopes In 
space. The QUASAT project, 
orlglnally proposed by NASA 
and ESA, would use a dedi
cated orbiting observatory 
fOr such a purpose. 

During 1986, Australia was 
Involved In not only the QUA
SAT mission studies, but also 
participated In an Important 
technical feasibility study. In 
July and August, a US, Austra
lian and Japanese team suc
cessfully tested the orbiting 
VLBI (OVLBI) concept by tem
porarily using an existing 
spacecraft as an orbiting 
radiotelescope antenna. The 
spacecraft used was TORS E, 
the first satellite in NASA's 
Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite System. 

TORS E was linked with the 
64 m antennas at Tldblnbllla, 
Australia and Usuda, Japan 
to make VLBI observations of 
quasars. Baselines of up to 1.4 
Earth diameters were 
achieved. 

Australian participation In 
the QUASAT project has great 
potential to benefit Australian 
Industry as well as Australian 
science. If some of the sci
ence Is done here, theri It wlll 
open up opportunities for 
Australian Industry to tender 
for construction of parts of the 
new satellite. 

More Important for Austra
lian Industry Is that much of 
the electronics and fabrica
tion of the proposed orbiting 
radlotelescope would be 
similar to that of a communi
cations satellite. Many Au~ 
trallan companies would 
therefore have a chance to 
get vital experience In the 
growing Industry of making 
satellite sub-systems. 

To help Australian Industry 
to start making 'space quall
fled' sub-assemblies Is one of 
the main reasons that both 
the CSIRO Division of Radio
physics and COSSA are pur
suing an active role In the 
project. 

Dr Dennis Cooper, Assistant 
Chief, CSIRO Division of 
Radiophysics, recently at
tended meetings In London 
and Moscow to evaluate 
Dlvlslonal and Australian In
volvement In the European 
QUASAT and USSR Radloas
tron OVLBI satellite proposals. 

The QUASAT meetings In
cluded a Joint science and 
'Tiger' team review of a re
duced scope QUASAT mis
sion In the wake of the Amer
ican shuttle program setback 
and a one-day seminar on 
the scientific objectives of 
space VLBI. A launch In 1995 
Is targeted. Australia could 
be Involved In both bus struc
ture and scientific payload. 

In Moscow, a two-day 
meeting presented to poten
tial foreign collaborators an 
overview of the USSR space 
VLBI proposal, due for launch 
In the 1990-92 time frame. The 
extent of foreign cooperation 
in the development of the 
science package was also 
discussed. The CSIRO Division 
of Radiophysics has been In
vited to supply parts of the 
18 cm receiver system. 
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~= 
2.75 1279 1.50 Ul29171PIN 5mm YELL .30 Bf470 1.20 2N3772 5.70 7112KC 2.50 - 1.00 74C14 1.75 74LS15 ... 5.15 .... 8.00 4.90 5mm GRN .30 BF414 .90 2N3773 5.90 7815UC 1.20 ZN429 4051 1.50 74020 1.00 74LS11 . 00 74Lll029 .... .... 6.50 LM291714 PfN 5mm ONG .30 BPil10 1.50 2N3712 6.00 7815KC .... 4052 1.50 74C30 1.00 74LS20 ... 74LSl40 3.15 .... 8.50 4.00 RED RECT .30 BFW11 1.50 2N3819 1.20 7818UC 1.20 10+ 100+ 

.... 1.IO 74032 1.00 74LS21 .00 74L9142 2.75 .... .... llN3001 17.50 GRN RECT .30 BFW16 1.50 2N3881 2.95 7818KC 2.50 1-9 .... 3.00 74042 2.25 74LS22 .oo 74LS843 2.75 1217 8.50 CA302ll 2.00 YEL AECT .30 BFYSO 1.20 ·- 1.00 7824UC 1.20 $7.95 $7.50 $6.95 .... 3.IO 74C411 2.11 74LS24 .00 , ........ 2.75 .... 73.00 c- 1.90 RED CHROME 8FYOO 1.90 - 1.00 7824KC 2.50 .... 4.20 74073 1.75 74L925 .90 74LS845 2.75 ...... 5.95 CA30ll 8.50 BEZEL 1.20 BU126 2.50 2N4030 1.50 7005UC 1.00 - 2.50 74C74 2.40 74L527 .00 74LSIH 1.75 125123 5.95 CA3059 5.95 YELLOW BU208 4.90 2N4032 2.20 7905KC 3.00 .... 2.00 74011 2.45 74LS28 .oo , ....... 1.75 .... 5.50 CA30IO 1.90 CHllE BEZEL BU3H 3.00 2N4033 2.20 7912UC 1.00 .... 2.IO 74Cl3 5.15 74LS30 ... 74LS870 2.75 .... 6.15 c ..... 1.00 1.20 BUXBO 4.00 ·- 2.50 7912KC 2.50 ADC0820 4057 1.00 74095 5.15 74LS32 .70 74LS873 12.55 8311 5.95 CA3100E 7.95 GRN CHRME MFE131 2.00 2N4121 1.50 7915UC 1.90 .... 1.0CI 

~= 
1.50 74LS33 .70 74LS874 12.55 H41 5.95 CA3130E 2.00 8EZ£L 1.20 MFE3001 9.00 2N4123 1.50 7915KC 2.50 .... 1.00 9.00 74LS37 .70 74LSlllO 3.95 1741 57.50 CA.3130T 3.50 llFE3003 8.95 2N4236 1.00 7911UC 1.00 1-9 10+ 100+ 4070 ... 74090 2.00 1..- ... 74LS691 3.15 8741 85.00 CA3140E 2.20 sncul/. MJ413 5.90 2N4237 1.00 7924UC 1.90 $24.95 $22.95 $20.95 4071 .40 74093 2.00 74LS40 ... 74l.Sll2 3.95 8749 ..... CA.3140T 2.15 1T1llCTfON llJ802 7.50 2N4241 .40 11LOS ... 4072 .00 74C95 .... 74LS42 ... 74LS813 3.15 1755 33.50 CA3240E 11.95 ........ 2.45 llJI01 4.50 2N4249 ... 11L12 ... 4073 .00 74C107 2.15 74LS47 1.00 74LSIOI 3.95 .... 8.95 CA3401 1.00 NE8534N 3.95 MJ1001 3.00 2N4250 . 40 78L15 ... 4075 . oo 74C150 1.50 74LS48 1.00 74LSlll 3.95 .... 1.95 CA3900 1.20 NE5534AN 4.15 MJ11011 9.00 ....... .50 78L18 ... 4071 1.50 74C151 5.95 74LS49 1.00 .... 6.95 c ...... 1-75 llC3340 2.00 MJ11015 14.50 2N4355 .50 78L24 ... 6264 4077 ·.ao 74C154 7.95 74LS51 .70 -- 1133 6.15 CA3909 2.95 llC3341 2.00 MJ11016 14.50 2N4351 .so 79L05 1.20 4011 ... 74C157 .... 74LS54 . .. 74800 1.00 .... .... LM3911 2.15 11477 8.95 llJ15003 . ... 2N4380 1.00 79L12 1.20 4001 .40 74C11D 2.95 74L855 ... 74502 1.00 .... 5.95 LM3914 5.00 , .... .... llJ15004 .... 2N4401 .30 79L18 1.20 1-9 10+ 100+ .... . .. 74C181 2.95 74LS83 2.80 74903 1.00 8T13 2.15 LM3915 5.00 11489 9.95 MJ15024 10.00 2N4402 .30 79U4 1.20 

$6.50 $5.50 $5.25 .... 2.20 74C112 2.75 74LS73 ... 74904 1.00 1Ti4 2.15 LM3918 5.00 .... .... llJ2501 8.90 2N4403 .30 Lll309K - 2.30 74C183 2.15 74LS74 ... 74905 1.50 8T21 3.00 L1139112 .... OM335 ..... llJ2955 2.50 2H4418 1.00 (7805KC) 1.90 .... .75 74C184 3.50 74LS75 ... 74905 1.00 8T21 3.00 RL4136 1.95 011390 12.50 llJ3001 1.00 2N4427 3.90 LM317T 2.50 .... 3.35 74C18!5 3.50 74LS11 1.00 , .... 1.50 8T30 3.00 RC4145 20.00 XR220e 8.15 llJ4032 12.50 2N4t19 2.90 LM317K 4.50 - 2.40 74C173 2.50 14LS77 1.00 74810 1.00 8T98 1.IO RC41t4 3.00 XR2207 7.95 llJ4502 8.90 2NSOll 1.00 LM317HV 9.50 41256-15 - 2.40 74C174 2.50 74LS78 1.10 74811 1.00 8T97 1.IO ....... 5.00 llJE340 1.50 2NSOl9 1.00 LM323K 7.50 408T 1.50 74C175 2.50 74LSl3 .70 74815 1.80 WP XR2209 8.00 llJE350 1.90 2N5131 1.20 LM337T 2.00 - 2.00 74C1t2 2.00 74LSl5 ... 74520 1.20 .....,. COP1802 16.50 XR2211 7.95 MJE371 2.00 2N5179 1.20 Lll331K 10.50 1·9 10+ 100+ .... 3.00 74C1t2 2.00 74LS88 ... 74922 1.50 LH0002 .... CDP1164 17.50 XR2218 5.00 llJE521 2.50 2N5190 2.50 LM350T 8.50 
$6.95 $6.50 $5.50 

4114 1,15 74C1t3 2.00 74LS80 ... 74830 1.00 LH0042CH 9.50 XR2240 .... llJE700 3.50 2N5191 3.30 LM350K 8.50 4110 1.50 74C1H 2.00 t4LSl1 ... 741132 1.00 LH0070 .... CPI/ XR2243 7.15 llJEBOO 2.00 2H51t2 3.10 LM315K 22.50 4111 1.20 74C200 1~00 74LSt2 ... 74137 1.70 LH0071 9.50 .... 15.00 ....... 7.50 llJl!2801 3.55 2N5193 2.50 Ul39IK 19.50 4112 1.10 74C221 2.75 74LS13 .70 74938 1.70 TL081 1.50 ...... 15.00 ...... 8.50 ......... 4.90 2N5114 2.15 78HOSKC 9.00 4113 2.H 740240 3.75 74LSl5 1.20 74840 1.20 TLOl2 2.00 .... 15.00 11C90 16.50 3.00 2N51t5 3.30 71H12KC 9.00 

6116LP·3 
4114 2.00 740244 .... 74LSM 1.20 74$51 0.80 TLOl4 4.90 1522A 15.00 Lll7585 2.00 5.00 2N5210 1.50 78P05KC 16.50 4115 2.00 74C373 4.75 74LS107 .00 74Sl4 1.20 TL071 1.20 H32 1~00 Lll7551 3.50 7.00 2N5245 1.50 79HGKC 16.50 4111 1.41 74C374 4.41 74L9109 ... 74Sl5 1.20 TL072 2.00 8551 12.90 MC10116L 1.50 12.50 2N5303 8.50 7IS40 3.50 1-9 10+ 100+ 4517 8.75 740901 3.00 74L9112 .70 74974 1.30 TL073 3.20 .... 8.00 Lll13600 3.15 MPF121 2.50 2N5401 1.50 MC1411L 14.50 

$3.95 $3.75 $3.50 
4118 .... 740902 2.50 74LS113 .70 74911 1.IO TL074 4.00 .... 7.00 LF13741 ... llPF131 2.50 2N5457 1.00 4111 1,80 74CI03 2.50 74LS114 ... 74$109 2.50 TL081 1.00 .... 12.so LF13741H 1.50 .. ....... 1.00 2N5418 .90 sea a ...., 1.20 74Ct04 2.50 74LS122 1.30 748112 1.30 TL082 2.50 .... 10.00 Dll2502 ..... llPSAOI 1.00 2N5419 .oo TIUACS 4521 3.00 74C905 15.00 74LS123 .90 748113 1.30 TLOl3 2.00 5110 3.60 9AK140 9.50 MPSA.10 1.00 2N5461 .00 SC1410 1.90 4122 1.to. 74C905 200 74LS125 ... 748133 1.20 TLOl4 3.45 5121 5.50 ZN414 1.95 MPSA.12 1.00 2N5412 .oo SC141E 1.95 27128 .... 1.15 740007 2.00 74LS126 1.20 74$134 1.40 TL414 4.90 .... 8.50 ICL7108 19.50 MPSA.13 1.00 2N5485 ... SC142E .... 4127 2.H 74C905 2.75 74LS132 1.50 74$135 1.30 TCA220 .... .... 12.50 ICL7116 19.50 MPSA14 1.00 2N5411 .90 SC1460 2.85 4121 1.115 74Ct10 14.00 74LS133 4.00 748138 3.30 TCA280 4.50 ... , 3.50 ICL7117 21.50 llPSA20 1.00 2N5419 14.50 9C1500 4.15 1-9 10+ 100+ .... 2.25 74C911 12.50 74LS138 1.50 74$139 3.30 TDA1024 .... .... 7.00 ICL7111 8.95 MPSA42 1.00 2N8590 ..... SC151D 2.15 

$7.00 $6.50 $6.25 
4514 ... 74Cl12 12.50 74LS131 ... 748140 1.00 TA7205P 3.90 H75 15.00 ICL7880 5.00 llPSA43 1.20 2N5591 29.50 SC152D 6.90 .... 2.10 74Cl14 4.50 74LS139 ... 748151 3.10 TEA.1002 17.50 ZIOCPU 5.00 ICM7211 12.50 MPSA55 1.00 2N5641 19.50 C103YY .90 74Cl15 4.1)0 74LS145 2.10 745153 2.00 UAA170 5.95 ZIOACPU 5.00 ICll7211A 89.50 -.. 1.00 2N5885 2.50 C103B .00 'HI- 74Cl17 15.50 74LS147 2.50 749157 3.10 UAA.180 3.75 ZI08CPfJ 12.00 tcll7211819.50 llPSAl3 1.00 2N5770 .30 C10IB .00 7400 ... 74C918 2.00 74LS148 1.90 748158 3.10 LM10CH 7.50 2mP10 4.50 ICM7226A 48.50 llPSAIS 1.00 2N5777 1.50 C1220 2.50 

4164 
7401 .80 74C920 12.50 74LS151 1.20 74$180 5.90 Ul301 1.00 Z80AP10 4,50 ICM7227A 19.95 llPSA52 1.00 2NSl30 .30 C122E 2.15 7402 ... 74C1121 12.50 ;:t1~:: 1.95 749181 5.90 Lll301H 1.50 ZIOCTC 5.50 llPSA93 1.20 2N5131 .30 C290D .... 7403 ... 74Cl22 7.50 1.00 749182 7.00 L_,H .... ZllOACTC 5.50 lllfll£0GI> MPF102 .oo 2Nll73 1.40 C2IOE 9.00 1-9 10+ 100+ 

,_ 
.80 740923 7.00 74LS154 2.95 748183 7.00 Lll305H 1.50 Z10DMA 18.00 DlQITA£ MPF103 .oo 2N5874 1.70 2N2841 1.95 7405 ... 740125 14.15 74LS155 1.00 748111 11.50 Lll307CN 1.00 ZIOADllA 18.00 ADCOIOOLCN MPF105 .90 2N5144 21.95 2N2647 2.50 $3.95 $3.75 $3.50 7405 ... 74Cl25 1415 74LS158 1.50 748181 11.50 Lll3118 1.00 ZIOAS10 13.00 ... 50 MPF108 .oo 2N5845 39.95 2N8027 .90 7407 ... 74C1127 . ... 74LS157 1.10 74$174 4.50 Lll30IH 1.80 2IOS10 13.00 ADCOI01LCN MPF1B9 .00 2N5941 44.95 7400 ... 74C11211 9.00 74LS158 1.00 748175 4.50 LM309K 2.90 AD570 59.50 23.95 llPSLo1 1.50 2N5981 1.90 CllnTAUi 7409 ... 74C929 9.50 

~~=1~ 1.00 749111 6.50 Ul310N 3.20 AD590 9.50 AOC0803LCN MPSL51 1.50 2NI027 1.00 1- 9.50 

2732 
7410 ... 74Ct30 2.75 . .. 748112 3.40 LM310H 3.20 AD7 ... 17.50 7.50 llPSU02 1.75 2NI049 1.90 1.812MH.z 6.50 7411 .70 74Cl32 .... 74LS182 1.50 748199AN 4.10 Lll311 1.00 AY-3-lt1014.SO AOCOI04LCN MPSU52 1.00 2NIOIO 21.50 - 5.00 7412 .70 74Cl41 2.50 74LS183 1.10 74$111 8.50 LM311H 1.IO AY4-251314.50 6.50 llPSU85 1.75 2NIOl3 28.00 2.304011Hz 8.50 1-9 10+ 100+ 1413 .70 74Ct8t 8.90 74LS1&4 1.40 748194 3.30 Lll317T 2.50 MSM1832 11.50 AOCOBOILCN MP131 2.75 2- 37.90 2.457111Hz 5.50 7414 ... 74LS18!5 1.50 748195 2.to LM317K 4.50 111151174 19.50 14.95 llllF221 19.50 2N8122 1.90 2.764111Hz 4.to $8.25 $7.95 $7.50 7411 ... ,.,...,.,, 74LS1M 2.55 74S1t8/82590 Lll318 4.00 llll530t 14.50 ADC0820LCN MRF237 5.00 2N8125 1.00 311Hz 4.00 7417 ... 74F1JO .79 74LS189 .... 4.00 LM324 1.00 ........ .... 24.95 MRF238 ..... -130 1.00 3.5795Mttz 2.50 7420 ... 74F02 .75 74LS173 1.20 74S1971825t1 LM325 4.50 FD1771 11.00 DACOBOO 4.15 MRF245 53.50 ~=~ 

1.90 19321~4.90 7425 .oo 74F04 ... 74LS174 1.20 4.110 LM326 4.50 FD1791(~Ao DACOIOO 4.15 MRF45fi 37.00 14.50 - 2.00 

LM380 
7UI ... , .... .79 74LS175 1.20 748201 .... L11321DZ .90 DAC0832LCN MRF475 12.50 2Nl259 13.50 4.194304MHz 7430 .70 74F10 .75 74LS181 4.00 74S214AN LM3442 1.90 F01793(~ 8.95 llRFI03 !::= ~. 2N6274 29.50 .... 7432 1.00 74F11 .79 74L8190 1.50 P.O.A. Lll3352 2.20 0AC1020LCN ( llAF641 2N8378 4.90 4.433618MHz (14pln) 7437 1.00 74F20 .71 74LS191 1.20 748225 10.90 Ub38 25V 2.95 FD-1795 39.00 19.95 llRF&te 53.00 2118425 4.50 2.90 

100+ 
7438 1.00 74F32 .71 74LS192 1.20 748221 7.00 LM338K 12.50 F01797 39.00 DAC1220LCN MRF901 2.00 2Nt578 4.00 4.44MHz ~.00 1-9 10+ 7440 1.00 

,_ 
.79 74LS113 1.20 749240 8.00 LM339 1.20 WD1181 ..... 19.95 llPF131 1.90 4.75MHz 2.90 $1.20 $1.10 $1.00 7442 1.50 74F74 ... 74L91M 1.20 749241 8.90 Ul34I 1.80 WD2143 24.50 TIP31A 1.00 2SA883 1.50 4.915200MHz 7441 1.15 74fl6 1.19 74LS195 .90 748244 9.00 ........ 2.15 W01931 22.50 .............,, 

TIP31B 1.00 2SC2021 3.95 6.90 7441 1.20 74F10t ... 74LS191 .90 749211 3.00 Lll350K 10.50 WD1133 34.00 AC125 1.20 TIP31C 1.00 2SC2029 3.95 4.9582MHz 2.90 7447 1.50 74F131 1.71 74LS117 1.75 748253 4.00 LM351N 1.00 WD111113 14.75 AC128 1.20 TIP32A 1.00 2SC2181 4.15 5.00llHz 2.90 7441 1.20 74f13t 1.79 74LS221 2.00 748257 3.30 LM353 2.50 WD1183 59.00 AC127 1.20 TIP32B 1.00 2SC1730 1.95 5.0l88MHz 2.90 6802 7450 1.00 74F1&1 1.79 74LS240 1.00 74S258 3.30 Lll358N 2.40 w02123 a.so AC128 1.20 TIP32C 1.00 2SC1989 6.30 8Mltz 2.90 7411 1.00 74f153 1.79 74LS241 1.90 , ...... 2.00 LM337 2.40 WD8250 29.50 AC187 1.50 TIP41C 1.90 2SC1973 3.95 6.14MHz 2.00 7473 1.00 74f117 1.79 74LS242 1.90 748274 P.0.A. Lll358 1.40 TR1802(S1:.s:J AC188 1.50 TIP42A 1.90 VN88Af 3.95 6.6870MHz 2.90 1-9 10+ 100+ 7474 1.00 74f158 1.79 74LS243 1.00 74$275 P.O.A. LM381 3.50 AC14t 3.40 TIP42C 1.90 2SC372 1.95 8llHz 2.90 $5.00 $4.75 $4.50 7475 1.20 74F175 2.78 74LS244 1.50 , ...... 5.90 Ul377 4.90 TR1853 8.00 AD181 2.90 T1P49 1.90 2SC495 2.15 8.887238MHz 7478 1.IO 74F181 5.11 74LS245 2.IO 74$211 P.O.A. Ul371 8.95 COM8118 24.00 AD182 2.90 T1P50 2.20 2SC7100 1.95 4.00 7411 1.IO 7CF1U 2.73 74LS247 1.30 749283 7.90 LM3808pln BR1t41 23.00 Af118 2.00 TIP53 2.50 2SC73 1.95 10llHz 4.90 7411 1.IO 74F118 7.44 74L1341 1.50 749287 4.90 1.IO CAT8002A BC107 .50 TIP111 1.50 2SC900F 1.95 10.8445MHz 7411 3.90 74F190 4.11 74LS249 1.IO 748218 4.00 LM38014pln 59.90 BC108 .50 T1P112 1.50 2SC945A 1.95 4.00 

NE5534AN 7400 1,20 74F191 4.11 74LS251 1.50 748219 13.90 1.00 BC182L ... TIP116 1.50 29C1014 2.50 11MHz 2.00 7413 1.20 74F1M 2.41 74LS253 1.20 748301 13.90 LM381 3.50 ~ BC212 ... TIP117 1.50 2SC1017 4.15 1211Hz 2.00 7415 1.20 /4F241 3.72 74LS257 . 70 74$314 P.O.A . LM382 3.50 2102 2.50 BC311 .30 TIP120 1.50 2SC1018 4.15 14.31818MHz 1-9 10+ 100+ 7411' 2.75 , ..... 4.34 74LS258 1.20 74$330 P.O.A. L- 5.95 2114 4.95 BC320 .40 TIP122 1.50 2SC1081 2.15 4.90 $1.95 $1.85 $1.75 74100 1.H 74F244 3.72 74LS251 1.50 748331 P.O.A. L- 3.50 270I 12.50 BC327 .30 TIP125 1.50 2SC1096 2.95 1511Hz 4.90 74107 1.20 74F251 1.13 74LS281 2.50 748373 9.00 L11381 1.95 2718 9.00 BC325 .30 T1P127 1.50 2SC1173 2.95 1811Hz 4.00 74109 .00 74F283 1.13 74LS211 1.20 748374 9.00 L11317A 3.95 2732 .... BC337 ... TIP145 3.40 2SC1221 2.95 1- 4.00 74110 1.50 74F257 1.13 74LS273 1.15 748381 .... Lm87 2.00 2784 5,95 BC33I .40 TIP2155 3.50 2SC1308 5.30 1 l.43211Hz 4.90 74121 .oo 74F251 1.93 74LS275 8.IO 74S387 3.30 Ul300 2.15 27128 8.00 llC54I .40 TIP3055 3.50 2SC1419 2.15 - 4.00 

27512 
74122 ... 74F350 4.34 74LS271 ... 74841211212 LM381 2.00 4116 3,15 BC547 .20 2SC1449 1.15 2AMHz ~00 74123 1.50 74F352 1.93 74LS2llO 2.IO 5.90 l.11313 1.00 4114 3,95 BC841 .20 2SC1874 1.95 27Wtz ~00 7412& 1.00 , ..... 1.13 74LS213 1.50 74S42811212 Lll3l4CH I.ts 1118 s.oo BC549 .20 2SC1307 5.00 3- 4.00 74121 1.IO 74F373 U4 74LS290 1.50 7.00 Lll38IT .... .... aoo BCHO .40 2S0211 3.15 - 400 74132 1.00 74F374 4.94 74Ul293 1.30 9.00 

:J::K ..... 58725(6118} BCHI .40 2SD325 2.15 32.711Mttz 4.90 74139 1.50 74F311 2.11 7~ 1.11 .... 5.IO 4.00 BC557 .20 2SD350A .... 74145 , 1AI, 74F521 .... 74Ll:ll7 8.50. o.oo - .... BCHI . .. ....... .... 



Something for everyone 

DB CONNECTORS 
Cet. No. DeocriptlOn Price 
P10880 DE9P Male ........ $1.95 
P10881 DE9S Female .... $2.25 
P10882 DE9C Cover ...... $1.20 
P10884 DE9P A.A. Plug $3.65 
P10885 DE9S A.A. Ski $4.25 
P10890 DA15PMale ...... $2.10 
P10891 DA 1 SS Female .. $2.25 
P10892 DA15C Cover .... $1.25 
P10894 DA 1 SP A.A. Plug $4.25 
P10895 DA 1 SS A.A. Sid $5.00 
P10900 DB25P Male ...... $2. 75 
P10901 DB25S Female .. $2.95 
P1090~ DB25C Cover .... $1.25 
P10904 DB25P A.A. Plug $4.50 
P10905 DB25S A.A. Skt $5.95 

RELAY AND BASE 
Can carry 10A at 28V DC or 5A at 
240V ~C. Supplies with Chassis 
Mou~bng Socket with screw 
terminals Great for school projects 
and demonstrations, switching DC 
power supplies. central circuits and 
with contacts parallel up to 20A can 
be switched 
Cat 514074 S8.95 

't~J\j ' 
ULTRASONIC 
TRANSDUCERS 
Designed to transmit at 40kHz 
(L 19990) and receive at 40kHz 
{L 1999.1) with up to20V J/P on the 
transmitter. These units can·1 be 
heard and so are ideal for TV remote 
controls, water level detectors, 
burgalar alarms, motion detectors 
and _information carriers as they can 
be either pulsed or used in the 
continuous wave mode. 
Full specifications below for design 

f.~ifS::~~ Input Vo Hage: 20V rms 

~': ~=~~~.cr!~=N=o\9 ~M~~o 
110dBmin 

Sensitivity (dB/vlubar) min.: 
-6Smin. 

Bandwidth (kHz): 
Tran~mit: 4.0 (at 1 OOdB) 
Receiver: S.O (at - 73d8) 

Impedance: 
Transmit: 500 
Receiver: SOOO 

Cat. l 19990 (Transmitter) $4. 75 
Cat. L19991 (Receiver) .. $4.75 

SPECTROL MUL TIDIALS 
Model 16-1-11 (.9") 

Cat.Rt 4400 ................. $26.95 
Model 18-1-11{1"x1.75" Rect.) 
Cat.R14405 $45.95 
Mode/21-1-11 (1.82") 

Cat.R14410 $46.95 

FERRITE AERIAL ROD 
200mmx9mm 

Cat. L 11401 ........ Normally $2.75 
SPECIAL, ONLY $1.50 

_____.-,-
~~ 
CAR ANTENNA BOOSTER 
• In-line instalation 
• 12V boosts 100% 
Cat A12073 . .. ........ $7.95 

SPECTROL43P 
Equiv (Bourns 3006) 
Essential for precision work. 
A1420010A A1429010K 
A1421020A R1430020K 
A14220SOA A14310SOK 
R14230100A R14320100K 
A14240200A A14330200K 
A142SOSOOR A14340SOOK 
A142601K A143501M 
R142702K A143602M 
R142BOSK 

10+ 1-9 
$1.95 $1.75 

ECONOMY 4 CHANNEL 
MICROPHONE MIXER 

(MM1) 
It~ size and simplicity makes this 
mixer very portable and easy to 
operate. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
• 4 low impedance 600 ohm 

microphone inputs 
• Individual gain control for each 

microphone. 
• Master volume control. 
• Power on LED 
• Inputs/Outputs - 6.3mm mono 

sockets 
• DC operated (9V battery only) 
• Input impedance 600 ohm 
• Output impedance 1.Skohm 
• Signal/noise ratro 5SdB 
• Frequency response 20Hz to 

20kHz plus or minus 2dB 
• Weight 320 grams 
• Dimension 148 x 4S x 8Smm 
• Torque variable range 1-22d8 
• Input sensitiv:ty 1 mV 
•Output level 90mV (at input SmV) 
• T.H.O. 0.01 % 

Cat At200t $44.95 

i\ill!l' ii~ 
DB STAND OFFS 

At Incredible prices! No need to 
pay absurd prices because we 
Import them direct and pass on 
the savings to you I 
2 Pack P10930 ................. $1.00 
10 Pack P10932 ............... $3.95 
100 Pack P19934 ........... $20.00 

DC/DC CONVERTER 
•Fail safe circuit protects against 
short circuit or wrong polarity 
• Under dash mounting 
• 13.BV DC input 
• 7.S/9112V DC output 
•Current: 7.SV (900mA); 

9V(1.2amp); 
12v (1.2 amp) 

• 2 metres cord with 4 plug adaptor 
Cat. A15054 $21.95 

la·· u:;;t 

·~ CANNON TYPE 
CONNECTORS 

1-9 10+ 
P10960 3 PIN LINE MALE. 

$3.90 ······•········•·····• $3.50 
P10962 3 PIN CHASIS MALE 

$3.00 ··•·•····•············ $2.50 
P10964 3 PIN LINE FEMALE 
$4.50 ...................... $3.90 
P10966 3 PIN CHASIS FEMALE 

$4.95 ···••···•·······•····· $3.95 

UNIVERSAL MIXER WITH CUE CONTROL (MM3) 
•Microphone inputs 2 high or low impedance. 
•Two stereo phono inputs magnetic or ceramic. 
• 1 stereo line input for tape or tuner. 
• Cue function with LED indicator for each input. 
•Tape recorder output connections. 
• Dual VU meters to monitor output and cue level. 
• Mono/stereo mode selector. 
•Battery test button to check their condition. 
•DC or AC adaptor operation. 

w~~~ ~~~~~v~~~ ~fs~to~~~~h~~~oge~.h1~~~ ~(~ o~~~~~~ 50k ohm 
Tape Tuner: 150mV Sok ohms 
SIN Ratio: More than SSdB 
T.H.O.: Less than 0.5% 
Frequency Response: 20 - 20kHz + 2d8 
Output Level: 300mV 
Recording Output: 120mV 
Power Source: 9V DC (PP100/9) 
Dimensions: 265 x 195 x 70mm 
Weight: 1.8kg 

ARP $199 .......................................... OUR PRICE $179 

-\-
SllllCONDUCTORS! Al_,. c:hack wltb Ill 

~-~on f:.11 ~cl~ 
2716 $9.95 $9.50 $8.95 
2732 $8.95 $8.50 $7.95 
2764 $7.95 $7.50 $6.95 
27128 $6.95 $6.50 $6.25 
27256 $11.50 $10.50 $10.00 
4116 $3.95 $3.50 $2.95 
4164 $2.95 $2.75 $2.50 
41256 $4.95 $4.50 $3.95 
5558pin $0.50 $0.40 $0.35 
6116 $3.95 $3.75 $3.50 
6264 $6.50 $5.50 $5.25 

~g~ 1~.gg r, gg 1rn 
6845 $5.00 $4.00 $3.75 
7406 $0.40 $0.30 $0.25 
8250 $29.95 $27.95 

NE5534AN 
SCOOP PURCHASE!!! 

1-9 
$1.95 

10+ 
$1.85 

WORLD MODEM CHIP 
Cat. U2iS14 ....... Normally$49.50 
Save $25, SPECIAL $24.95 

MEL9501 
Have you blown up your Apple drive 
by plugging it in backwards or not 
turning off the power while changing 
boards? We have the MEL9501 chip! 

SPECIAL, ONLY $29.95 

8087 
Genuine Intel chips with manual 

and data sheets pack&d in boxes! 
8087-3 (4.77MHz) $299 
8087·2 (8MHz) .. $399 
8087-1 (10MHz) $649 
80287-3 (6MHz) $499 
80287-7 (8MHz) $699 
8087-3 (4.77MHz) . $299 

SPEECH SYNTHESISER 
CHIPS! 

SP0256A-AL2: Speech synthesiser 
chip, needs programming lo work. 

$16.95 
CTS256·AL2: Contams the code 
recognition circuit to enable the 
project t_o plug directly on the printer 
port, or mto an IBM PC 

$29.95 
A SET OF EACH . $44.95 

TEXTOOL SOCKETS 
P1701616 pin ............. $14.50 
P1702424pin $14.50 
P17028 28 pin $19.50 
P17040 40 pin $22.50 

t I •• SPRING RETURN 
TOGGLE SWITCHES 

WAS NOW 
S P.0.T Cat.S11012 $2.25 $1.95 
D.P.D.T. Cat.$11022 $2.50 $2.25 

-~ 
--= QUALITY LEDS 

Cat. No. Description 
210140 3mm Red 
210141 3mm Green 
2101433mmYellow 
210145 3mm Orange 
210150 5mm Red 
210151 Smm Green 
210152 5mm Yellow 

Price 
$0.20 
$0.30 
$0.30 
$0.30 
$0.15 
$0.30 
$0.30 

~--UV EPROM ERASER 
MINI HANO HELD Erase your EPAOMs quickly and 
MEGAPHONE safely. This unit is the cost effective 
Suitable for schools, sports meetings, solution to your prot:>Jems .. It wi_U 
boats, etc. Portable, lightweight and erase up to 9 x 2:4 pm dev1ces.1n 
effective with anti howling dynamic complete safety •. m about 40 minutes 
microphone. High power output, low (less for l~ss chips). 

~~C1i:rE~TI8~~- :e~~~~eJr~~~i~s conductive foam 

~=~~~t~i~~~:~ maximum • ~~ns powered 
Effective 3:stance: 120 metres •High UV intensity at chip surface 
Power source: 6 x "AA" batteries ensures EPROMs are thoroughly 
Power duration: S hours eras.ad 
Weight: O.Skg. • Engineered to prevent UV 

Cat. A????? $69.95 •~~:~:::ms 217 x 80 x 68mm 

PANEL METERS 
GALORE! 
We have a great range of panel 
meters at gteat prices! 
Cat.No. Description Price 
010500 MU450-1mA 12.50 
010502 MU45 50-0/SOuA 12.SO 
010504 MU45 0-100uA 12.50 
01osrn MU4S 0-SA 12.SO 
010S18 MU450-1A 12.SO 
010S20 MU4S 0-1A 12.SO 
010525 MU4S 0-20V 12.50 
010530 MU52E 0-1A 14 SO 
010533 MUS2E 0-SA 14.SO 
010S35 MU45 VU PMetre 14.9S 
010538 MUSS 0-SOuA 16.95 
010540 MUS5 0-1mA 1S 9S 
0105SO MUSS 0-100uA 16.95 
010560 MUGS 0-20V 16.95 

ARGUS 726 ADJUSTABLE 
MAGNIFIER WITH LAMP 
Absolutely perfect for close up 
work! Intricate PCB's, projects, etc., 
wil.1 be a breeze under this superb, 
adjustable magnifymg tamp 
•Magnifies 1.7S times 
• 40 watt incandescent lamp 
• 2 spring-balanced arms, 

extendable to 95cm 
•Adjustable head for optimum 

viewing angle. 
• Comes with desk clamp 

(interchangeable with base) 
• Fantastic Value!! 

Cat Our price $89 

RECHARGEABLE 
LANTERN 
• Up to 1,000 recharges 
• No more expensive batteries 
• Beam length 1,050 feet 
• Cannot be over charged 
• Shoulder strap included 
• 240V charge read connects direct 
• ~ 2V Car lighter recharging lead 

(ideal for camping, travel, etc) 
• Red safety shade cover 
Cat. At 5053 ....... only $29.95 

WITHOUT TIMER 
Cat. X14950 ......... Normally$119 

Special, $89 

WITH BUILT-IN TIMER 
Cat. X14955 ........................ $139 

Speclal, $119 

CROSSOVER NETWORKS 
Crossovers are essential for 
multiway speaker systems, otherwise 
your bass will be degr~ed by 
intermodulation distortion and cone 
b~eak up, and your treble will be 
distorted by bass COmPonents 
These crossovers are designed to 
channel only the frequencies that 
each driver can properly handle. 
Read the specifications to choose 
the correct one for your need 

2WAY60WATT 
CROSSOVER NETWORK 
• 6dB attenuation 
•Cross over point 3,500 Hz 
• Impedance 8 ohms 

Cat. A16001 $7.95 

3WAY60WATT 
CROSSOVER NETWORK 
• SdB attenuation 
• Cross over point 800 and 5,000 Hz 
• Impedance 8 ohms 

Cat. A16003 $12.95 

3WAY100WATT 
CROSSOVER NETWORK 
• 12dB attenuation 
•Cross over point BOO and 5,000 Hz 
• Impedance 8 ohms 
Cat. A 16005 $28.95 

PUSHBUTTON 
DIALLERS 
Tired of old fashion dialling and 
re-dialling engaged numbers? 
These e:onvenient push button 
diallers include last number redial 
(up to 1S digits) and instructions for 
an easy changeover 

Cat. A 12030 . NORMALLY $19.95 
SPECIAL, ONLY $14.95 
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
AUSTRALIAN STYLE 
ADAPTOR CABLE 
• Austraian socket to plugtsoeket 
• Length 10 metres 
Cat. Y16015 . . . ...... $14.95 

U.S. TELEPHONE 
EXTENSION CABLE 
•U.S. plug to 2 U.S. sockets 
• Length 10 metres 
Cat. Y16028 .................. $9.95 

TELEPHONE ADAPTOR 
•Australian plug to U.S. socket 
• Length 1 Ocm 
Cat. Y16026 . .. $5.95 

TELEPHONE CURL CORD 
•U.S. plug to U.S. plug 
• Replacement hand set cord 
• Length 4. 5 metres 
Cat. Y16023 . $6.95 

TELEPHONE 
EXTENSION CABLE UNIT 
Allows 15 metres of telephone 
extenSlon cable to be neatly wound 
into a protable storage container. 
The reel sits on a flat base and has a 
handle to wind cable back on to it 
after use. No tangles - no mess! 
Ideal for the workshop, around the 
house, office, pool etc. 
Cat. Y16013 . . ...... $22.95 

HIGH EFFICIENCY 
RADIAL FIN HEATSINK 
Black anodlsed with a thick base 
plate, this radial fin heatsink can 

~;~ir::~~=i=~~~i~~:~tb~r 
Rod Irving. 

105x30mmCat.H10520 $ 3.50 
105x75mmCat.H10525 $ 3.50 
105x100mmCat.H10529 $ 4.90 
105x140mmCat.H10534 $ 6.50 
105x150mmCat.H10535 $ 8.75 
105x170mmCat.H10538 $ 7.95 
105x195mmCat. H10542 $ 9.90 
105x200mmCat. H10543 $ 9.90 
105x225mmCat. H10546 $10.50 
105x300mmCat.H10549 $12.00 
105x600mmCat.H10560 $24.95 

DIECAST BOXES 
DMK:ast boxes are excenent for 
AF shielding, and strength. 
Screws are provided with each box. 
H11451100x50x25mm. $ 5.95 
H11452110x60x30mm. $ 6.50 
H11453120x65x40mm. S 8.95 
H11461120x94x53mm. $11.50 
H11462188x 120x7Bmm ... $13.50 
H11464188x 188x64mm ... $29.50 

HORWOOD ALUMINIUM 
CASES 
H10382 3 x 4 x 2 inches . $ 5.50 
H10383 3 x 4 x 3 inches . $ 6.50 
H103843x4x4inches $ 7.50 
H10385 3 x 4 x 5 inches $ 7.95 
H10386 3 x 4 x 6 inches $ 8.50 
H10387 3 x 4 x 7 inches $ 9.50 
H10388 3 x 4 x 8 inches $10.50 
H10389 3 x 4 x 9 inches $10.95 
H103903x4x10inches. $11.95 

RACK MOUNTING 
CABINETS 
Thesfi: supetbly crafted rack cabinets 
will give your projects a real 
professional appearance. 
• All dimensions conform to the 

International Standard. 
•Aluminium construction. 
• Removeable upper and lower 

panels. 
•Ventilated lid. 
•Choice of Naturat or Black finish. 
• Quality brushed finish anodised 
front panel 
A = Internal Height mm 
B = Rear Width mm 
C =Depth mm 

A B C Finish CatNo. Price 
38 430 254 Natural H1 0401 S49.50 
82 430 254 Natural H10402 $59.50 

126 430 254 Natural H10403 $69.SD 
38 430 254 Black H10411 $59.95 
82 430 254 Black H10412 $69.95 

126 430 254 Black H10413 $79.95 

112" HIGH INTENSITY 
RED LED DISPLAYS 

(AvaUable In Common Cathode 
and Common Anode) 

Dimensions: 
Overall: 12.7mmacross, 19mmhigh 
Display: 12.7mm(H) x 7.3mm(W) 
Segment Width: 1.2mm 
Brightness: 3400 ucd. IF =10mA 

COMMON CATHODE: 
Pin 1 Segment E Pin 6 Segment 8 
Pin2Segment0 Pin 7SegmentA 
Pin3CC Pin sec 
Pin4SegmentC Pin 9SegmentF 
Pin5Segment0p Pin 10SegmentG 
Cat.No. 1-9 10+ 100+ 
Z10190 $1.95 $1.75 $1.50 

COMMON ANODE: 
Pin1 SegmentE Pin 6SegmentB 
Pin 2 Segment D Pin 7 Segment A 
Pin3CA Pin SCA 
Pin 4 Segment C Pin 9 Segment F 
Pin5SegmentDpPin 10SegmentG 
Cat.No. 1-9 10+ 100+ 
Z10191 $1.95 $1.75 $1.50 

CORDLESS 
RECHARGEABLE 
SOLDERING IRON 
• Suitt in solder point illumination 
• Easy replacement of solder tip 
• Protective stand which also 

functions as charging unit 
• Sponge pad attach to stand 
• Plug pack power adaptor 
• Includes Nicad battery 
• lnstructtion manual 
• 12 months warranty 

Cat. T12480 ...... Normally $79.95 

SPECIAL, $69.95 

~er --· SCOPE 60W SOLDERING 
SYSTEM 
• Infinitely ad1ustable temp. 200 C to 
470 C. Sliding control selects 
desired tip temperature (LEO 
readout monitor& tip temp.) 
• Safety holder features ceramic 
bum-proof bush and can be 

;o~~~~~ ~~,~~~~d~~~~ pliable 
rubber 
• Screw type connector prevents 
accidental plug removal and 
guarantees solid contacts. 
•Temperature lock allows 
production supervisors to control 
soldering temperatures . 
•Anti seize tip retention design 
reduces risk of thread seizure by 
removing locking nut to cooler end of 
barrel. 
• Optional 'JOW soldering pencil is 
available for finer work. 

Cat. T12900 ........ Normally $229 

SPECIAL, $199 

, F 
ANTISTATIC 

SOLDER SUCKER 
• Light weight 
• Sturdy construction 
• Easy to remove tip 
•Excellent value for money! 
Cat. T11281 ........... $13.95 

1SOW IBM COMPATIBLE 
SWITCH MODE POWER 
SUPPLY 
DC output: +5113A. -5VI0.5A 

+ 12Vl4.5A-12V/0.5A 
AC Input: 240V AC +-15% 1.5A 

47Hz- 63Hz 
Cat. X11096 ........ Normally $239 

Now only $149 

~~] 
HEATSINK COMPOUND 
Heatslnk compound is applied to the 
base and moonting studs of 
transistors and diodes. It maintains 
a positive heatsink seal that 
Improves heat transfer from the 
device to the heatsink, thus 
increasing overall efficiency. 
Cat. H11800 .................. $2.95 

•,~~ ___,. 
RECHARGEABLE 

METEX3800 ~~~f:~~ 
MULTIMETER or hlln<lymlinl 

~i~:~:~t~~;f!1,~~d held : ~~::~~~ ~ry 
3 !fl1.2 d}Qit multimeter for measuring • Detachable pistol grip 
DC and AC voltage, DC and AC • Simple to use chuck 
current. Resistance and Diode, for • 2 Flat tips 

::~~~t~~~b~~ ~~t~~~=~ A-0 : ~~1~:: ~d'IDc charger 
Converter us.es C-MO~ technology PERFORMANCE DATA: 
for auto-zeromg, polarity selection Gears Ratio· 1 ·so 
and over-.range !ndicati~n. Full Max. R.P.M.; 15o 
~:werload 1s prov1de_d. It 1s ~n ideal Max. Torque: 3,2 (Newton Metre) 

1~~~a~~- :,_~:~np~h~~~~Snd screwing capacity::: :J~ 
~=~='.~cabOns. T12200 ........... $99.50 
• Push-buttonONIOFFpowerswitch. 
• Single 30 position easy to use 

rotary switch for FUNCTION and 
RANGE selection. 

• 11.2" high contrast LCD. 
• Automatic over-range indication 

with the "1 " displayed. 
• Automatic polarity indication on 

DC ranges. 

• ~~~~ !~~FfO~~::i? ~1~~es 
without short circuit except 200ohm 
Range which shows "000 or 001 ". 

• ~~~~;Wv ~ottage protection 

• Diode testing with 1 mA fixed 
current. 

• Audible Continuity Test. 
•Transistor hFE Test., 
SPECIACATIONS 
Maximum Display: 1999 counts 
311.2 digit~ wtth automatic 

Fn~T~~l~~1=~= LCD display. 
Measuring Method: Dual-slope in 
A·D converter system. 
Over-range Indication: "1" Figure 
only in the display. 
Temperature Ranges: Operating 
OoCto +4QoC 
Power Supply: one 9 volt battery 
(006P or FC-1 type of equivalent) 
Cat. 091530 Normally $109 

SPECIAL$79 

• "''"'~ MULTIMETER 

;11i~~~~r:::;; ~~r~~~~nd held 
3"111.2 digit multimeter for measuring 
DC and AC voltage, DC and AC 

~~~:~a~:i.sf~~~=i=~~ ~~~d=~d 
Continuity Test. The Dual-slope A-D 
Converter uses C-MOS technology 
for auto-zeroing, polarity selection 
and over-range indication. Full 
overload is provided. It is an ideal 
instrument for use in the field, 
laboratory, workshop, hobby and 
home applications. 
Features ... 
• Push-button ON/OFF µower switch. 

• ~~~~e s:t~~~i~~J~~\~~~s:nd 
RANGE selection 

• 11.2" high contrast LCD. 
•Automatic over-range indication 

with the "1 "displayed. 
• Automatic polarity indication on 

DC ranges. 
•All ranges fully protected plus 

Automatic "ZERO" of all ranges 
Without short circuit except 200 ohm 
Range which shows "000 or 001" 

• ~~~~~3l<:ev ~oltage protection 

•Capacitance measurements to 1pF 
• Diode testing with 1 mA fixed 

current. 
• Audible Continuity Test. 
•Transistor hFE Test. 
SPECIACATIONS 
Maximum Display: 1999 counts 
3112 digit type with automatic 
polarity indication. 
lnd~atlon Method: LCD display. 
Measuring Method: Dual·slope in 
A-D converter system. 
Over·range Indication: "1 " Figure 
only in the display. 

~~~!:~Ranges: Operating 

~:~o~~~~~eo~ :~~i~:i~~~ 
Cat. 091540 Normally $139 

SPECIAi- $109 

DIGITAL SPEEDO/ 
DIGITAL TACHO/ 
SPEED ALERT 
• Digital readout (LEO) for both 

tacho and speech 
• Alarm With sound at variable 

preset speed. 
• Audible beeper and visual 

indicator. 
•In built light indicator for night 

illumination. 
• Designed for 12 volt negative 

earth electrical systems. 
• Speedo: o - 199kph 
• Tachometer: 0 - 9900kph 
• Speed alert: 40 - 120kph 
• Complete with mounting hardware. 
Cat. A15064 ......... R.R.P. $89.95 

OUR PRICE $74.95 

HOOKUP WIRE 
~12~-1~S:~~o:LK 
W11252131.12TLDBROWN 
W1125313/.12TLDORANGE 
W11254131.12TLDYELLOW 
W1125513/.12TLDGREEN 
W11256 131.12 TLC! BLUE 
W11257131.12TLDWHITE 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1-9 10+ 
$5.95 $5.00 
$5.35 $4.50 
W11260 14/.20 RED 
W11261141.20BLACK 
W11265 14/.20 BLUE 
W11268141.20WHITE 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1-9 10+ 
$12.00 $10.00 
$10.80 $9.00 
W11270 24/.20 RED 
W11272241.20BLACK 
W11274 24/.20 GREEN 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1·9 1Q+ 
$14.00 $12.00 
$12.60 $10.80 
W11280 321.2 BROWN 
W11282 32/.2BLUE 
PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 

1-9 10+ 
$20.00 $18.00 
$18.00 $18.20 

FREE STANDING, FOLD 
UP MAGNIFIER 
An eoccnomlcallY priced '"hands free" 
magnifier, lets you take care of all 
those tricky fine detailed )obs so 
often encountered in electronics, or 
any of many other practical uses 
51./Ch as home, work. hObbies etc. 

Cat. T12083 $14.95 

RS232 MINI TESTER 
• Male to female connections 
• AH pin wired straight through 
• Dual col(>Ur LED indicates activity 

and direction on 7 lines 
• No batteries or power required 
T.O. Transmit Data 
D.S.R. Data Set Ready 
A.O. Receive Data 
C.O. Carrier Detect 
R.T.S. Request to Send 
D.T.R. Data Terminal Ready 
C.T.S. Clear to Send 
Cat. X15656 ...... Normally 139.95 

SPECIAL, ONLY $32.95 

........ 
:r·· :.~~e·· .... 
'• . , . .. .. . . . 
Rod Irving Electronics 
48 A 'Beckett St, MELBOURNE 
Phone (03)6636151 

425 High S~ NORTHCOTE 
Phon' (03) 489 8866 

Mall Order and Correspondence: 
P.O. Box 620, CLAYTON 3168 

Telex: AA 151938 

• MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 
008335757 
(TOU,FREEJ 

!STRICTLY ORDERS ONLY) 
LOCAL ORDERS 

&INQUIRIES 
f03J 543 7877 

POSTAGE RATES: 
$1 - $9.99 
$10 - $24.99 
$25 - $49.99 
$50 - $99.99 
$100 - $199 $7.50 
$200 $499 $10.00 
$500 plus ·.. . . . $12.50 
FREE POST AGE FOR ORDERS 

OVER $75 & UNDER 3KG!! 

~~:1:=~~·!~,:. ~!~~ ~::;t, 
:~~~t':l::.:':'.~1~1 be 

Certified Post tor orders over 
$100 included tree! 
Registered Poat tor orders over 
$200 incuded tree! 

All ulH tax exempt orders and 
wh05esale Inquiries to: 
RITRONICS WHOLESALE, 

~-~~,;~:~1 ~·&1ft~es> 
Errors and omissions excepted 

"Appe and IBM are registered trade names 



NEWS DIGEST 

R & D up, but watch out for rorts 
Technology Minister Button price terms, while human technology by the end of the 
and Science Minister Jones resources devoted to R&D 1980s, Australian businesses 
called a news conference Increased by 43 per cent; will need to Increase their 
recently to announce that and performance by an annual 
R&D expenditure had risen • receipts In 1984-85 for tech- average rate of about 25 per 
dramatically, mainly be- nlcal know-how sold over- cent". 
cause of the 150% tax de- seas were $28 million, but Senator Button added, "Ad-
ductablllty of R&D expenses. far short of the payments of vice I have received, based 
However, Department of In- $158 million made overseas on registration for the 150 per 
dustry, Trade and Commerce for know-how. cent taxation allowance for 
(DITAC} officials have warned In their joint statement, the R&D, Indicates that registrant 
against abuse to the system. Ministers said; "The resur- companies propose to al-

The Ministers' move was gence of R&D from the dol- most double their perform
promoted by an announce- drums of 1981-82 Is encourag- once of R&D over the period 
ment from the Bureau of Ing. As a percentage of gross between 1984-85 and 1986-
Statlstlcs, which has just domestic product, business 87. 
released revised estimates of expenditure on R&D has In- "This Is heartening evl
expendlture and human re- creased from about one dence of success of the Gov
sources devoted to R&D car- quarter to about one third of emmenfs Initiatives to en
rled out In Australia by prl- one per cent. courage the business sector 
vote and public business en- "There Is, however, no to be more Innovative and to 
terprlses during 1984-85. cause for complacency," the build on the technical lnven-

The main features of the Minister said. "On the basis of tlveness of Australians," he 
new statistics are that: these most recent statistics, said. 
• expenditure by business Investment In 1984-85 by Aus- However, Button appears 

enterprises In 1984-85 was tralian businesses was only determined not to allow the 
$721 million; one third that of the median 150% deduction to tum Into a 

• R&D expenditure by private for many OECD countries with tax rort. He warned late In 
business enterprises In- whom Australia must com- December that the 150% tax 
creased over the period pete In lntematlonal markets. incentive should be claimed 
1981-82 to 1984-85 by over To reach roughly compara- only for expenditures in-
60 per cent In constant ble levels of investment In curred for genuine R&D 

'--------------------------. which would definitely bene
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fit Australia. 
He said that If the growth of 

any company was found to 
be Inflated by tax rorts or 
contrived schemes, the law 
would be changed to re
coup the benefits gained by 
the companies concerned. 

DITAC director of R&D poli
cy, John McKenna said that 
the Federal and State Gov
ernments would conduct a 
"technical review" of the tax 
allowance scheme, which it 
was hoped would be com
pleted before the August 
1987 Budget session of Parlia
ment. 

As well as determining the 
course of the scheme 
through to 1990, the govern
ment would also Identify 
abuses to the scheme during 
the review. 

However, McKenna em
phasized that abuses would 
be Identified throughout the 
scheme's duration and that 
even legally approved ar
rangements could be re
garded as abuses. 

"The government Is going 
to be pretty sensitive to 
abuse of the scheme. It 
would be quick to act, even 
if it found a scheme which 
was legally satisfactory but 

was considered to Involve a 
contrived reallocation of 
wealth," Mr McKenna said. 

"A company could dam
age the scheme If It unbolted 
the stable door, 0$ It were, 
and let a whole lot of other 
companies ·bolt with It. The 
government would be negll
gent In not acting to prevent 
such a situation from occur~ 
ring." 

McKenna said that the 
technical review would als0 
encompass other, more posi
tive areas. 

"The purpose of the review 
will not always be to see if 
there are ways of preventing 
people from exploiting the 
scheme," he said. 

BMAC for AM 
The Department of Communi
cations (DOC} Is currently In
vestigating the use of BMAC, 
the satellite TV transmission 
standard, for use over the 
new terrestrial Multipoint Dis-
tribution Service (MOS). · 

MOS Is a method of pro
gram distribution that wlll be 
used to carry the recently 
announced Video and Audio 
Entertainment and Informa
tion Services (VAEIS). Broad
casters have been extremely 
concerned that reception of 
VAEIS In homes would under
cut their monopoly, so the 
DOC has been looking at 
ways of providing encryption 
services. BMAC, with Its abil
ity to address Individual re
ceivers, Is a natural choice. 

The research plan being 
carried out by the depart
ment Is to determine spec
trum usage of BMAC In a ter
restrial environment. The 
bandwidth is well known, 
7 .5 MHz, but the necessary 
guard bands are still a bit 
contentious. The tests, In the rt 
laboratory at Canberra, are 
to determine how many 
channels can be accommo
dated in the 2.3 GHz to 
2.4 GHz and 2.076 to 2.111 GHz 
bands. 

The department is still un
certain exactly how many 11-
cences will be required for 
VAEIS. So far; only a few have 
been released, and they 
have been for satellite-fed 
systems like Club Supersta
tlon and Skychannel. 



COMING EVENTS 

MARCH 
A series of seminars will be held in conjunction with the In· 
ternational Technology Exhibition in Canberra 3-7 March. 
For more information contact Total Concept Exhibitions on 
(02)938-2033. 
Hewlett-Packard Precision Architecture is on display at the 
South Pacific Area Conference of Computer Users at the 
Brisbane Hilton 17-19 March. Contact Graham Coote on 
(07)57-7007 or Chris Kelly on (07)371-6984. 
PC87, the Eighth Australian Personal Computer Show, is on 
17 to 20 March at Centrepoint in Sydney. Contact Austra
lian Exhibition Services on (03)267-4500. 
An International CAD/CAM Congress on current realities 
and future directions will be held 17 to 20 March in Mel

. bourne. Contact ACADS/F ACE Congress Secretariat, 576 
St Kilda Rd, Melbourne, Vic 3004. (03) 51-9153. 

The Fourth South Pacific Area Conference of Computer 
Users, SPARC '87, will be held in Brisbane 17-19 March 
and is calling for papers. Contact Graham Coote on (07)57-
7077. 
The Australian Computer Society's Annual PC Conference 
will be held 18-20 March. 
The Queensland Electronic Distributors Association will hold 
its next exhibition 24-25 March at the Brisbane Entertain
ment Centre. Contact Bob Hunt (07)854-1911 or Bob Hee
lan (07)277-4311. 
APRIL 
The fourth workshop on small computer systems, organized 
by Queensland Institute of Technology, is on 13-15 April 
and calling for papers. Contact Dr C. Chesmond, QIT Dept 
of Elec Eng, on (07)223~2484. 
Labex '87, international lab and equipment and products 
exhibition is on in Brisbane at the Science Pavilion, RNA 
Exhibition Grounds, 31 March to 2 April. Contact BPI on 
(02)266-9799. 
ATUG '87 4th Australian Telecommunications Exhibition & 
Conference will be held at the Hilton Hotel in Sydney 7 to 
9 April. Contact Riddell Exhibitions on (03) 429-6088. 
The What's New in Electronics Exhibition - electronics in 
process control - will be held 14-15 April at the State 
Sports Centre, Underwood Rd, Homebush, NSW. 
The 17th International Symposium on Industrial Robots will 
be held 26-30 April at the Chicago Hilton & Towers. Con
tact Rl/SME Public Relations, 1 SME Dr, PO Box 930, 
Dearborn, MI 48121. Ph 313/271-0777. 
MAY 
Communications USA (telecommunications, radio and satel
lite equipment) in Sydney 11-15 May. Contact Ken Mac
Kenzie on (02)264-7044. 

Ausgraph '87 is on 11-15 May in Perth. Contact Conference 
Secretariat on (03)387-9955. 
In a CAD/CAM Congress at the Regent Hotel, Melbourne, 
17-20 May, a panel of experts will discuss technical comput
ing applications. Contact (03)51-9153. 

Photographies '87, an exhibition of the equipment and tech
nology of photographies will be held 23 to 26 May at the 
RAS Showgrounds in Sydney. 
JUNE 
Communications '87, the Australian International Office 
Technology Exhibition, is on 1 to 4 June at the Royal Exhi
bition Building, Melbourne. Contact Australian Exhibition 
Services on (03)267-4500. 
PC87, The Ninth Australian Personal Computer Show is on 

1 to 4 June at the Royal Exhibition Building, Melbourne. 
Contact Australian Exhibition Services on (03)267-4500. 
Office Technology '87 will be held 1 to 4 June in Mel
bourne. Contact Australian Exhibition Services on (03)267-
4500. 
The 1987 Computing Systems Conference will be held 17 to 
19 June in Brisbane. Contact the Institute of Engineers, 
Australia, 11 National Circ., Barton, ACT 2600. (062) 73-
3633. 
Videotex '87 Exhibition & Conference is on in Melbourne 
over three days in June. Contact Riddell Exhibitions on 
(03) 429-6088. 
The Australian ffi.fi Shows '87 will be held Sydney 19-21 
June at the Airport Hilton; Brisbane 3-5 July at the Gold 
Coast International Hotel; Melbourne 17-19 July at the 
Dallas Brooks Hall; Adelaide 24-26 July at the Adelaide 
Hilton. 
Videotex '87 to be held 30 June to 2 July at the Sheraton 
Hotel, Auckland. Contact the Secretariat on (649) 68-6955. 
The Third National Space Engineering Symposium will be 
held 30 June to 2 July at the Australian Defence Academy 
in Canberra. Contact The Conference Manager on (062)73-
3633. 
JULY 
Automach '87, an exposition on automated manufacturing 
and sponsored by the SME, is scheduled for 7 to 10 July in 
Sydney. Contact Adolph Greco on (02) 875-2377. 
The 1987 Perth Electronics Show is on again at the Clare
mont Showgrounds, Perth from 29 July to 2 August. Con
tact address: 94 Hay St, Subiaco, WA 6008. (09)382-3122. 
AUGUST 
A symposium on signal processing and its applications will 
be held at the University of Qld 24-28 August. Those inter
ested in participating contact the Conference Secretariat, 
ISSPA 87, Uniquest Ltd, University of Qld, St Lucia, Qld 
(07)377-2733. 
Nelcon '87 national electronics conference will be held 24-28 
August at Auckland University, New Zealand. Contact B. 
S. Furby on (02)957-3017. 
SEPTEMBER 
IREECON '87 will feature digital technology when it is held 
14 to 18 September. Contact Heather Harriman on (02)327-
4822. 
The 4th Australasian Remote Sensing Conference will be 
held 14-18 September at the Adelaide Convention Centre. 
Contact John Douglas, South Australian Centre for Remote 
Sensing on (08)260-0134. 
Labex '87 international laboratory equipment and products 
exhibition is on 21 to 24 September at the Royal Exhibition 
Building, Melbourne. Contact BPI Exhibitions on (02) 266-
9799 or (03)699-9151. 

OCTOBER 
Computer Indonesia will be held in Jakarta 20-24 October. 
Contact Australian Exhibition Services on (03)267-4500. 
The 38th International Astronautical Congress will be held 
in Brighton, England, 10-17 October. The theme 'thirty 
years of progress in space' will be developed through a 
series of symposia. Contact the Austronautical Society of 
WA, COSSA, (09)397-5642. 

NOVEMBER 
CommuniTech and Computer '87 is on in Kuala Lumpur 
11-14 November. Contact Australian Exhibition Services on 
(03)267-4500. 
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PRIVATE COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM FOR NORTHERN 
TERRITORY 
Efficient communication systems span the world more easily 
than a navigator's dividers, but someone left the Northern 
Territory off the map. Finally the Territorians are going to do 
something about it - and they're turning to private enterprise 
to achieve their goals. 

Robert Phillips 

I magine that you have been away from 
home for a few weeks and want to 
telephone home for a chat. Instead of 

using a telephone, you are obliged to go 
out in the street and use a loud-hailer to 
shout your greetings home. 

Even if your voice were to be heard at 
home, how well would you be able to ex
press yourself under such public condi
tions? That is exactly the standard of pri
vacy that many Northern Territorians liv
ing in remote areas have when they use 
their HF radio phones to reach across the 
red and dusty outback. 

You may think this is not such a great 
inconvenience. After all, the purpose of 
such a call is really just to say hello and 
that you are well. If that is the case, then 
.the next time you have to ring the doctor, 
imagine having the same conversation with 
him at the top of your voice on a peak 
hour train. Territorians probably have the 
best collection of euphemisms you have 
ever heard! 

The Northern Territory Government is 
determined to do something to improve 
the standard of communication in the 
Territory and bring the whole system into 
at least the late 20th century, but prefer
ably the 21st century. The amazing thing 
is that Queensland, faced with similar 
problems in its remote country areas, has 
all but solved the problems in the space of 
a couple of years. To understand why the 
Territory is so far behind, we need to re
view some history. 

In about 1860 the Queensland surveyor
general, Augustus Gregory, pushed to 
have the area of the Northern Territory, 
which was then part of Queensland, split 
off from that State. Around the same 
time, John McDouall Stuart made his fa
mous south-north crossing of the conti-
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nent, and South Australia decided it 
would like the Territory to become part of 
that State. So in 1863 the Northern Terri
tory was duly made the northern part of 
South Australia! It was still part of that. 
State at Federation in 1901. The South 
Australians eventually found that the lack 
of communications with the north and the 
general cost of looking after the place was 
just too much, so in 1905 the Northern 
Territory was given back to Queensland. 
But Queensland did not really want it ei
ther, so, in 1911, it was given to the Fed
eral Government. Nobody heard much 
about the Northern Territory after that. 
Even its representative in federal parlia
ment 'Silent Sam' Caulder was so-named 
because he was not allowed to speak or 
vote in the House, only listen! 

There have been one or two abortive at
tempts to expunge Darwin from the face 
of the Earth (so far, bombs and a cyclone 
have failed), but the Territorians refuse to 
go away. For years successive federal gov
ernments have reminded themselves that 
there are no votes in the Territory and so 
it has been left alone as much as possible. 
Undeterred, the Territorians have just 
gone ahead and through their own efforts 
built a $350 million gas pipeline to Darwin 
and now, after 100 years of broken prom
ises, they are building their own railway 
system with private enterprise. Both proj
ects are independent of federal help. 
Next, they are going to ·build a better, and 
private, internal communication system. It 
has to be 'private' because only Telecom 
is allowed to own public communication 
systems. 

Queenslanders have been able to jump 
ahead because Queensland is a State. The 
Territory 'lost' its statehood in 1911, 
hence Territorians do not have the same ... 
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constitutional rights for independent deci
sion-making as most other people in Aus
tralia. Although they did get self-govern
ment in 1978, jt js not statehood. But 
that's not going to keep them down. 

It is difficult to know who history will 
identify as the 'father' of the struggle for 
better communications. There's Ray Han
rahan, the Northern Territory minister for 
business, technology and communications. 
And then there's the Territorian member 
of the legislative assembly and government 
whip, Colin Firmin, who has certainly 
been the struggle's driving force for a long 
time. 

"The HF radio system was worthwhile 
back in the 1930s, 40s and 50s, but it is no 
longer the answer to anything out in the 
scrub," said Firmin. "There are long 
delays in trying to get onto the radio ser
vice and there is a very limited time when 
you are allowed to use the service. Once 
you finally connect, it has problems with 
both rain and sunspots causing radio inter
ference, so that the quality of the service 
is very poor." 

Firmin went on to point out that under 
its Rural and Remote Area Scheme, Tele
com had announced a proposal to put in 
$400 million of digital radio concentrators 
across Australia. The program is flounder
ing for a number of reasons. Some of 
them are financial, some are related to 
forward planning, and in the Northern 
Territory, in particular, there are also 
problems of running microwave towers 
over land that is now owned by Aborig
ines under the Northern Territory Land 
Rights Act. 

"Since Aussat was first announced we 
have been saying that the best way is to 
use full satellite technology," said Colin 
Firmin. "The system is independent and 
you can place the satellite dish on the gov
ernment buildings that are within the set
tlements." 

Telephone service is not the only thing 
that the Government wants to deliver. 
With such a small population spread over 
such a large region, the government has 
unique problems in trying to reach out to 
the community and even to its own em
ployees in the distant parts of the Territo
ry. The aim is to provide meaningful gov
ernment services to all Territorians in a 
cost-effective manner. One of the cost sav
ing methods is to look for a single com
munication system that can provide voice, 
data and video. An all-in-one capability is 
far more acceptable than having to ask 
people to erect several different antennae 
for several different forms of communica
tion. "What we are proposing, and are in 
the final stages of assessing, is a full Gov
ernment network," Firmin said. 

The Queensland Government system, 
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Q-net, uses a dedicated transponder on 
Aussat and is in the final stages of testing 
as an operational network. They are test
ing things like telemetry, distance educa
tion, tele-medicine for the transmission of 
x-ray films and similar patient data, track
ing every train in the State plus electronic 
mail and telephone services. The Northern 
Territory system is going to do all this 
and, said Firmin, "we have a few more in
novative ideas". 

One of the innovations is Firmin's "one 
stop government shop". The objective is 
for people to be able to dial a computer 
control centre and have their government 
questions answered instantly and/or facsi
milied to wherever they happen to be. 
They will be able to pay bills from their 
remote site, transact land business, search 
information, get their driver's licence and 
car registration papers - all the services 
that are over the counter in a capital city. 
And the hackers won't get far since the 
central computer will be isolated from the 
government computers. People, rather 

The Government has turned 
to private enterprise because 
Telecom is presently unable 

to provide all the needed 
services. 

than computers, will control the flow of 
information back to the enquirer. In addi
tion, the computer-based controller of 
such satellite systems has the capability of 
recognizing the calling station. This is nec
essary so that the computer can monitor 
the status of stations on the net. The con
troller also needs to identify stations so 
that it can establish a 'trunk' between sta
tions before a call can go ahead. 

The next question is the cost. At this 
stage the Government is not saying what 
is involved because it is still assessing the 
final proposals from companies tendering 
for the supply of the system. However the 
Q-net system has cost $7 million for the 
trial phase, so the whole system could be 
in the $30 million bracket. It depends on 
how many earth stations are deployed. 

Canberra had Burley Griffen, Sydney 
had Utzon. Who will Darwin immortalize? 

The Government sent out a request for 
expressions of interest in the project and 
received 14 replies from a wide range of 
companies. The replies were from pre-

dominantly Australian-based companies 
but there has to be a significant overseas 
element because that is the source of such 
technology. The respondents included 
Crooks Michelle Peacock Stewart 
(CMPS), McConnell Dowell and Nichols, 
ICOM, Microwave Consultants, Telecom, 
Aussat, NEC Australia and several other 
companies such as Plessey who are in
volved with combined submissions. The 
list has been reduced to four finalists: 
CMPS, ICOM, McConnell Dowell Nichols 
and Telecom. Each respondent has been 
asked to propose a system and a method 
of finance which meets the communication 
requirements with the least possible cost 
to the Northern Territory Government. 
The proposal is also to take into account 
offsets for the overseas element, prefer
ably by making use of the Northern Terri
tory's Trade Development Zone (the first 
such ZC!ne in Austrlaia). The Northern 
Territory Government would like to see 
the successful company set up an office in 
Darwin as it believes this would ensure 
more efficient maintenance of the system. 

The Government has turned to private 
enterprise because Telecom is presently 
unable to provide all the needed services. 
Companies such as McConnell Dowell Ni
chols are not acting in competition with 
Telecom, but more as a supplement to it. 
The private companies have the equip
ment, skill and resources to go where 
Telecom. cannot go. The companies are 
providing the infrastructure to broaden 
Telecom's net. As in Q-net, there will be 
opportunities for Telecom to extend its 
services with the aid of the new installa
tion. Telecom will be able to put public 
phones at the end of the systems, with the 
coins going to Telecom not the private 
companies. 

One of the beauties of a satellite-based 
system is the ease of extending it and 
changing the locations of earth stations. 
For example, in August 1986, during a 
major bushfire emergency in Idaho, USA, 
the Skyswitch Satellite Communications 
company of Colorado, was asked to help 
with emergency communications for the 
firefighters. It put two portable satellite 
earth stations on a truck and headed 
north-east for about 14 hours. Within 36 
hours the first station was in contact with 
the fire control centre and within 60 
hours, both stations were operational at 
frontline fire camps. Darwin had only one 
tenuous, fragile phone line for several 
days after Tracy. 

So, when will the Northern Territory's 
new communication system happen? "The 
sooner, the better," says Colin Firmin. 
"The people in the scrub have been 
waiting for a long time for a system of 
some sort." e 
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P.O. Box 509, Lilydale, 3140 
Melb. Vic. (03) 735-0588 
673 High Street. Preston 
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AMPLIFIERS 
ZPE Series II ( 600W) 
DISCO MIXERS 
Citronic SM 350 
Arista with equaliser 
JUMBO STROBE 
Scanner. 
HELICOPTER 
2 ARM Spinner 
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Great tor Special Effects $
3 5 Hand Held 240V 7 

Dynamite 1200 Smoke Machine 
Has remote control lead to 
operate off-stage. We are so 
excited about this that full money 
back guarantee will be valid for 10 
days from purchase date 
Our own product $1800 
Fluid-1 litre $1!5 
MIRROR BALL MOTORS 
AC 240V 
Heavy Duty 
ROLLING LIGHTS 
8 x 4515 lamps 

$39 
$100 

$1800 
AUDIO CHASER 
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COSMO W' 
24 lamps , . • · $2800 
Half Ball rotary light 
61amps 
LAMPS all colours, so cheap! 

$780 

No Wa"anty on Breakages 
ES 240V 60W box of 25 · $100 
BC 240V 40W box of 100 · $90 
BC 240V 25W box of 100 $7!5 

Prices subject to change without 
notice Items for hire or sole. 

Power Cords not included Send 
SAE. with 60 cents pbstoge for 

free price list. 
We hove Piezo tweeters. Etone speakers, 

Rope lights and many other products. 
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For that total professional look, put your 
components into one of BETACOM's 
smart, strong Instrument Case 
Enclosures. Made of tough powder 
coated aluminium these enclosures will 
look good for years. 
Easy to assemble in a variety of sizes, 
supplied with all the hardware and 
shrink wrapped for protection. IC4 is an 
extruded aluminium, 2 piece enclosure, 
available in 6 sizes. The unique "square 
wave" internal slotted extrusion allows 
for slide in standard 100mm Eurocard 
printed circuit boards. The cover is 
screwed at each end and can be custom 
modified in various lengths and colours. 
IC6, is a 14 piece box with finished 
aluminium front and back panels, and is 
screwed from the sides and rear. 

The supplied internal chassis can be 
mounted in 3 different positions on its 
support brackets, enabling components 
to be mounted independently. IC6 
comes in 20 sizes, 1 U-4U, 1/2 width and 
full width and a range of depths. Full 
width will fit into a standard 19" rack 
cabinet using optional rack mount 
brackets. Handles are available for 3 U 
and 4U sizes. 
Both these enclosures come in bright 
distinctive colours for that totally 
professional look for all your projects. 
These are just 2 of BETACOM's 
extensive range of enclosures. Call us 
today for more information. 
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TEMPLE-SMITH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD. 

~ 2-12 Harp Street, Campsie. PO Box 196, NSW 2194 
_ _ Telephone (02) 78 3436 Fax (02) 787 2529 

VICTORIA:Temple-Smith Australia Pty. Ltd. 12 Rosella St., Frankston. Victoria. Telephone (03)7811013. Fax: (03) 783 9151 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Graphic Electronic Industries P!y. Ltd. 168 Payneham Rd. Telephone (06) 363 0277 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: J.G. Thomas & Associates 5 Durnham Rd., Bayswater6053. Telephone (09) 272 7122 
QUEENSLAND: Conwell Trading Company Pty. Ltd. 52 Doggett St., Fortitude Valley 4006. Telephone (07) 52 7850 
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The Bose 1401 Large-Vehicle System 
is designed to provide 

high-performance music reproduction in 
large cars, trucks, vans, recreational 
vehicles, and even boats. The system 
features a 1401 Series II Equalized 
Amplifier, two 4112" door-mount 
speakers, and two 6"x9" 
rear-deck-mount speakers. 

THIS STUNNING 8115~ 
1401 LARGE VEHICLE SYSTEM 
VALUED AT $1100. 

Bose Reliability 
The Bose 1401 Large-Vehicle System 
can withstand the unbelievable range of 
environmental conditions for which 

IFS &•SY 

Bose Mobile Music Systems are 
famous. The speakers are virtually 
unaffected by extremes of temperature, 
moisture, direct sunlight, dirt, sand, salt 
and ozone. Their rugged, full-range 
design also makes it virtually impossible 
to destroy them with any music signal. 
The Equalized Amplifier contains a 
self-diagnosing protection system that 
continuously guards against abnormal 
load conditions, including short circuits. 
Finally, to be sure that your 1401 
Large-Vehicle System sounds right in 
your vehicle, the Bose Syncom® II 
computer tests each speaker before it 
leaves the factory. 

All you have to do is correctly 
answer 3 simple questions on the 

The Bose 1401 Large-Vehicle System 
- the perfect system for your larger 
car, truck, van, or recreational vehicle. 

. coupon below. Answers can be 
found in the text on this page. 

······································-~ I Q What sort of vehicle is the Bose 1401 system I 
1 designed for? 1 
I ~ ............................................................................. I 
I Q What is the name of the Bose computer I 
I quality control test? I 
I ~ ············································································· I I Q Is the Bose 1401 Series II amplifier I 
I equalized? I 
I ~ ..................................... ~....................................... I 

I Please send entries to: ETl·BOSE COMPETITION I 
1 PO BOX 227 I 
I WATERLOO I 
I NSW 2017 1 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Conditions: 
This contest is open to all 
persons normally resident in 
Australia & New Zealand, with 
the exception of members of 
the staffs of Bose, The Federal 
Publishing Co, Hannanprint, 
Eastern Suburbs Newspapers 
and/or associated companies: 

The winner will be notifed by 
telegram. Contestants must use 
the coupon entry form cut from 
the magazine or a photocopy 
with the date/page number cut 
from the magazine and 
attached. The contest is invalid in 
States where local laws prohibit 
entries . 
Entries close 30th April, 1987. 
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Nice ~uit. 
Even if you're "not your typical engineer" but 

have something to say to the electronics 
industry, the IREECON '87 Conference and 
Exhibition coming up in September '87 is an 
ideal opportunity. 

Contact us for information on submitting a paper. 

THE IREE AUSTRALIA, Commercial Unit 3, Edgecliff Court, 2 New Mclean Street, Edgecliff. NSW 2027. 
Pllone (02) 327 4822 Tix: AA21822 User No. SY135 Fax: (02) 327 6770 

The Bose® 301 TM series 11 

Direct I Reflecting Loudspeaker 
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GOVERNMENT 
AND INDUSTRY 
A new relationship is being forged between the government 
and the electronics industry to spur the development of 
local electronics. This is the view from industry. 

Bruce Goddard 
Bruce Goddard, A.M., is President of the 
Australian Electrical and Electronic 
Manufacturers' Association. 

I 
t is often very difficult for an industry 
such as ours which is largely managed 
by engineers to understand the argu

ments used by economists. Economics is 
replete with theory, while engineering is 
governed by laws which translate into ob
servable facts, like Ohm's law. 

But economics also has its laws, many 

of which were postulated in the first half 
of the 19th century - the classical period 
of economic thought. 

Take the so-called law of comparative 
advantage. This has been the cornerstone 
of the Industry Assistance Commission's 
(IAC's) approach to Australian industry 
for perhaps the last 15 years. That law, in 
the simplest form, says that in a two-coun
try, two-commodity world, both countries 
will gain from trade if they specialize in 
the product in which they have a compara
tive (or relative) cost advantage. Australia 
has followed this broad approach for many 
years by specializing in land intensive agri
cultural products. 

How is it then that our relative trade 
performance continues to slide and has 
done so since the 1950s? If the theory 
works, why haven't living standards and 
economic growth rates between countries 
converged rather than diverged? If eco
nomics was based on observable facts, 
then it should have a law which says trade 
can also impoverish. 

Professor Gregory Clark, an economist, 
recently wrote that: 

"Economic theory says that if Britain 
abandons its motorcycle industry to im
ports, this is good because it can now con
centrate its resources in the car industry. 
Or, if Europe allows the Japanese to take 
over the audio industry, it does not matter 
because it can now specialii:e in up-market 
goods such as video-cassette recorders or 
compact discs. 

"As the Japanese could have told the 
theorists long ago, it all works in reverse. 
If Britain loses its motorcycle industry, 
then its car industry becomes weaker, not 
stronger, because both were served by the 
same sort of technicians, parts suppliers, 
dealers and other staff and resources. If 
Europe abandons audio, it loses efficiency 
in producing certain items: say, the speak
ers needed for VCRs. 

"An economy operates organically, not 
mechanically. The loss of one organ weak
ens, not strengthens, the rest of the body -
as the Japanese realized long ago." 



One of the characteristics of much; 
other theorizing is faith in the market as 
the allocator of resources to different uses 
such that these resources yield the. highest 
real return to the community. However, 
governments often get landed with prob
lems because the market fails to perform 
properly, as when we have high unem
ployment. The consequence of change 
falls disproportionately upon the minority 
within the population. Then political 
rather than economic issues make the 
prime running. 

What conflicts of conscience such prob
lems must cause the rational-minded pub
lic service economist! Especially when 
vote counting political masters demand 
that the problem be solved - not accord
ing to rational economic principles but to 
the realities of the ballot box. 

If there is one single issue which manu
facturing industry and government should 
be working on, it would have to be the re
versal of our current account deficit in 
manufactured goods - particularly in the 
so-called high technology products area. 

(5(5 
We estimated that even to get 
the present total trade deficit 
on current account down to 

reasonable proportions would 
require an annual growth in 

gross domestic product of two 
to three per cent - with all 

of it going to feed export 
growth. 

$)$) 
The seriousness of this problem is awe
some in proportions. In the Association's 
submission to the IAC's export concession 
inquiry, we estimated that even to get the 
present total trade deficit on current ac
count down to reasonable proportions 
would require an annual growth in gross 
domestic product of two to three per cent 
- with all of it going to feed export 
growth, ie, no increase in domestic ex
penditure. When combined with a gross 
foreign debt which exceeds a quarter of 
our GDP and an interest and capital 
repayment bill on that debt which soaks 
up about 30 per cent of our total export 
revenue, we must all be very concerned. 

I think that by now, nearly everyone in 

business and in government understands 
the problems; it's agreeing on the appro
priate solutions that is the stumbling 
block. Unless we get substantial support 
from all sides (and that includes a biparti
san political industry policy), then we will 
continue to meander, relying on luck and 
the vagaries of the invisible hand. We will 
continue to have short term changes in di
rection with changes of government. 

The long term decline in our terms of 
trade for our traditional land-based ex
ports has renewed interest in the manufac
turing sector. I detect a new positive ap
proach to assistance which is aimed at 
creating comparative advantage rather 
than merely hoping it will happen. This is 
a welcome change to which industry will 
respond where it can. 

But there is no doubt that the structure 
of Australian manufacturing has changed 
massively over the last decade. There are 
some inherent weaknesses which cannot 
be remedied overnight. Many local manu
facturing activities have disappeared and, 
once gone, will not be recovered. The 
base capability has been weakened. 

Perhaps more so than most other coun
tries, we have been open to international 
competition. This in itseH should not be a 
cause of fear if: 
(a) the rate of decline in the industries dis

advantaged is broadly matched by the 
rate of growth in new industries; and 

(b) the rate of change is within the econ-
omy's capacity to absorb. 

In manufacturing, it is doubtful whether 
either of these conditions applied over re
cent years. 

As an Association we have demon
strated our commitment to contribute to 
the policy formulation process through our 
involvement in a host of government 
working parties and committees. Attitudes 
on both sides have to change. On the gov
ernment's side there is an understanding 
that policy cannot be formulated in a 
vacuum. For too long governments have 
believed that they have been the reposi
tory of all wisdom on industry policies. 
But industry must begin to understand the 
constraints of government. Industry has 
too often relied on short term measures to 
address symptoms of problems rather than 
the more fundamental causes. Hopefully, 
such mistakes have been relegated to the 
past. 

But don't let anyone think the recent 
way of openness and wide involvement in 
decision making is the soft option. It is 
time-consuming, sometimes frustrating and 
often painful. And neither does it work in 
all policy areas. But compared with com
plete acceptance and implementation of, 

say, an IAC report, it is infinitely superi
or. The recent work we did on the tele
communications industry showed that very 
clearly. 1 

.The electrical and electronic industries 
in Australia are at the forefront of techno
logical change. Many of the products re
quired to improve the productivity of Aus
tralia's basic industries are supplied by our 
industries. As an Association, we welcome 
the recognition of technology and R&D as 
important elements in Australia's competi
tiveness. There are areas of our industry 
which have shown very strong growth 
rates over recent years, well in excess of 
economic growth generally. There are 
other areas which are based on well estab
lished, mature technologies which can con
tinue to grow steadily, given that they are 
updated in process and quality technology. 
Other areas such as those supplying the 
consumer market tend to fluctuate in con
cert with the business cycle. Our Associa
tion's coverage is extremely diverse and 
varied but all the signs are that the decline 
evident over the last decade has bot
tomed. Total employment in our indus
tries was stable between 1984 and 1985 for 
the first time in many years. 

So despite the problems which face us, I 
remain optimistic of the future of',our in
dustries. As long as the government's 
macro policies can deliver reasonable rates 
of economic growth with control of infla
tion and interest rates, these industries 
will obtain more than their fair share of 
growth. 

I welcome what I perceive to be the 
spirit of cooperation between government 
and industry. The national preference 
agreement was also a welcome move to
wards improved cooperation between gov
ernments. 

There is still a long way to go before we 
will genuinely pull together and act as one 
nation all supporting the common good 
but, given our lamentable past record in 
this area, one would have to say consider
able progress has been achieved. That 
progress has, however, been aimed more 
at correcting the errors of the past rather 
than forging a new direction. Neverthe
less, it is progress and I hope it will con
tinue into areas such as offsets policy, 
technology, R&D, bringing research or
ganizations into more direct commercial 
activity, etc, where common policies be
tween State and Federal governments 
would be welcomed by industry. 

1. A 150-page document detailing development 
strategy for industry growth, prepared by the 
Association for Senator Button and largely 
implemented. e 
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ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
11YOUR PERIPHERAL SPECIALISTS/'' 

IBM* COMPATIBLE 
DISK DRIVES 

~illplfl"~~n::-I T"9d al~ out mont tor I 
.,.. the_, They feature 
Japaneae mechanical components, 

I yet cost only a fraction of the price! I 
CM.No. DncllpUon -
C11801 500K ...... Norm.ilyS119 

SPECIAL, ONLY $179 

I c11eoo 1 MIByte ............. $2391 IBM* XT 
C11805 1.6 M/Byte .......... $259 

I 
COMPATIBLES 

1,~F' ~<1 ~Tr£~!-, 
I COMPUTER LEADS I 3

- """""""' 

CL33 ~!r~:=~ard 

I 
• IBM PC, XT and look-a-ltkes will\ I - RAM: 2 Disk DriVes, 
~:\'B;:,~andto MultllunctionCard ColourG"!lNCS 

~~~2!,3 metres ug $19.95 l)lsk~°.".'rt)'~· 1 Pl!f~'':!...,"$11,111~ 

I 
840K RAM: 2 Disk Drives, 
Multifunction Card, ColourG"!lNCS. 
Disk Controller, 2 Serial, 1 Parallel 
Pon. .. ......... only $1,11115 

I II- oi II I 
I 2&4WAY I 

RS232 DATA TRANSFER 

I SWITCHES I 
=•:.=:u~~=or 
==~~vc!~~ 

I time and hassle of constantly I 
changing cables and leads around. 
• No power required 
• Speed and code transparent 

I •Twolfourposltlonrotaryswitchon I 
-•panel 

• ThreeJFive interface connections 
on rear panel 

I 
• Switch comes standard with 

female connector I 
2WAYCat.X19120 .fff5' $100 
4WAY Cat.X19125.$..r$115 

I 2&4WAY I 
CENTRONICS DATA 

I 
TRANSFER SWITCHES 

Save - .nc1 -"' constantiy I ~-=~~=~=.i"'!. 
-· These data switches 

I 
suppoll the 36 pin oentronic interface 
used by Cantronics, Printronics, I 
Data Products, Epson, Mlcronics 
Star, and man~ other printer ' 
manufac1urers. 

I : ~~ ~re:ansparent I 
·~:~nrotaryswttchon 

I 
•Three/Five interface connections I 

on rear panel 
• Switch comes standard with 

female connector 
• Bate k>cks are standard 

L:
Cat.X19130~'$100 I 
YCat.X191~$115 --

RITRON 2 MONITORS 
Stylish 20MHz, non-glare 12 inch 
monitors availabte in green or amber 

:.:r-ttC=~:~base 
swtvels right to left! 
Green Cat.X14506 .. NormaHy $235 
Ambe<Cet.X14508 .. Nonn.olly$239 

SPECIAL, ONLY $179 

INTRA 14" RGB 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLOUR MONITOR 

~--.......,._, oncl EGA Cordo. 

=ct.,~ x 350dols 
Doi plldl: .31 mm 
Di9pllly Fonnmt: SO x 25 characters 
Cat X14514 ...... -lly $1,21115 

Our price $995 

IBM*XT&AT 
COMPATIBLE 

EXTENDED KEYBOARD 
(105KEYS) 

Tl1eee new~ are botll XT 
end AT compatible! 
• 20 Dodlcoted function keys 
• EnlarQed "Retum" and "Shift" key 
• PooltlVe .... k&yl 

:='9~~NC~ 
-~~ ... 

Key-In-lock, Audio l!eep, Previous 
Word, Next Work, Feat R!!J881, =ead, Pause, Clear SCreen, 

ca1.x•e1n;·cltf R 

APPLE* 
COMPATIBLE CARDS 

PRINTER CARD 
Cat. X17029 .......... S8t 

DlllVECAllll 
Cat. X17019 .......................... $79 

ID COLUMN CARO 
Cat. X17025 ......................... $86 

SUPER SERIAL CARD 
Cat. X17035 ....................... $129 

llGBCARD 
Cat. X17039 ............... $79 

PAL COLOUR CARD 
Cat. X17027 ....................... $1115 

ZIOCIMCARD 
Cat. X17041 ....................... $59 

-'!; ' 

; i 

IBM*XT 
COMPATIBLE CARDS 

g::or,~."."111 ......... $129 
GrophlcoCord 

b~~~~) ........ $175 
~ DIH Drtve Conln>llerCard 
gatx~Bit1 

..s129 
~Ile DrlveConln>Horcard 
~at x1eixl: Bit) . S119 

~~hx=°"".~.".".~.rcl s111 

~r~~~~·~~~" 
l:":1:1~ ~-(~1th~~.1118.'7il 
Prtni.r llutter Cord 
Cal. X18017 ..................... $37.50 
0-1/0C.rd 
Cat. X18019 ...................... $39.50 

r.i~l..tlhcJut"""':/J 
Clock Cord 
Cat. X18024 .. .. . .. .. $59.50 
RS232 Cord(wllhout-) 
Cat. 1<18026 ...................... 179.50 
RS232 a Clock Cord 
Cat. X18028 .......................... $99 
XTTurbo
(williootmemoiy) 
Cat. X18030 ....................... $275 -1/0 a Diile Con1roller Cord 
Cat. X18040 ......................... $199 
l/OPkloCord 
Cat X18045 .................... $139 
7111< Mu111functton UO Cord 
~~=b~.1><J1.n<>t.~1.2.~~ 
Hord Diile Con1roller Cord 
Cat. X18080 .. . ........... $299 

-GNphlto ""-Cord 
Cat.X18070 ......................... -

(AT COMPATIBLE) 

~'r"" ... ""-Cord 
Cat. x ... '41115 

NEC DISK DRIVES 
511'" SLIMLINE 

•ATcompatible, 
• double sided, -density . 
•=.:.:6M1Byteto1 MIByte 
• 1.2 MIByta to 720K formatted. . 
Cat. C11906 ..... $295 

l"SUMUNE 

=~=.~density, 
Cet.C11906 ...................... $795 

,---~ ·•·· ' I . I 
MAIL ORDER HOnlNE 
.. 008 335757 ,, 
• (TOLL FREEJ 

LO~L;-77 

20 M/BYTE HARD DISK 
DRIVE FOR IBM* AND 
COMPATIBLES 
NEC drive - OTC controller card 
Cat. X20010 ............. WAS $1,2s0 

SPECIAL, ONLY $995 
·1sM is a registentd trade mart<. 

APPLE* COMPATIBLE 
SLIMLINE DISK DRIVE 

Japanese Chinon mechanism, 

compatible will\ Apple 2 + 
Cat. X19901 .......... Noml81!y $225 

SPECIAL S195 

SUPER 5 EP-1201 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

• 120C.P.S. 
• Pica or Elite character set 
•Print M~s: NLQ, Dot Graphics, 

Proportional Font, Draft. 
• Proportional Printing 
• Reliable and Compact 
• Praportional Printing 

: ~~~cn=i~er 
Cat. C2003S only $595 

COMPUTER PAPER 
Quality paper at • low pr1ce1 2 soo 
sheetSof 11x9112", so 95mbond 
paper. 
Cat. C21003 -.YS4t.ft 

SPECIAL, ONLY $44.95. 

51/4" DISK STORAGE 
Efficient and practical. Protect your 
disks from being damaged or k>stl --... : ~=:J=~ cover 
• Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
• Dividers/spacers 
Cat c16025 only $19,95 

JUMBO 51/4" DISK 
STORAGE 
lfyouwgo11ots disks, you'll :=the extra capacity of this 
~~'!."~~nltcomesto 
F-ree ... 
• 100 disk capacity 
• Smoked plastic cover 
• Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
• 9 Dividers/spacers 
c1S020 ............ only $24.95 
C16027 (Hinged Lid) ...... $26.95 

3'12" DISK STORAGE UNIT 
•Holds up to 40 x J11.2" diskettes 

! ~?;~~~1~a~ ~fX~i~~rcf!~) base 
• Anti static 
cat c1so40 only $19.95 

PAPER TAMER 
• Restores order to the top of your 

desk or work area 
• Made of white plastic coated steel 
• Stores ..., to 900 continuous sheets 
• Allows perfect paper feed 
• Allows easy examination of print out 
C21050 ............. -molly $59.95 

Special, only $49.95 
(Printer and paper not inctuded) 

APPLE* II SERIES 
COMPATIBLE JOYSTICK 

~~!~==f1:11c,lle 
and 11 +computers. Features include 

=~eE~~~l~~tria~:~~!~ 
on both axis, 360° cursor control 
and dual fire buttons 
Cat.C14201 

~~ 
CENTRONICS GENDER 

CHANGERS 
•Female to Female. 

~~~ 
• All 36 pins wired straight through. 
Cat.X15663_to_ 
Cat. X15661 _to _le 
Cat. X15664 Femole to Femole 

Normally $33.95, 
Only$24.95 

RS232 GENDER 
CHANGERS 

··~-:,~~s1::c':'ie~ 
• All 25 pins wired straight through 
Cat. X15650 M ... to Mole 
Cat. X15651 -toFamole 
Cat X15652Fem ... toF"""'le 

Normally$19.95each 
Only$14.95 

RS232C NULL MODEM 
ADAPTOR 

• Male to female connections 
• Pins 2 and 3 reversed 
• All 25 pins connected 
Cat. X15657 Male to M•le 
Cat X15658Mlltetofem•I• 
Cat X15659 Fem11e to Fem11 .. 

NormaHy $22.95 
Only$14.95 

. ...-.. 
·r· · 11(11K·e· · · · . . . . . . 
·· .. ,,. . . . . . 
Rod Irving Electronlcs 
48 A 'Beckett SL MELBOURNE 
Phone(03)6636151 
425 High St, NORTHCOTE 
Phone (03) 489 8866 
Mall Order and Correspondence: 
P.O. Box 620, CLAYTON 3168 
Telex: AA 151938 

• MAIL ORDER HOTUNE 
008335757 

(TOLL FREEi 
(STRICTLY ORDERS ONLY/ 

LOCAL ORDERS 
&INQUIRIES 
(03J 543 7877 

POST AGE RATES' 
$1 - $9.99 $2.00 
$10 - $24.99 $3.00 
$25 - $49.99 $4.00 
$50 - $99.99 $5.00 
$100 - $199 .. $7.50 
$200 - $499 $10.00 
$~~~STAGE iioiioiiJ~~~ 

OVER $75 & UNDER 3KG!! 

::i:=::;.s:rv. f:!~;r::;,, 
~!~:.1!.i!:~=~.v:.11 be 

certified Post for orders over 
$100 Included free! 

;~~=~of~~r orders over 

All sales tax exempt orders and 
whMsate Inquiries to: 
RITRONICS WHOLESALE, 
56 Renver Rd, Clayton. 
Ph. (03) 543 2166 (3 lines) 

Errors and omissions e1<cepted 

·Apple and IBM are registered trade names 

llEEJ-=-



Where else can you buy top 
quality disks at these prices?. 

XIDEX DISKS AT 
INCREDIBLE PRICES! 

A/I Pf'-pw 10 ... boxeal 
Product'• ~ 1.. 10+ 
~ Bo- Boxeo 

XIDEX 3~" DISKS 
3012-3000 SIS .............................................. $55.95 
3022·3000 DIS .............................................. $69.95 

XIDEX 51/4" DISKS 
5012-1000 SIS DID 40 tn1ck ........................ $29.95 
5022· 1000 DIS DID 40 tn1ck ........................ $38.95 

XIDEX 5V.ii" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
.................... DIS High Density ....................... $79.95 

$53.95 
$65.95 

$28.95 
$36.95 

$69.95 

VERBATIM DISKS AT 
INCREDIBLE PRICES! 
ourc.i. Product'• ~ 1.. 10+ 
Number Code Box8a Boxes 

VERBATIM 31/z" DISKS 
MF350 SIS DID 80 tracks/135 TPI .......... $54.95 $52.95 
MF360 DIS DID 80 tracks/135 TPI .......... $59.95 $55.95 

VERBATIM 5Vc" DATALIFE DISKS 
MD52H1 SIS DID soft sector 40 track ..... $27.95 $26.95 
MD55CMn DIS DID ....................................... $34.95 $32.95 
MD550-10 DISDID10sectors40tracks ...... $61.20 $56.95 
MD577-01 SIS DID soft sectors 80 tracks .... $61.20 $56.95 
MD557-01 DIS DID soft sectors 80 tracks .... $75.60 $68.95 

VERBATIM 52/4" VALULIFE DISKS 
.................... SIS DID ....................................... $22.95 $21.95 
.................... DIS DID ....................................... $29.95 $26.95 

VERBATIM IDGH DENSITY 51/c" DISKS 
MD/HD DIS HID soft sector ................... $79.95 $69.95 

VERBATIM 8" DISKS 
C12811 DD34-4001 DIS DID ....................................... $69.60 
C12814 DD34-4026 DIS DID ....................................... $69.60 

HEAD CLEANER DISKS 
C12551 51/4" ............................................ $11.75 
C12851 8" ................................................ $14.95 

$67.50 
$67.50 

$ 9.95 
$12.95 

RETAIL INOUlmES: Rod INing Electronics, 

Now you can buy absolute top quality 51/4" disks that 
are also the cheapest In Australlall They even come 
with a 5 year guarantee, which indicates the quality of 
the Microdot disks. So why pay 2·3 times the price for 
the same quality as Microdot? 

CHECK THESE PRICES! 
DESCRIPTION 1-9 BOXES 10+ BOXES 

51/4" SIS DID $14.95 $13.95 
51/4" DIS DID $18.95 $17 .95 

(SEND $2 FOR SAMPLE DISK!) 

51/4" D/S 11NO FRILLS" DISKS 
FROM S1 EACH!! 

Bulked packed, Microdot DIS DID without boxes, or labels, 
or brand name, just their white card jacket! 
1-99 DISKS 100+DISKS 1,000+DISKS 

$1.30ea $1.20ea $1.ooea 
(SEND $2 FOR SAMPLE DISK!) 

(TAX EXEMPT PRICES LESS 20¢ PER DISK) 

3 1/2" 
11NO FRILLS" DISKS I 

Bulked packed, DIS DID disks with white boxes, but no 
labels or brand name. (These are a top name brand, but we 
can't tell you which.) 
1-99 DISKS 100+DISKS 1,000+DISKS 

$47.50 $45.50 $42.50 
(PER 10 DISKS) (PER 10DISKS) (PER 10 DISKS) 

{SEND $5 FOR SAMPLE DISK!) 
(TAX EXEMPT PRICES LESS 40¢ PER DISK) 

MELBOURNE, 48 A'Beckett St. Phone (03J 663 6151 
NORTHCOTE 425 High St. Phone (03} 489 8866 
MAIL ORDER: (03} 543 7877 or P.O. Box 620, CLAYTON 3168 

WHOLESALE INQUIRIES: Ritronics Wholesale, 56 Renver Rd. CLAYTON 3168. Phone (03} 543 2166. 



A (HAM) TALE OF 
THREE CITIES 
Amateur Radio in Kuala Lumpur, Singapore and Bangkok. 

Thomas E. King. VK2A TJ 

SARTS President, Selva, 9V1UV, regularly demonstrates amateur radio to would-be 
amateurs in the massive Singapore Science Centre while amateur classes held within the 
complex attract great interest from the island nation. 

W
hen amateur radio operators in 
Malaysia aren't able to access 
their favourite 2 metre repeater 

they immediately know that someone's 
been monkeying with the jungle
surrounded VHF system. And without fail 
the culprit turns out to be a monkey who's 
gone ape twisting repeater antennas or 
chewing the coax. 

While Malaysia's two existing repeaters 
(another 144 MHz repeater is planned for 
south Malaysia while a 440 MHz repeater 
set-up is under consideration for Kuala 
Lumpur) are relative newcomers to the 
country's amateur scene, the hobby has a 
long history in this independent Southeast 
Asian country. It began on March 10, 
1932 when the Malaysian Amateur Radio 
Transmitters Society (MARTS, PO Box 
10777, Kuala Lumpur) was formed by a 
small group of enthusiasts in Kuala Lum-
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pur. In those days Malaya was a British 
colony. The few founding fathers of 
MARTS were British expatriates who op
erated under the callsign VS2. (It's been 
9M2 for West Malaysia and 9M6 and 9M8 
for East Malaysia, since independence in 
1957.) 

The 'spark gap' period of amateur radio 
in Malaysia began to dramatically change 
in 1983 when discussions between MARTS 
officers and Jabatan Telekom (Malaysia's 
telecommunications authority) resulted in 
a radical change in attitude to the amateur 
movement and a markedly more liberal 
and enlightened interpretation of the rules 
and regulations. 

The year 1984 heralded yet another 
major step forward with the introduction 
of objective type question papers for the 
technical exam. When detailed essay 
papers were previously required for the 

tech exam an average of only three to six 
candidates would sit for the gruelling test. 
In June 1986, 50 candidates took the ob
jective test while an unprecedented 212 sat 
for the recent December exam! 

Ham numbers are now about 200 and 
MARTS membership around the 250 
mark (SWLs account for the difference). 
Both figures are set for an increase as the 
majority of those who appeared for the 
exams in 1986 receive their licences and 
join MARTS. 

At a cost of about $A10 a year MARTS 
members enjoy club privileges which in
clude contests and field days, a QSL bu
reau which handles around 2000 cards a 
month and an annual callbook. There are 
occasional get-togethers including the an: 
nual general meeting which was last held 
in mid January and there is the semi 
monthly MARTS newsletter. (The 



December issue was more.like a magazine 
with 80 pages!) 

Members (and non members) can keep 
up with Malaysia's changing amateur 
scene by attending regular 'meetings on 
the air'. While these broadcasts go out to 
enthusiasts on the 40 and 2 metre amateur 
bands, anyone watching TV3 on alternate 
Sundays can learn more about amateur 
radio from popular newsreader Ghazalie, 
9M2GH. His 20 minute "MARTS Maga
zine" gives news about amateur activities 
in Malaysia, Southest Asia and the world, 
and has been of immense promotional 
benefit. 

Singapore 
The amateur population in Singapore has 
also seen the benefits of media promotion. 
A three-sentence notice in the Straits 
Times in early 1986 drew 120 responses 

for the first amateur radio course ever 
conducted by the 18-year-old Singapore 
Amateur Radio Transmitting Society 
(GPO Box 2728, Singapore 9047). Sixty 
applicants were finally selected for the 12 
week course on theory, rules and regula-

Singapore has the highest per 
capita income in Asia and 

purchase of equipment is not 
a financial burden. Time is 
much more of a problem. 

The founding father of amateur radio In 
Thailand, Brig-General, Kamchai Chotikul, 
HS1WR, pursued the full legalization of 
amateur radio in his country, a cause carried 
forward by his widow Mayuree, HS1 YL. 

tions, conducted inside the spacious Singa
pore Science Centre. 

While Singapore's amateur population is 
set to expand far beyond its current 70 
hobbyists, amateur radio operators in this 
tiny republic are confronted with a num
ber of curious situations all of which make 
interesting ham tales. 

For instance Singapore has the second 
highest per capita income in Asia and pur
chase of equipment is not a major finan
cial burden. Time is much more of a prob
lem. The big 'time grabber' is work. The 
typical Singaporean approach to employ
ment is one of long hours and total com
mitment. 

Another problem is that due to Singa
pore's thousands of multi storey buildings 
and tens of thousands of flats, the erection 
of proper antennas is extremely difficult. 
It can only be done after the 1approval of 
building owners and, in the case of Hous
ing Board of Singapore flats, is subject to 
an annual antenna licence fee of about 
$80. 

If these dual difficulties can be. solved 
would-be amateurs have a fairly straight
forward path to achieving a licence. Can
didates over 21 pay an application fee of 
about $6 to sit for the two-part written 
exam which is held every August. Upon 
its successful completion with passes of at 
least 60 per cent in each section candi
dates may apply, with a fee of about $3 to 
sit for a Morse exam. These are conducted 
in April and October. Would-be amateurs 
are required to send and receive 36 words 
in plain language in three minutes. 

After candidates have successfully 
passed the written and Morse tests they 
have up to a year to apply for an Amateur 
Station Licence. Beyond that period the 
Morse test has to be taken again! A fee of 
about $17 is payable on the issue of the 
renewable licence which is valid for one 
year. 

Several operating peculiarities exist in 
Singapore. For instance, first year licence 
holders are limited to Morse operations 
with a power of 20 watts (except on 160 
metres where power is restricted to 10 
watts). On the VHF and UHF bands 
operation is limited to a few spot frequen
cies. Individual approval to operate on 
these bands has to be obtained in writing. 
Operating power is limited to 15 watts and 
only crystal-controlled equipment is per
mitted. (Some softening on the 2 metres• 
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issue occurred in late 1986 when the Re
public's first repeater began operating on 
146.625/.025.) Mobile operation on HF, 
VHF and UHF is not permitted and mari
time mobile operation is also forbidden. 

One area where absolutely no problem 
exists is in the obtaining of equipment. A 
number of equipment suppliers such as 
Rico Pty Ltd (80 Genting Lane, Singapore 
1134, telephone 745-8472) offers the latest 
equipment at substantial discounts. A 
paradox is that since some of the equip
ment available features amateur bands not 
available in Singapore certain pieces can 
only be purchased by amateurs from over
seas who take their bargains with them 
when they leave the country. 

While these incongruities are often dis
cussed at SARTS ·monthly meetings (held 
on the last Thursday of the month at the 
YWCA, 6, Fort Canning Road) an en
tirely different attitude and a vastly differ
ent appraoch is taken to amateur radio ac
tivites in Thailand. 

Thailand 
Amateur radio is a comparitively new ac
tivity in Thailand although it most cer
tainly predates the 1965 founding of the 
Radio Amateur Society of Thailand. 
RAST was ably guided for many years by 
the late Brig-General Kamchai Chotikul, 
HSlWR. His widow, Mayuree HSlYL, is 
still a very active RAST member, who 
along with the 600 other members of the 
club, pursues her late husband's long term 
objective of the full legalization of ama
teur radio in Thailand. 

A breakthrough came in mid November 
1984 when the Thai Communications 
Minister, Samak Sundaravej, was the chief 
guest at RAST's 20th anniversary celebra
tions in Bangkok. It was his first personal 
contact with the society, the wireless 
hobby and the worldwide activities and 
achievements of amateur radio operators. 

Since then a number of meetings on 
both formal and informal levels have 
taken place between RAST officers and 
senior officials of the Post and Telegraph 
Department. The Director General of the 
licensing organization, Mahidol Chan
trangkook, has not only been understand
ing and helpful but has demonstrated such 
an interest in the hobby that RAST mem
bers donated and erected an HF triband 
Yagi at his home. 

The most important meeting to date was 
in late 1985 when. the frequency manage
ment committee of the Ministry of Com
munications summoned senior members 
from RAST to explain aspects of the 
hobby and to clarify certain points. The 
meeting was initiated by the Government 
and that in itself reflected a growing 
awareness of the amateur radio service in 
Thailand. 
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Malaysla's Involvement, interest and 
development of packet radio and satellite 
communications has firmly placed the country 
as a amateur leader in Asia. 

While debate among senior government 
officials continues on how best to fully 
legalize and reguhlte the Thai amateur 
radio service, RAST has been able to 
keep Thailand's amateur voice on the HF 
bands by applying for and receiving short· 
term permission from the PTT to operate 
stations for special events and during 
recognized contests such as the All Asia 
DX Contest, the SEANET Contest, the 
European DX Contest as well as the CQ 
Worldwide contests. Contest operations 
are conducted from the club's HF station 
located at the Asian Institute of Tech
nology which is about 45 km north of 
Bangkok. The call sign HSOA is used for 
contests and participation in special events 
such as the society's 20th anniversary and 
recent operation by the Japanese UNICEF 
Ham Club. 

At the request of the Post and Tele
graph Department, RAST set up a 
demonstration station within a telecom
munications exhibition to mark Thailand's 
national communications day. The exhibi
tion held at the Science Museum in central 
Bangkok forged a new and growing rela
tionship between RAST and the Educa
tion Department of the Ministry of Educa
tion which administers the museum. Sci
ence Museum officials are keen for the 
society to establish a permanent club sta
tion and have offered spacious premises. 
The society (PO Box 2008, GPO Bang
kok) is currently in the process of seeking 
permission for such a station and arrang-

ing for the equipment. 
The central location of this proposed 

station and its planned operation by quali
fied members on virtually a daily basis 
should not only help promote the hobby 
among enthusiasts but should broaden the 
understanding of the activity among offi
cials concerned with licensing. 

Thailand differs from other countries by 
authorizing non-amateurs restricted use of 
the 2 metre amateur band. Those author
ized must be Thai nationals who have 
passed a PTT-administered exam in radio 
theory and operating procedures. Opera
tors known as radio volunteers are as
signed a number to be used in conjunction 
with the two letter "VR" prefix. Contacts 
are established on the calling frequency of 
144.5 MHz. Operators then shift to a clear 
frequency choosing from 144.6, 144.7, 
144.8 or 144.9 MHz. (Repeaters are not 
authorized.) 

The stated objective of VR licence hold
ers is that they "are to act as the eyes and 
ears of the police". They are to report ac
cidents and other incidents. Some VR 
operators have even been on patrol with 
police officers. 

For visiting amateurs Thai hospitality 
may not just stop with a friendly RAST 
get-together as local Thais or expats often 
invite guests to see other aspects of lively 
Bangkok. It's a gesture which nearly al
ways results in providing enough anec
dotes and incidents to fill another article 
with tall tales of Thailand. • 
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IBM PRINTER CABLE 
Approx 1.5m long with quality 
connectors·on each end. You couldn't 
buy the parts and make one yourself 
for the price. Were $22.50 but till 
current stock is exhausted you can 
have on~ for just $15.00. 

'· ',,;·;:::0:ti'!;: '.}.;~::,;;-[~ ;1?:/', ,·. 

Yes the picture is just about actual size. 
They're a huge 10mm diameter. They 
have three legs rather than the usual 
two because inside there are two Leds 
to allow you to vary the brightness. 
Available in red, yellow or green all at 
$1.45 each. 

BOURNS TRIM-POTS 
Continuing Geoff's policy of stocking 
only the highest quality components we 
have now added a range of Bourns trim 
pots. 

Rectangul• 15 tum type 3006P series 
$2.20 each. 

Square 25 turn type 3299W ' 
series $2.95 each. 

Both series are available in the 
following values -

10 ohm 1k 
100 2 
200 :; 
500 10 

20 

25k 
50 

100 
200 
500 

1M 
2 
5 

BOURNS TRIM-POT 
TOOL 
Handy little tool for setting trim pots. It's always 
hard to find a screwdriver that fits so get one of 
these drivers. One end has a screwdriver for 
recessed slots, the other end fits over actuator 
screws and won't fall off - so you can leave the 
tool attached in awkard locations while you 
make other adjustments! At only $2.00 you'll 
soon recover the cost by saving time and 
frustration. 

MULTI-TURN DIALS 
If you use multiturn potentiometers 
you need these beaut Spectrol Dials -

Model 15, 10 turn digital MuHl-Dial has 
three digit readout. One turn of the 
knob gives a count of 100. Resolution 
is to one fifth of a digit graduations! 
Measures approx 45 x 25 x 25mm (inc 
knob). Incorporates lever action 
locking mechanism. $36.50 

Model 16, MuHl-turn Dial has fifty 
graduations with turns counter which 
counts up to 15 turns. Only 22mm 
diameter and 22mm high - ideal for 
cramped panel layouts! Lever action 
locking mechanism. $24.00 

. "'Mn•·.Sl~i~c•n11'11rJ•r®lfJ11-··. 1.il ·' 1 
.' .; ... ,., .. M; .... _,. . .. ··-

R.F.CHOKES 
An extremely wide range of miniature 
RF chokes is now available (values are 
in uH). All $1.50 each. 

1 10 68 
1.5 15 100 
2.2 18 180 
3.3 22 270 
4.7 33 330 
6.8 47 470 

CONNECTORS 
9-Way "D" 
DE9P 
DE9S 
Backs hell 
15-Way "D" 
DA15P 
DA15S 
Backshell 
25-Way "D" 
DB25P 
DB25S 
Backshell 
37-Way "D" 
DC37P 
DC37S 
50-Way "D" 
DD50P 
DD50S 
Centronics 36 Solder Male 
Centronics 36 Solder Female 
Centronics 36 IDC Male 
Centronics 36 IDC Female 

CRYSTALS 

1000 
2200 
3300 
4700 

$2.30 
$2.40 
$2.20 

$2.80 
$3.00 
$2.20 

$3.05 
$3.20 
$2.20 

$8.00 
$8.70 

$9.00 
$9.80 
$6.45 
$9.50 

$10.50 
$11.85 

Most popular crystals are available 
ex-stock. Call us for latest pricing. 

CHECK TRANSISTORS, 
CAPACITORS AND'.. 
CURRENT TO 10A 
One multimeter does the lot - Vdc from 200mV 
to 1000V, Vac from 200mV to 750V, Ade from 
200uA to 10A, Aac from 20mA to 10A, Ohms 
from 200ohm to 20Megs, Diodes, Continuity 
beeper, Capacitance from 2nF to 20uF. Plus 
measure hFE for PNP and NPN transisitors 
from 0 to 1000. Single rotary dial for 
unambiguous range selection. Auto-polarity 
3V2 digit display. Bright yellow case so you 
won't lose it! EDM1111A $118.88 inc. tax 
($103.03 ex tax). 

Measures only 126mm x 70mm x 24mm yet 
incorporates full 3 1/2 digit multimeter including 
a continuity buzzer. Single rotary switch forfast 
convenient operation. Checks diodes too. 
Measures Vdc from 200mV to 1000V, Vac 200 
and 750V, Ade from 200uA to 2A, Ohms from 
200ohm to 2Meg. Special 1.5V battery test 
range with 1 mV resolution and a continuity 
range which beeps when resistance is below 
100ohm. Bright yellow case so you can't mislay 
it!! EDM-708 $64.40 inc. tax ($55.52 ex tax). 

INC IN NSW 

TWX71996 
P.O. BOX 671 
LANE COVE N.S.W. 2066 

specialising In electronic components for the professional and hobbyist. 
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EXPANDING NEC's 
PORTABLE 
A modification to the PC-8201 A to get the 
whole of bank #2 with a new IC. 

Roger Davis 
Roger Davis is with the CS/RO, Division 
of Tropical Crops and Pastures, 306 
Carmody Road, St Lucia, Qld 4067. 

The NEC lap computer, PC-S201A is 
widely used in Australian agricul
tural research both for in situ data 

entry via the keyboard and for automatic 

data logging of instruments via serial data 
lines or analogue-to-digital converters1. 

Local journalists use it to prepare copy for 
direct entry to typesetting computers. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

PINS 28, 27, 22, 20 
BENT TO FALL 
OUTSIDE SOCKET SO~rr'---R....u...~M-1 ____.•11 

32K 

CMOS 

RAM 

SOCKET VIEWED FROM 
FRONT OF MACHINE 

Figure 1. Mounting new 32K CMOS RAM in 
"ROM1" socket with four of its pins bent to fall 
outside the socket. 

""2::;,;:8:..._ __ __,,_ FROM PIN 28, RAM 7 

LINK UNDERSIDE pcb. ROM 1 SOCKET 

FROM PIN 25. RAM 7 

22 - FROM PIN 22. RAM 7 

20 7 5 L ___ 
6 

RAM 7 

PIN 5. IC4 

PIN 6. IC4 

8 
- PIN 8. IC4 

IC4b 
16 

4 
74HC138 

FROM PIN 1. IC1 

2 

3 

Figure 2. Circuit changes to use 32K CMOS 
RAM in NEC 8201A "ROM1" socket. 
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PIN 16. IC4 

The S201A may access any of three 32K 
read/write memory banks, but only one 
bank at a time. It normally comes with 
only 16K of memory - half of its bank 
#1. Bank #3 is made as an external plug
in module. Bank #1 and bank #2 may be 
filled up by plugging in special CMOS 
memory components (S201-06). 

However, the price of a memory expan
sion unit, a hybrid SK part, has not fallen 
in step with other CMOS memory over re
cent years which makes the expansion of 
the S201A more expensive than equivalent 
systems. The recent release of 32K CMOS 
memory integrated circuits (84256) at a 
price lower than that of an SK hybrid part 
prompted the development of a modifica
tion to allow one of these to provide the 
whole of bank #2 in a PC-S201A. 

The SK expansion sockets for the NEC 
S201 are incompatible with the standard 
28-pin JEDEC SK pin connections and 
cannot be used with the low cost SK 
CMOS memory parts (eg, HM6264) for 
two reasons. Firstly, the S201A RAM 
sockets use 0.7 inch wide pin spacing, and 
secondly, each one is decoded as four 2K 
banks. (The S201-06 memory hybrid con
sists of four 6117LP memory parts.) How
ever, the S201A has a spare socket for a 
second 32K ROM which does use stand
ard JEDEC pin connections. By bending 
four of its pins so that they fall outside the 
socket (see Figure 1) prior to plugging in a 
32K CMOS RAM (eg, S5256), the bank 
#2 32K can operate in the ROM socket. 
Vee must be supplied from the standby 
power line as supplied to the other RAM 
sockets. RAM #7's lines for Vee (2S), 
WE-(25) and OE-(22) can be used by link
ing across to the S4256 pins 2S, 27 and 22 
respectively. 

Under the pcb, A14 is linked across 
from its pin 27 on the ROM to pin 1 for 
the RAM. The S4256 CE-(20) signal is ob
tained from a new circuit which gates the 
bank #2 enable line with a memory en
able line (E) which is low during power
down and with the 10/M-line. The 1\J~St 
convenient way to provide this CE-sipa\ 
without cutting any tracks is to modt a 
74HC13S above an existing 74H138 (U4). 
This facilitates the connections to the re
quired signals to control the new bank #2. 

The new IC is to be designated U4B 
and only its pins 5, 6, S, and 16 are sol
dered down to the original U4. Pins 1, 2, 
and 3 of U4B are connected to Vee (ie, 
pin 16). Pin 4 of U4B is linked across to 
pin 1 of Ul to pick up the IO/M-signal. 

Pin 7 of U4B provides the new CE- to 
be linked using a fine insulated wire ( eg, 
0.3 mm EnCu) to the new RAM's pin 20 
(via a pcb feedthrough hole). The other 



pins of U4B may be bent away or 
chopped off (see Figure 2). For details of 
the control signals see the full circuit dia
gram in the NEC service manual.2 

Current consumption from the internal 
nicad backup battery increases from ap
proximately 130 µ.A (bank #1 32K) to ap
proximately 260 µA with both bank # 1 
and #2 fitted with 32K. This reduces the 
nominal backup battery life from 14 days 
to seven days. A fully charged main bat
tery pack will extend the memory backup 
life by a factor of 10. Connection of the 
external supply (nominal 8.5 V) will re
charge both the backup battery and a 
main nicad battery whether or not the 
computer is turned on. 

The 8201A does not require that bank 
#1 be filled in order to use bank #2. 
Using this method of installing bank #2 is 
cheaper than filling bank #1 and thus one 
could use the new bank #2 as a primary 
memory bank of 32K with only the origi
nal 16K in bank #1. A convenient mode 
of operation may be to use bank # 1 for 
programs and bank #2 for wordprocessing 
files. By setting the rear switch, PRO
TECT to ON, bank #2 is write-protected 
(the WE- line is disconnected from bank 

#2) and the presence of the extra bank 
cannot be detected by the software or by 
the operator. 

The cost saving due to using the more 
recent memory is not without a minor dis
advantage. During operation the computer 
draws 15 mA more when operating in 
bank #2 than it does when operating in 
bank #1. However, this difference is simi
lar to the difference in current consump
tion of two computers ( eg, 65-80 and 75-
90 mA). 

This modification has now been tested 
on eight machines with complete success. 

A similar procedure cannot be used to 
provide bank #3 without actually cutting 
pcb tracks and modifying the 820l's cir
cuitry which may not be desirable. 
References 
1. Davis R. (1986) "RD35 Digital 

Voltmeter and solid state scanner 
designed for us~ with microcomputers 
via fully isolated interface," CSIRO 
Aust Div Trop Crops and Past, Trop 
Agron Tech, Mem No 44. 

2. NEC (1983). Personal Computer 
Service Manual PC8201. NEC 
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan. e 
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CANNON 

for 
al/Industrial and Military applications. 

A wide range of Connectors are available incorporating 
• Numerous contact arrangements 
• Convenient Screw Thread or Quick Connect Bayonet Coupling Styles 
• Solder or Crimp (FBO) Contacts 
For further details of this versatile connector range 
contact your nearest Cannon outlet. 
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"the highest performance computer design ever published" 
ETI Magazine December 1986 

POWER, PRICE, FLEXIBILITY AND 
COMPATIBILITY IN A 16 BIT KIT. 

THE ZING 1616. 
At last a kit computer that sports similar 
features, specifications and classical design 
architecture to current PC's. 

The 1616 offers the latest microprocessor, 
loads of onboard memory, expansion slots 
for your favourite add-ons and more! 
As well as software with the power to 
pull all these features together 
and make the 1616 
function as a useful, high 
performance personal 
computer priced to suit 
any budget. 

Built up in easy stages, the 1616 offers 
a unique insight into the workings of 
16 bit computers. Each stage can be tested 
by diagnostic ftmctions, to ensure correct 

construction. In its complete form, the 1616 
is comparable with today's commercial 
PC's, or, in partial form, it is perfect for 
research adaptations. 

HARDWARE THAT PRO\'IDES 
POWER AND Fl'NCTION. 
Just imagine; a 68000 CPU, high 
resolution colour graphics, stereo sound, 
memory and software with an abundance 
cl. UO and unlimited expansion capabilities. 

COMPETITIVE PRICES, 
TAX INCENTIVES AND 
FLEXIBLE PURCHASING. 
The 1616 is available as a Basic Kit for $449 
with the Board, Chips and Components. 
The Keyboard is $139 and the Power Supply 
Unit is only $69. Applix can arrange 
discounts for bulk {XJ[Chases as well as all 
necessary tax exemptions for educational 
and business customers. 

THE 1616 KIT C0~1ES AS A 
HARE BOARD, A BASIC KIT 
OR FULLY CONSTRUCTED. 

Applix are conducting Construction 
Workshops for purchasers of the 1616. All 
areas of constructional techniques, 
componentry handling and final detailing 
will be covered in this special one day 
workshop at a very reasonable cost. 

SORRY, IT DOESN'T WORK! 
APPLIX GUARANTEES 
IT WILL! 
If properly constructed the 1616 will 
function perfectly, however, if you do 
encounter problems, Applix will, for a flat 
fee, guarantee to correct them. 

FEATURES THAT ARE 
BOTH ORIGINAL 
& COMP A TlBLE 

*Motorola 68000 (16 bit) Proces&>r * 512K bytes RAM as standrud 
.. *Graphics: 320Hx200V 16 

colours, 640Hx200V any 
four of 16 colours. * Standard RGBI 

composite 
video 
(shades cl. 

grey).* Stereo 
sound. * On-board 

high speed cassette 
interface. RAM disk software 

support in ROM. * Uses standard 
. IBM-style detachable Keyboard. * Four 

80 pin expansion slots. * Centronics 
compatible parallel printer port. * Dual 
serial potts. * General purpno;e analog & 
digital uo port. * Analog two-button 
joystick port. * Powerful monitor, fullscreen 
editor, terminal emulation, communications, 
operating system and more. 

"l.£Mili11PH•tcjg\HI 
·. l Applix Pty. Limited 
324 King Georges Road, Beverly Hills. 

P.O. Box 103, Beverly Hills.2209. NSW 
Telephone: (02) 758 2688 

APP~6 __ 
ADVERTISING INFO No. 12 



1 &·BIT COMPUTER Part 3 

In part 3 of this project we describe the peripheral parts of the 
1616 - the interfacing to keyboard and printer, the analogue 
input/output and the serial interface. We also begin a 
discussion of the software. 

Andrew Morton & Paul Berger 
THIS ARTICLE will describe the periph
eral parts of the circuit. The major periph
eral function devices of the 1616 apart 
from the video are the keyboard interface, 
dual serial channels, parallel printer port, 
cassette port, analogue interface, sound 
generation, user port and the expansion 
connectors. 
The keyboard interface 
The IBM-compatible keyboard produces 
either 10 or 11 bits ·of clocked serial out
put depending upon the style of the key
board. Schmitt triggers in IC34 clean the 
noise from the incoming clock and data 
signals. The leading two or three clock 
pulses from the keyboard are then dis
carded by the latches IC53 and IC49 and 
the remaining eight pulses are used to 
clock the data into the VIA's internal shift 
register. Filling this register causes the 
VIA to interrupt the 68000. Software then 
reads the incomin~ data from the VIA and 
lowers the VIA LRKBL signal, prepar
ing IC53 to receive the next keycode. 

The serial interface 
The 1616's standard serial protocol is 
RS232C which is obtained by loading the 
serial drivers and receivers IC6-IC9 and 
linking pins on the serial jumpers. These 
jumpers may be wired to accommodate 
differing serial port pinouts. Other com
munication protocols such as RS422, 
MIDI and SDLC may be implemented by 
mounting a peripheral circuit board con
taining appropriate logic and drivers onto 
the serial jumper pins. 

The 1616's serial interface is imple
mented using the Zilog Z8530 serial com
munications controller (SCC). The dual 
four-to-one data selector IC63 is used to 
generate the SCC's control signals 
SCCRD and SCCWR from the MC68000's 
bus signals. The SCC has no reset pin but 
is reset by simultaneously lowering both 
these signals. 

The 3.75 MHz signal from the timing 
PAL is sufficiently close to the desired 
3.6864 MHz for it to be used as the baud 
rate reference for the sec. This signal is 

brought to the serial jumpers for this rea
son. 

The parallel printer port 
The parallel printer port is a minimal Cen
tronics interface. Characters are written to 
the 8-bit latch ICl, and the VIA CENT
STB signal is pulsed low to send the data 
to the printer. 

Centronics-type printers send an ac
knowledge pulse to the host computer 
when thj{i are ready for new data. This 
signal, C NTACK, is buffered and passed 
to a VIA interrupt input pin. 

The printer also transmits a busy signal 
which is high when the printer is not ready 
to receive data. This signal is buffered and · 
passed to the VIA CENTBUSY input. 

The cassette interface 
The tape recording format is a simple one: 
a binary 0 is represented by a 200 micro
second cycle and a binary 1 by a 400 mi
crosecond cycle. To save data on tape the 
VIA is programmed to generate a stream 
of interrupts which f [°vide the timing, 
and the VIA CLRCA IRQ signal is raised 
and lowered at interrupt time to generate 
the appropriate signal to be recorded. 

Upon playback the recorded square
edged signals are greatly smoothed. The 
LM301 op-amp IC12 is used as a slope de
tector to cancel the effects of tape re
corder bandwidth limitations. The LM319 
comparator retrieves the original signal 
and produces a TTL compatible level. 

The monostable IC33 has a timing 
period of approximately 300 microseconds 
and is used to decode the pulse-width 
modulation recording format: if two rising 
edges from the comparator are separated 
by less than 300 microseconds (a binary 0) 
then the monostable output will be low on 
the second rising edge; if the separation 
exceeds 300 microseconds then the mo
nostable output will be high. On each ris
ing edge of the output of ICll during tape 
reading three things happen: 

(1) The IC33 monostable is retriggered, 
starting the 300 microsecond timer. 

(2) The previous output of the monost-

able is latched in IC32 and presented to 
the MC68000 via the input port. 

(3) The flipflop IC32 is clocked and CA
SIRQ is lowered, interrupting the 
MC68000. The ECASRIRQ signal enables 
these cassette read interrupts. The cassette 
read interrupt software reads the data bit 
from the input port and resets the inter
rupt status by pulsing CLRCASIRQ low, 
thus presetting IC32. 

Because the cassette 110 is software 
driven it is important that both the read
ing and writing interrupts be serviced by 
the MC68000 without any delay. For this 
reason the CASIRQ signal is put at a 
higher priority than any other interrupting 
device. (See ETI February for a discussion 
of interrupt priority levels . .,,,)-,-:,=-= 

During cassette writing CASIRQ is gen
erated by programming one of the VIA's 
internal timers to produce a continuous 
square wave on the PB7 pin. The flipflop 
IC49 is clocked by this waveform and re
quests the interrupt if the ECASWIRQ 
(enable cassette write interrupt) signal is 
low. 

A bit on IC18, the analogue multiplexer 
port, is used to drive transistor 02 and the 
relay which software uses to stop and start 
the cassette motor. 

Analogue input/output 
The analogue input/output is centred upon 
the IC20/IC21 8-bit digital-to-analogue 
converter circuit (DAC). This DAC is 
used for the following things: 
General purpose analogue output and 
sound generation. The dual 4-to-1 ana
logue multiplexer IC23 switches the buff
ered output of the DAC onto one of the 
four holding capacitors C39-C42. Al
though the voltage held on these capaci
tors will decay after a period, this tech
nique enables us to produce four analogue 
signals using one DAC. 
Analogue inputs. The 8-to-1 analogue 
multiplexer IClO selects an input from 
amongst the joystick potentiometers and 
the six general purpose inputs and pre
sents it to the comparator ICll. This com-• 
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parator compares the selected input with 
the DAC's output and a software succes
sive approximations program is used to 
determine the input voltage ·level. 

Sound generation 
Sound output is produced by using the 
DAC to produce audio waveforms on C40 

and C41. These are amplified by the dual 
audio amplifier IC13 and drive loudspeak
ers. Stereo sound is produced by quickly 
switching the output of the DAC between 
the two amplifiers. 

The potentiometers RVl and RV2 con
trol the left and right output signal level 

PARTS LIST - ETl-1616 
Resistors ................. all 5o/o 

R2 .......................... 18k 
R3, 6, 7, 17, 18, 19, 
22, 28, 31, 36, 37 ... 2k2 
R4, 56, 57 .............. 4k7 
R5, 41 ....•............... 10k 
R8,48 .................... 330R 
R9 .......................... 68R 
R10, 11, 20, 25, 
26 .......................... 56k 
R12, 13 .................. 15k 
R14, 33 .................. 150R 
R15, 21, 39 ............ 33k 
R16, 27, 32, 35, 
38 .......................... 1k 
R23 ........................ 470R 
R24 ........................ 220k 
R29, 30 .................. 120k 
R34 ........................ 100R 
R40 ........................ 3k3 
R41 ........................ 8k2 
R42-47, 50-55 ....... 33R 
R49 ........................ 2k2, 1o/o (not required if 

using 41256 RAM) 
RV1, 2 ................... 200k trimpot 
tRN1 ..................... 1k 
RN3, 4, 5, 6 ............ 3k3 

Capacitors 
C1, 2, 11, 20, 24, 
25, 43, 50, 51, 53, 
68, 69, 84, 85, 92, 
93 .......................... 10µ tant 
C5-13, 17-19, 23, 
26, 28-32, 34-42, 
44-48, 52, 54-67, 
70-83, 86-91, 95 .... 1 oon monolithic 
C14 ........................ 390p ceramic 
C15 ........................ 120p ceramic 
C16 ........................ 56p ceramic 
C21, 22, 27 ............ 220µ electro 
C33, 93, 94 ............ 10n monolithic 
C49 ........................ 1 OOn greencap 

Note that on revision 8 boards there are 2 x C93. 
The one located near C94 is the 10n monolithic. 
The one near C30 is a 10µ tantalum. The kit may 
be supplied with either low leakage electrolytics 
or tantalums. 
Semiconductors 

tlC 1 ......... · .............. 7 4LS37 4 tri-state latch 
IC2, 19, 28, 30 ....... 74LS244 tri-state buffer 
IC3 ......................... 74LS298 quad 2 MUX with 

storage 
IC4 ......................... 74LS670 4 x 4 resister file 
*IC5 ....................... VPAL 16R8 Video PAL 
tlC6, t8 ................. 1489 RS232C line receiver 
tlC7, t9 ................. 1488 RS232C line driver 
IC10 ....................... 4051 8-channel analogue 

MUX 
IC11 ....................... LM319 dual high speed 

comparator 
IC12 ....................... LM301 op-amp 
IC13 ....................... LM377 dual 2 W amp 
*IC14 ..................... MC68000-P10 CPU 
IC15 ....................... 6522 VIA 
IC16, 18, 20 ........... 74LS374 tri-state octal 

latch 
tlC17 ..................... Z8530 dual series 

communicaiions co.ntroller 
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IC21 ....................... DAC0800 8-bit DAC 
IC22 ....................... LM324 quad op-amp 
IC23 ....................... 4052 dual 4-channel MUX 
IC24 ....................... 74LS32 quad 2-input OR 

gate 
*IC25, *26 .............. 27256 ROM 
IC27 ....................... MC6845 CRT controller 
IC29, 31 ................. 74LS166 8-bit parallel 

in/serial out register 
IC32, 49, 60 ........... 74LS74 dual D-type flipflop 

with clear 
IC33 ....................•.. 74LS123 dual retriggerable 

one shot 
IC34 ....................... 74LS14 hex Schmitt trigger 
IC35-38, 62 ............ 74F153 dual 4-1 MUX 
IC39-46, 66-73 ...... 41256-15 256 x 1-bit 

DRAM 
IC47, 48, 52, 65 ..... spare 
IC49 ....................... 74F74 dual D-type flipflop 

with clear 
*IC51 ..................... TPAL 16R8 timing PAL 
IC53 ....................... 74LS174 hex D flipflop with 

clear 
IC54 ....................... 74LS04 hex inverter 
IC55 ....................... 74LS32 quad 2-input OR 

gate 
IC56 ....................... 74LS148 priority encoder 
IC57 ...................•... 74LS11 triple 3-input AND 

gate 
IC58 ....................... 74LS08 quad 2-input AND 

gate 
IC59 ....................... 74LS138 3-to-8 line 

decoder 
IC61 ....................... 74LS05 open collector hex 

inverter 
tlC63 ..................... 74F153 dual 4-to-1 MUX 
IC64 ....................... 74LS139 dual-to-4decoder 

This description of ICs supersedes the listing 
published ETI February. 

D1, 2 ...................... 1N914 
Q1 .................•....... 8C337 
Q2 ......................... 8C327 
LED1, 2 ................. 5mm, red 

Mlecellaneous 
SW1 ...................... reset C and K 8168A 
SW2 ................•..... 4-way OIL 
RL Y1 ..................... 211-CD005M relay 
OSC1 .................... 30 MHz TTL oscillator 
ETl-1616pcb 

Connectors 
speaker, cassette, 
keyboard ............... pcb mount 5-pin DIN 
video, joystick ........ pcb mount female D89 
power .................... 5-way keyed de power 

connector 
16-way IDC strip 
8-way pin strip 
shunts to suit strip 
tCentronics ........... 26-way right angle IDC 

header connector 
tuser 1/0 ................ 34-way right angle IDC 

header 
tserial A, 8 ............ pcb mount male D89 

Parts preceded by • are in the mini kit supplied 
by App/ix. 

Parts preceded by t are only in the 110 kit 
supplied by App/ix. 

and hence also serve as a balance control. 
Low-level signa\s LEFTSIG and 

RIGHTSIG are available at the speaker 
connector for connection to audio equip
ment such as recorders and amplifiers. 

The user port 
The user port is a 34-way connector which 
makes available the 1616's power supplies, 
eight 1/0 pins from the VIA, six analogue 
inputs, two analogue outputs and an inter
rupt input. This port permits the user to 
implement his own control and interfacing 
projects. 

The expansion connectors 
The four 80-way expansion connectors 
make available various clock signals, the 
power supplies and all of the MC68000's 

, signals. They. are designed to accept add
on cards such as 1/0 expansion, disk con
trollers, memory expansion and coproces
sors. 

Construction 
The 1616 is supplied with a construction 
manual which contains parts lists, circuit 
diagrams, further circuit descriptions and a 
step-by-step guide to constructing the 
project. An oscilloscope is highly desira
ble, however, a multimeter and a logic 
probe are sufficient tools for assembling 
the 1616. 

There are basically two ways to build 
the 1616. The first way is to simply solder 
in all the components, plug in all the ICs 
and turn it on. This may at first seem to 
be the fastest and easiest way. Unfortu
nately, the chances of the computer work
ing first go are fairly slim. Neither does it 
provide the constructor with any insight as 
to how the computer works or how every
thing fits together. 

The second way is called progressive as
sembly and test (PAT} and is the method 
described in the 1616 construction manual. 
PAT involves breaking the construction 
into a number of small, simple steps. Es
sentially breaking the 1616's complex cir
cuit into a number of smaller ones. As 
each step is completed, a number of sim
ple checks are done ensuring that that step 
is working. If something is wrong it is cor
rected at this stage before proceeding to 
the next step. The steps are arranged in 
such a way that each will only work if the 
ones preceding it work, so you should 
never continue onto a step until the previ
ous one works. By constructing the 1616 
in this fashion, on completion of the last 
step everything should work. Also, by 
breaking the circuit up into a number of 
smaller ones, it gives a better understand
ing of how the computer functions. 

Initial construction involves visual in
spection of the board and components, 
then soldering in the resistors, IC sockets, 



capacitors and other discrete components. 
After verifying that this has been done 
correctly, the constructor proceeds to load 
the ICs into the sockets. Only 17 ICs are 
needed to get the MC68000 executing 
code from the ·EPROMs, at which stage the 
test programs in the 1616 EPROMs are 
used in concert with the construction 
manual to finish construction. 

The setting of the quad DIL switch con
nected to IC19 is used by the MC68000 to 
determine which of the eight in-built test 
and diagnostic programs are to be execut
ed. Some of the test programs generate 
waveforms for verifying circuit operation 
and debugging faulty circuitry whilst 
others perform· internal tests and report 
their results. 

Software 
The 1616's EPROM-based operating sys
tem software was written by Andrew Mor
ton, the chief designer of the 1616. The 
operating system (1616/0S) influences the 
'feel' and the capabilities of programs 
which run under it, hence it has been de
signed to impose few limitations on the 
programmer. This software will be used by 
implementations of other operating sys
tems such as Digital Research's CP/M 
68K, GEM and OS-9. 

The command line interface philosophy 
follows the standard scheme (like CP/M, 
MS-DOS/PC-DOS, UNIX, etc) of typing 
in commands followed by the arguments 
appropriate to the command and receiving 
some response. It is a disk operating sys
tem which can run without any disks -
cassette tapes are used to load files into 
the RAM disk and any changed or new 
files are archived on tape at the end of the 
session. Commands are provided which 
make this a very simple operation. The 
software is designed ·to support add-on 
disks, or other devices with which data 
may be transferred in 512 byte quantities. 

1616/0S includes a powerful line editor 
for entering commands which incorporates 
full cursor control, last line recall and an 
undo command. The keyboard's 10 func
tion keys are user-definable and may con
tain up to 31 characters. When a com
mand containing wildcards is entered the 
system scans the disk directory and substi
tutes any matching file names into the 
command before it is executed; the '*' 
wildcard matches any group of characters 
and '?' matches any 'single character. 

When a command name is typed at the 
command line interface it is compared 
with the 60 available built-in commands 
and if it is not found then the operating 
system searches the disk for a file of that 
name. If one is found and it is executable, 
it is loaded into memory and executed. If 
the file is a text file its contents are exe-.., 

6522 VERSATILE INTERFACE 
ADAPTOR 
The 8522 Versatile Interface Adaptor (VIA) la 
a very flexlble 110 control device. Control of 
perlpherala la handled primarily through two 
8-blt bldtracttonal ports. Each llne can be pro
grammed as either an Input or output. Sev
eral of the 1/0 llnea can be controlled directly 
from Internal Interval timers for generating 
square waves or for counting externally gen
erated pulaea. To facilitate control of the 
many features of this chip, an Interrupt flag, 
Interrupt enable and a pair of function control 
reglatera are provided. 
FEATURES: 
* Two 8-blt bldlrectlonal 110 ports. 
*Two 16-blt programmable timer/counters. 
* Serial data port. * Expand handshake capablllty allows posi
tive control of data transfers. * Latched Input and output registers. 

Z8530 sec SERIAL 
COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER 
The Zllog Z8530 sec la a dual-channel, multi· 
protocol data communications chip. The sec 
functtona u a aerial-to-parallel, parallel-to
aerlal converter/controller. The sec can be 
aoftwllra configured to satisfy a wide variety 
of aerial communications appllcatlona. The 
device Includes on-chip baud rate genera
tors, digital PLLa and cryatal oaclllatora that 
help reduce the need for external logic. 
FEATURES: 
* Two Independent, o to 1 Mblt·aecond, full 
duplex channels, each with separate baud 
rate generation and digital PLL for clock re
covery. * Asynchronous mode with 5 to 8 data bits 
and 1, 1.5 and 2 atop bits per character; pro
grammable clock factor; break detection and 
generation; parity, overrun, and framing error 
detection. * Synchronous mode with Internal or exter· 
nal character synchronization on one or two 
synchronous characters and CRC generation 
and checking. * SDLC/HDLC mode with frame level control, 
automatic zero Insertion and deletion, 1·fleld 
reeldue, abort, CRC generation and SDLC 
loop back. * Local loopback and auto echo modes. 

BUILDING THIS KIT 
The 1818 computer has been designed from 
the very beginning to be 88 almple to build as 
possible. We have tried to make the circuit 88 
clean and reliable u poulble. It la expected 
that you have constructed etactronlc kits be
fore and/or have experience In dlgltal elec
tronics at either a hobbylal or profeulonal 
level. If you ara a completa beginner It might 
be beat to try a smaller project first or make 
arrangements with a friend to help you just In 
cue you get Into trouble. 

CONSTRUCTION WORKSHOPS: 
If you need a llttle hand-holding, you may 
wish to take advantage of the construction 
workahope conducted by Appllx. Please con· 
tact Appllx, 324 King Georges Rd, Beverly 
Hiiia, 2209, (02) 758-2688, for further detalla. 

'FIX IT' GUARANTEE: 
If your built up 1616 falls to operate and you 
can not troubleshoot the fault(a) you may 
wish to take advantage of the Appllx 'Fix It' 
guarantee. Our technicians wlll check and re
pair your 1618 as required, for the flat fee of 
$150. Thia fee Includes any neceaaary com
ponent replacements, etc, that may be have 
been damaged during or after construction. 
Your 1616 must be unmodified and must be 
constructed using decant IC sockets to use 
the 'Fix It' service. If a kit la ao badly con· 
structed as to make repair Impossible we re
serve the right to return the computer and 
the service fee, In the condition received. Tha 
'Fix It' fee only covers the actual computer. It 
does not cover your power supply, keyboard, 
expansion boards, etc. It la 'Fix It' service 
only, not a construction service. We want to 
see your 1616 working aa much u you do! 

BUil T AND TESTED: 
If you feet you are not capable of building the 
1616 and are not Interested In the construc
tion workshops you may wish to return the kit 
In Its original condition and purchase a built 
and tested 1616 or arrange a retund. We can 
not accept a return once construction has 
commenced, If any of the component packs 
have been opened, or If the kit or cartons 
have been damaged In any way. Please con
tact Appllx concerning pricing of the built 
and tested 1616 and returns procedure. 



cuted in batch mode - parameters from 
the original command line are substituted 
into wildcard symbols in the text file and 
the resulting commands are presented to 
the command interpreter. 

The command interpreter supports in
put/output redirection. This is a powerful 
feature which sets up the input source and 
output destination of the invoked com
mand. A concept which must be under
stood is that of standard input and output. 
Most programs and built-in commands will 
obtain input from standard input and send 
output to standard output. Usually these 
will correspond to the keyboard and the 
VDU, however, the program does not 
know (and does not need to know) what 
physical devices these correspond to -
this is up to the user who typed the com
mand. 

Standard input and output are reas
signed to either 1/0 devices or disk files in 
the normal UNIX manner of using the'<' 
and '>' signs. Physical 1/0 devices require 
a character device driver program to be 
installed in the 1616's memory before they 
may be used. A character device driver is 
identified by a name followed by a colon; 
the character device drivers available 
when the 1616 is powered on are: 
CON: This driver obtains input from the 
1616 keyboard and sends output to the 
VDU. 
SA: The SA: driver obtains input from 
and sends output to serial channel A. 
SB: The SB: driver obtains input from and 
sends output to serial channel B. 
CENT: This driver directs output to the 
parallel printer port. 

As an example let us suppose that we 
have a program for converting characters 
from lower case to upper case which re
sides in the RAM disk file 'toupper'. This 
program should read characters from 
standard input, convert them to upper 
case and then write them to standard out
put. If we wish to use this program to con
vert characters coming into serial port A 
into an upper case file called 'myfile' we 
would type: 
toupper <sa: >myfile 

The command executor first redirects 
standard input to the SA: driver and 
opens a file called 'myfile' and directs 
standard output to it, then executes toup
per. 

It is possible to direct standard output 
to append characters to a file, rather than 
creating a fresh one by using the '>>' 
redirection command. 

Next month we will discuss the software 
including system calls, the full screen edi
tor, the Assembler and 1616/0S com
mands in detail as well as some sneak pre
views of the latest developments 
Gosh, this is exciting! • 
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Pin# 
1·2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-24 
25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46-68 

69 
70 

71 
72 
73 
74 
75-76 
77-78 
79 
80 

Name 
Com 
+5V 
+12V 
-12V 
D0-015 
AS 

UOS 

LDS 

R/W 

DTACK 

EXTDTACK 

BG 

BGACK 

IR 

REf 

RESET 

VMA 

E 

Vi5A 

BERR 

IPL2} jjS[f 
iPLii 
FC2} 
FC1 
FCO 
A23-A1 

STARTUP 
EffiPA 

EIRQO I EIRQ1 
EIRQ2 
EIRQ3 
+5V 
Com 
CLK 
30M 

EXPANSION CONNECTOR PINOUT: 
Description 
System common ground. 
+5 v power supply. 
+12 v power supply. 
-12 v power supply. 
Data bus (D0-015). Bidirectional, three-state data bus. 
Addre88 strobe. Thi• slgnal lndlctetl that there le valld data on the 
addren bus. 
Upper data strobe. This slgnal Indicates that valld data Is avallable on 
data bus bits 08-015. 
Lower data strobe. This slgnal Indicates that valld data Is avallable 
on data bus bits D0-07. 
Read/write. 1hl8 slgnal defines the data bus transfer as a read or 
write cycle. It also works In conjunction with UDI and Il>I: 
Data transfer acknowledge. This pin Is used by expansion boards 
to determine When another board or the main board has 
responded. 
External data transfer acknowledge. This open collector signal 18 
used by expansion boards and Indicates that the data transfer Is 
completed. When the processor recognizes EXTDTACK during a 
read cv~le, data Is latched and the bus cycle terminated. When 
EXTDTAK Is recognized during a write cycle, the bus cycle Is 
terminated. 
Bus grant. This output Indicates to all other potential bus master 
devices that the processor will release bus control at the end of 
the current bus cycle. 
Bus grant acknowledge. This Input Indicates that some other 
device has become the bus master. 
Bus request. This Input Is wire ORed with all other devices that 
could become bus maaters. It Indicates to the processor that some 
other device desires to become the bus master. 
Halt. When this bldlrectlonal line Is driven by an external device, It 
will cause the procenor to atop at the end of the current bus 
cycle. When the processor has been halted using this Input, all 
control signals are Inactive and all three-state lines are high 
Impedance. When the procenor has stopped executing 
Instructions, such as In a double bus fault condition, the HALT line 
Is driven by the processor to Indicate to external devices that the 
proce880r has stopped. 
Reset. This bidirectional line acts to reset the processor In 
response to .an external reset signal. An Internally generated reset 
(result of a RESET Instruction) causes all external devices to be 
reset with the Internal state of the df8°r unaffected. A total 
system reset results from external L and RESET signals being 
applied at the same time. 
Valld memory address. This output Is used to Indicate to M6800 
devices that there Is a valkl address on the addre88 bus and the 
proce880r Is synchronized to enable (E) signal. 
Enable. This signal Is the standard enable signal common to all 
M6800 devices. The period for this output Is ten MC68000 clock 
periods (six low; four high). 
Valid peripheral address. This signal Indicates to expansion boards 
that the device or region currently being addressed Is an M6800 
family device. 
Bus error. This Input Informs the processor that there Is a problem 
with the cycle curmy being executed. 
Interrupt control ( P , il5['i, IPLO). These Input pins Indicate the 
encoded priority level of the device requesting an Interrupt. 

These function code outputs Indicate the state and cycle type 
currently being executed and are valid whenever AS Is active. 

Address bus (A23-A 1 ). This 23-blt, unldlrectlonal, three-state bus Is 
capable of addrenlng eight megawords of data. It provides the 
addren for bu• operation during all cycles except Interrupts. 
Start up. Power on jump signal for use with expansion cards. 
External valid peripheral address. This Input Indicates that the 
device or region addressed Is an M6800 famlly device and that the 
data transfer be synchronized with the enable (E) signal. This Input 
also Indicates that the processor should use automatic vectoring 
for an Interrupt. 
External Interrupt request. These decoded inputs are used by 
expansion boards to generate Interrupts. The level of the Interrupt 
Is determined by the setting of the 'INT LEVEL' straps on the main 
board. 
+5 V power supply. 
System common ground. 
Clock. 7.5 MHz system clock. 
30 MHz clock. 



FEED FORWARD 

00001 REM1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
00100 FORA=2309T02351 
00110 READB:POKEA,B:NEXTA 
00120 DATA 33,0,240,62,64,14,160,113,35,61,32,251,33,192,243,62,64,113,35,61,32, 
251,17,64 
00130 DATA 0,221,33,63,240,62,15,221,113,0,221,113,1,221,25,61,200,24,244 
00140 CLS 
00150 CURS10,2:PRINT"!MAG!NE HAVING TEXT ON THE SCREEN AND A BORDER" 
00160 CURS20,4:PRINT"THAT CONTINUOSLY CHANGES" 
00170 FORA=0T0255 
00180 POKE2315,A 
00190 S=USRC2309l 
00200 NEXTA 
00210 GOT0170' 

Tllleblock 
This Is a short machine code 
routine that produces an out
lined screen. The outline Is 
programmed by POKElng the 
numerical value of the 
character Into position 2315. 
The machine code routine Is 
listed here with a simple ex-

00001 REM12345678901234567890 
00100 FORA=2309T02328 
00110 READB:POKEA,B:NEXTA 

ample of the routines func
tion. 

The routine Is placed In the 
REM statement of llne one so 
make sure the llne Is typed 
as It appears. 

G.Healhcole 
lnglebum, NSW 

00120 DATA 33,0,240,1,0,4,126,254,160,32,2,54,71,35,11,120,177,32,243,201 
00130 CLS 
00140 CURS15,1:PRINT"/ I I I I I I I I I I I " 
00150 CURS15,2:PRINT"/ THINGS CAN CHANGE /" 
00160 CURS15,3:PRINT"/ I I I I I I I I I I I " 
00170 POKE2317,47:POKE2321,92:S=USR!2309l 
00190 POKE2317,92:POKE2321,47:S=USR!2309) 
00210 GOT0170 

Character change 

This Is a very handy machine 
code routine because It 
changes a certain character 
on the screen to another 
character. The different 
characters are easily POKED 
Into different positions In the 
routine. Uses of the routine 
are varied but the most 
suited use Is the quick 
changing of PCG characters 
from one type to another. A 
simple example Is shown 
here after the routine. The ex-

ample prints a heading and 
then changes the border 
continuously. 

FOR SALE: m MAGAZINES May 
'71.July '74 complete. $5 the 
lol. Ring David (03) 534 4624 
ah. 

FOR SALE: VIC-20 32K RAM ex· 
panslon board. Fully populal· 
ed. AlrT $80. Optlonal baltet'y 

The positions to poke are 
as follows: 

POKE 2317,xx (change 
character xx) 

POKE 2321,yy (to character 
VY) 

To run the machine code 
routine typeS=USR(2309). 

back-up extra $20. Graphics 
software avallable. Aller 5pm 
(03) 848-3524. 

FOR SALE: INTO RS232/DB-25 
Interfacing? save money and 
make your own mlnl·testers, 
break out boxes, 2-way gen· 

G.Healhcole 
lnglebum, NSW 

der benders, etc. Plated 
through boards $5 each, 4-way 
gender bender boards $16. For 
more Info send SAE to Don Mc
Kenzie, 29 Ellesmere Cres, Tul
lamaitne Vic 3043. 

READER SERVICES: All enquiries re
garding back issues. photocopies of 
articles, artwork or technical enquiries 
must be directed by mail to ETI 
Reader Services. PO Box 227, Water
loo, NSW 2017. Enclose cheque or 
money order to the appropriate value 
with your request. Relevant charges in
cluding postage within Australia and 
New Zealand ore: back ·issues $4; 
photostat copies: $4 per article or $8 
if project spreads over more than one 
issue; artwork: $5 per board or panel 
up to 10 cm2 or equivalent. $10 for 
larger bocrds 

TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES: No enquiries 
by telephone will be accepted. 
Readers have two options: to submit 
a written enquiry with $5 money order 
or cheque and receive a postal reply; 
this service is limited to projects pub
lishec within the lost five years; alter
natively they may forward enquiry 
without money and expect a pub
lishec reply in the Feed Foiward col
umns at the editor's discretion. 

GENERAL INQUIRIES: For all inquiries 
about back issues, subscriptions, 
photocopies of articles, artwork or 
submitting articles, call (02) 663-9999 
or write to: ETI Reader SeNices, 180 
Bourke Rd, Alexandria, NSW 2015 [PO 
Box 227, Waterloo. NSW 2017) 

CONTRIBUTIONS: Submissions must 
be accompanied by a stamped, self
addressed envelope. The publisher 
accepts no responsibility for unsolic
ited material. 

COPYRIGHT: The contents of Electron
ics Toaay International and associated 
publications is fully protected by the 
Commonwealth Copyright Act [1968). 
Copyright extends to all written ma
terial. photographs, drawings, circuit 
diagrams and printed-circuit boards 
Although any form of reproduction is 
a breach of copyright, we are not 
concefl"ed about individuals con
structing pro1ects for their own private 
use, nor by bands (for example) con
structing one or more items for use in 
connection with their performances. 
Commercial organisations should 
note that no project or part project 
described in Electronics Toaoy Interna
tional or associated publications may 
be offered for sale, or sold in substan
tially or fully assembled form, unless a 
licence has been specifically ob
tained so to do from the publisher, 
The Federal Publishing Company, or 
from the copyright holders. 

LIABILITY: Comments and test results 
on equipment reviewed refer to the 
particular item submitted for review 
and may not necessarily pertain to 
other units of the same make or 
model number. Whilst every effort has 
been made to ensure that all con
structional projects referred to 1n this 
edition will operate as indicated effi
ciently and properly and that all nec
essary components to manufacture 
the same will be available, no re
sponsibility is accepted in respect of 
the failure for any reason at all of the 
project to operate effectively or at all 
whether due to any fault in design or 
otheiwise and no responsibility is ac
cepted for the failure to obtain any 
component parts in respect of any 
such project. Further. no responsibility 
is accepted 1n respect of any injury or 
damage caused by any fault in the 
design of any such project as afore
said 
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COMPUTER WARE FOR JAILS 
I AM CURRENTLY undertaking a computer programming di
ploma In order to Improve my employment prospects prior 
to my probable release from prison In October 1987. 

While I am able to do this using my own computer sys
tem there are many other prisoners who have no such op
portunity to take similar steps to ensure their employablllty 
after their release. 

Since this Is a minimum security prison It has a higher 
proportion of prisoners who are nearing the end of their 
sentences and who will be released Into the community In 
the near future. But unfortunately, because this Is a prison 
'fann', It has very limited educational resources of any kind 
- let alone for computer studies - and It seems there Is lit
tle prospect of the Government being able to 'lnvesf In 
such resources In the near future (no votes In Jolls). 

It Is for this reason that I am now setting up a computer 
studies facillty In the prison with the assistance of another 
prisoner/programmer. 

We Intend to run Computer Awareness Seminars for the 
other prisoners who pass through here, and to provide as 
much as possible In the way of hands-on study facilltles so 
that people wllllng to make the effort will have the oppor
tunity to do so. 

Computing Australia ran an article on our efforts some 
time ago (and plans a follow up photo spread) which has 
helped to some extent with our efforts, but we are stlll In 
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Screen position plotter 
This utility allows you to draw 
a lo-res design, picture, dia
gram or shape on the screen, 
using the cursor keys for 
movement and the * key to 
draw. When you have fin
ished, pressing P will tell the 
Commodore to dump your 
design to the printer, as num
bers, which can then be 
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used In data statements In a 
program, In the form: 

10 READ l:POKE 1024 + I, 
(character code) 

It Is useful for those who 
prefer to POKE their designs 
rather than print them. 

J.Vella 
Tregear, NSW 

need of many Items If our centre Is to be a success. 
We are stlll In need of hardware and systems. disc drives 

and tape recorders, (anything from old TRS80s to IBM 
clones are usable as far as we are concerned), not to 
mention software for Amstrad/IBM systems. So far we have 
one clone (from SCA) coming; a Macintosh (from YACRO); 
and my Amstrad; (we are trying to get a lie, a Commo
dore, and some Amstrad systems). We have a population 
here of approximately 80 Inmates (and rising) so we will 
need sufficient systems to allow multl users, and the 
software/reference publications to match. At the moment 
we are stlll In dire need of suitable programs and/or litera
ture for Apple, Amstrad and IBM. 

If you can assist us In any way we will be most grateful, 
and you wlll be helping to ensure that at least some pris
oners will leave here as contributing members of society 
rather than as potential re-offenders. 

Gary Greaves 
HM Prison Dhunlnglle, Vic 

MORE PRECISION ON OTDRs 
YOUR ARTICLE ENTITLED "Reflectometers", on the optical 
time domain reflectometer (OTDR) In the October edition Is 
somewhat misleading, as It suggests that a fault cannot be 
located to a preclsfon better than 25 m. This Is not the 
case. The tenn "resolution" as used In the article refers to 
the "minimum separation distance between two localized 
features, such that the reflections of each are distinguish-

100 REM VOLTS ON CAPACITOR AFTER T SECS 
105 REM FOR COMMODORE 64 
110 REM H.W.BRYANT. 
115 REM VC = VS< 1-E"t-T,-'CR) 
120 PRINT"~" 
125 PR I NT" CHARGE OF~ DI SCH? 0=CHG 1 =DIS" 
1:30 INPUT X 
140 PR I NT II ENTER MI CROFAF.:ADS II .; ' INPUT c 
150 IF C = ~3 THEN END 
160 PR I NT "ENTER MEGOHMS" .; ' INPUT R 
170 A=C*R 
180 PRINT "ENTER SECONDS"; 'INPUT T 
20~3 B=<-T/A) 
210 H=EXPO::B) 
220 E=l-H 
230 PR I tH II ENTER VOL. TS II .; ' INPUT v 
250 G=V*E 
260 IF X=l THEN G=O::V-0) 
265 PRINT"CAPACITOR VOLTS=";G 
27€1 PRltH"F:ERUN? YES=1 N0=0" .; 'INP'UT Z 
280 IF Z=1 GOTO 120 
290 IF Z=0 THEN ENO 

F:EAOY. 

Charging voHage on a 
capacitor 
The program Is written for the 
Commodore 64 and Is used 
to calculate the voltage on a 
capacitor In a charging or 
discharging circuit. 

H.W. Bryant 
Albany, WA 

. 
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able". This Is a completely different Issue from the locatlon 
of a single fault. 

equipment coming from some of the Japanese manufac
turers. On such things as reverb units, delay lines, sequenc
ers and synthesizers, they are using screen displays to Indi
cate functions and parameters which In Itself Is a bit of a 
nuisance, but more Importantly they are using multi func
tion buttons and alpha dials which do not give any me
chanlcal Indication to the user as to their position. Working 
with the more traditional knobs and switches I can gauge 
the position through touch which then tells me what func
tion and what parameter Is currently being used. 

When fault finding, accurate and precise location of a 
single feature on the OTDR trace Is required. The locatlon 
of any feature on the OTDR trace Is given by Its leading 
edge. This result Is Independent of the pulse width. As the 
OTDR trace Is obtained using dlgltal sampllng techniques, 
the precision to which this leading edge can be mea
sured, Is set by the distance between successive sampllng 
points. Currently available third generation OTDR's feature 
sampllng Intervals down to 0.5 m, enabling locatlon of a 
trace feature, such as a fault, to this precision. 

I need to find a way to Interface a speech unit to such 
devices. I do not expect the problem to get better. I think 
that this change In equipment design Is going to become 
more prevalent, and In time take over with the emergence 
of the all digital studio. I am writing to ask whether you or 
your readers ®Uld suggest an Individual or a company 
which may be able to undertake this work for me. I am 
able to obtain the operatlonal data and software Informa
tion for the s~h unit. I have spoken with both Roland 
and Yamaha and they are happy to make available soft
ware and hardware Information on their partlcular prod
ucts to assist. 

HELP REQUIRED ON SPEECH INTERFACE 

P. Skopakow 
Fltzloy, Vic. 

I OWN AND operate Axent Recording Studio at Kogarah, 
NSW and have worked as a recording engineer for 12 
years. I am a bllnd person and generally have no trouble 
operating the equipment, with most of It being off-the-shelf 
Items requiring llttle modification. I use light sensing probes 
with audible output to read LEDs and Indicate recording 
level. The studio Is automated and the computer uses a 
Votracs voice unit to output whatever Is displayed on the 
screen. 

Any Information would be greatly appreciated. 
Roa McGl9gor 

I am now striking a problem with the newer types of 

Kogorah, NSW 
Any reader Interested In working on this project should 
contact the writer on (02) 587-7946 In the first Instance. 

-Ed 

Easy delete 
Usually the only way to erase 
a llne of a program Is to type 
that line number and press 
RETURN. This Is OK If you only 
have to erase a few llnes. But 
what If you have to erase a 
lot of lines? 

Let us say that you have a 
program numbered from 5 to 
100 In Increments of 5, and 
you want to delete llnes 25 to 
65. There are two methods to 
achieve this. 

The first Is to type 25 and 
RETURN, then type In 30 and 
RETURN and so on. 

The second method Is a lot 
faster. Type In: 

POKE774,0:LIST 25 - 65 and 
RETURN. 

Only the llne numbers from 
25 to 65 will appear. Now 
using the cursor keys, move 
the cursor to line 25 and 
press RETURN. Keep pressing 
RETURN until you have 
passed llne 65. 

Now type In: 
POKE774,26:LIST and RETURN 

Your program appears 
(lines and program) minus 
lines 25 and 65. You have 
erased them. 

J, Vella 
Tregear, NSW 
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label maker 
This short but handy program 
for the Commodore 64 Is 
used with 10 x 3.5 cm labels 
to produce neat little labels 
that add a touch of profes-

slonallsm to your disks - or 
whatever else you dream up 
for them. 

F. Mussger, R. Lang 
Tallem Bend, SA 
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IC2 
4024 

IC3 = 74LS04 
IC4 = 4082 
IC5, IC6 = 4002 

47k 

I 
3 

CLOCK 
STOP 
START 

TO PIN 20 OF IC1 
5V 

MIDI-sync 
This circuit was created to 
synchronize MIDI equipment 
to non-MIDI equipment using 
the MIDI real time messages. 
The only commercially avail
able equipment I have seen 
that does the same thing 
costs $150. 

IC1, an MM5303, is set up 
for the MIDI format with 8-blt 
words, no parity and one 
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220R 

MODIFICATION: 

stop bit. The baud rate Is 
generated by a 2 MHz oscil
lator driving a 4024 as a di
vide-by-two which gives 
31.25K baud. 

The codes used are: 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 01 DO 
11111000 

timing clock 
111110 0 

start 
11111100 

stop 

MIDI IN 

As the D3-D7 bits are all high 
In the MIDI codes to be used, 
pins 5-9 of IC1 are ANDed to
gether with the receiver data 
available output (pin 19 of 
IC1). This Is then inverted by 
IC5a to work with the NOR 
logic decoders. 

The decoded MIDI timing 
clock Is taken from pin 13 of 
IC5 and fed Into a 4017 
which Is set up as a divide
by-six to give one-to-one 

5V 

16 

2 

5V 

47k 

IC8 
555 

5 
10n 100n 

I 

resolution. 
The 4017 takes Its reset from 

both Itself and pin 13 of IC6. 
This ensures that pin 2 (the O 
output) of the 4017 Is high on 
the first timing clock which 
sends pin 2 low and acti
vates the 555. This Is done 
because In MIDI the notes 
played In a beat coincide 
with the first timing clock. The 
555 gives out a 5 ms pulse 
which Is compatible with 
many older drum machines. 

The stop and start outputs 
could be converted to give 
a run 1 stop bit by connect
ing them to an RS flipflop. A 
run 1 stop bit Is used Instead 
of start and stop In the sync 
24 system. 
EDITORIAL MODIFICATION 
The 4N25 used In this Idea re
quires 80 mA Input current. 
MIDI supplies only 5 mA, so 
we suggest using a 6N138 In 
line with the modification 
added to the original dia
gram. 

Alan Downey 
Speers Point, NSW 



Mlcroprofessor 18 memory expansion 

This modification provides an 
extra 2K RAM memory for the 
mlcroprotessor 18 system. The 
requirements are simply an 
extra 6116 RAM chip and a 
short leng1h of wire. 

Pin 1 S of 1he 6116 Is bent out 
sideways and the chip 
placed flnnly over the lnltla.1 
system RAM chip (US In 1he 
circuit diagrams). If the pins 
are bent slightly Inwards, 
they wlll partially en1er the 
socket for US, and the new 
RAM chip Wiii not need to be 
soldered Into place. Then 1he 
wire Is used to connect pin 1S 
of the new 6116 to pin 6 of the 
adjacent 74LS139 decoder 
chip (U9 In the circuit dia
grams). A short leng1h of wire 
wrapped onto pin 1S of the 
6116 and soldered onto the 
pad at pin 6 of U9 should suf
fice for this connection. The 
layout of this modification Is 
shown. 

This modification takes ad: 
vantage of the fact that 
memory addresses 1000H-
17FFH are decoded by U9, 
but not used In 1he circuit. 
This range conveniently Is a 
2K block; so It can be 
mapped onto a 6116 RAM 
chip. Also access to the cor
rect data, address and con
trol lines are provided by 
simply stacking 1he new chip 
onto an exlsHng 6116 chip In 
the circuit. All that Is required 
Is to connect the new RAM 
chip's select Input (pin 1S) to 
1he correct output of the 
decoder, le, pin 6 of U9. 

The new RAM address Is 
therefore 1000H-17FFH. This 
area can then be accessed 
and used as for other RAM 
areas, and the ROM monitor 
wlll set the default PC to 
1000H. 

I. Hogan 
Glen "W'"'01avve1 ..... ,.. ..... y, Vic 

Feed Forward needs your minds. If you have ideas for circuits thilt you 
would like to enter in our Idea of the month contest, programs for the com· 
puting columns or just want a word with the editor, send your thoughts to: 

Feed Forward 
ETI, Federal Publishing, 
PO Box 22.7, 
Waterloo, NSW 2017 

Contributors can look forward to $20 for each published Idea/program which 
should be submitted with the declaration coupon below. 

Programs MUST be In the form of a listing from a printer. You should In· 
dicate which computer the program Is tor. Letters should be typewritten or 
from a printer, preferably with lines double spaced. Circuits can be drawn 
roughly, because we have a draughtsman who redraws them anyway, but 
make sure they are clear enough tor us to understand. 

'Idea of the month' contest 
Scope Laboratories, which manufactures and distributes soldering Irons and 
accessory tools, Is sponsoring this contest with a prize given away every 
month for the best item submitted for publication in the 'Ideas for Exper
imenters' column - one of the most oonslstenUy popular features in ETI 
Magazine. Each month, we will be giving away a Scope Soldering Station 
(model ETC60L) worth approximately $191. 

Selections will be made at the sole discretion of the editorial staff of ETI 
Magazine. 

NEW 6116 
PLACED 
OVER US 

74LS139 
U9 
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- 112 

RULES 
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181 
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131 -

-
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I 
16 
I 
Is 

-
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-

91 -

The winning entry will be judged by the Editor of ETI Mag!lline, who~ deci
sion will be final. No correspondence can be entered into regarding the 
decision. 

The winner will be advised by telegram. The name of the winner, together 
with the winning idea, will be published In the next possible Issue of ETI 
Magazine. 

Contestants must enter their names and addresses where indicated on 
each ooupon. Photostats or clearly written copies will be accepted. You may 
send as many entries as your wish. 

This oontest Is invalid In states where local laws prohibit entries. Entrants 
must sign the declaration on the coupon that they have read the above 
rules and agree to abide by their oonditlons. 

r----------------------------
couPoN 
Cut and send to: Scope-ET! 'Idea of the Month' Contest/ 

Computing Column, ETI Magazine, PO Box 227, 
Waterloo NSW 2017. 

"I agree to the above leml8 and grant EJeclronlcB Today International all riahts to 
publish my idea/program In ETI Magezlne or other publlcalions produced 6y It. I 
declere that the attached idea/program is my own original malerlal, lhat It has not 
prevklusly'" been published and Iha! i1s publication does not W>late any other 

~of copyright is now a criminal offence. 

Tltle of Idea/program ................................................................................ . 

Signature .......................................................... Date .............................. .. 
I 

Name........................................................................................................... I 
I 

Address...................................................................................................... I 
I 

................................................................. Postcode .................. .............. I 

L---------------------------~ 
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WALKABOUT WADIO 
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Want to wisten to Wick Wakeman when walking? Have a 
whim for Wham while working? Then you need to build this 

wacky Walkabout Wadio. 

Marshall Gill 
Marshall Gill is an engineer in the 

Research and Development section, Dick 
Smith Electronics. 

0 

0 

• 

ill) @ 

745 0 

©Diel< Smith Electronics 

0 

AFTER LISTENING TO FM, AM can 
be a bit disappointing. It lacks audio fre
quency response after traversing your 
radio's circuits. With this little number, 
you can put stride back into your AM lis
tening pleasure trip. The project is simple, 
does not cost the earth and is easy to 
build. It's a good afternoon project that is 
very rewarding. 

The design uses a tuned radio frequency 
(TRF) system. With this means of recep
tion, the original audio bandwidth trans
mitted by the station is largely maintained. 
This receiver does not compress the band
width as in the case of conventional super
hetrodyne radios. 

The power is taken from a single 1.5 
volt AA battery so it is completely safe to 
build and operate. Only a single inte-



grated circuit and a handful of parts are 
required. The IC is based on the well 
known ZN414Z but upgraded as a ZN415 
to directly drive a pair of 32 ohm head
phones, the type used on 'Walkman' port
ables. You can use existing phones if you 
have such a system. If not, they can be 
purchased separately. 

The receiver is designed to operate with 
strong signals from local stations so if you 
live at the back of beyond, it will not be 
much good to you other than to keep the 
flies out of your ears. 

Construction 
Load, trim and solder all capacitors as 
shown. Solder in the IC with the correct 
orientation. The tuning capacitor leads are 
bent so that the front edge of the body 
aligns with the edge of the pc board. The 
switch is fitted by first soldering three 
short lengths of copper wire (the pigtails 
from capacitors) through the contact legs. 
Now thread these wires through the holes 
in the circuit board and solder in position 
so that the front of the switch Jines along 
the edge of the pc board. Fit the four pc 
board pins to the battery connection 
points. 

Mount the ferrite rod and coil as shown 
and secure with two nylon cable ties. 
Allow enough movement so that the rod 
can still be moved. The ties can be pulled 
tight after tuning. Terminate the coil leads 
as shown. The main coil connects across 
the tuning capacitor. The secondary coil is 
soldered to the two unconnected pads. 
This secondary winding of the coil is not 
used in this application. If you are not 
sure of the coil connections or the colours 
are not the same as described, a quick 

+ 
@ flli 

11 __ 2:-J 

I 

it~I ~ 
check with a multimeter will indicate the __ l/os..;;\..;-;;..----------------. 

difference. The main coil (largest winding) 
will measure in the vicinity of 7 to 15 
ohms. The secondary will be something 
like 0.5 to 2 ohms. 

Before the volume control is fitted, the 
shaft should be shortened so that the knob 
fits almost flush with the panel surface. 
Use a fine saw to cut it to length, 16 mm 
to 17 mm from the body. Solder three 
short lengths of copper wire ·to the pot 
connections and bend the lugs around so 
they mate with the holes in the pc board. 
Be careful these connections do not short 
out on the pot position. Thread the three 
wires into the board. Fix the pot position 
by soldering the body to the two pc pins 
and then solder the remaining three wires. 
Mount the headphone socket so that it fits 
straight in position and aligns with the pc 
board edge. 

Check all your work. The unit should 
now be operational. Slip a 1.5 V AA cell 
into position between the four pcb pins. It 
will be necessary to slightly bend the pins 
inward so that contact is made with the 

ETl-7 45 - PARTS LIST 
Resistors 

VR1 ....................... 10k miniature pot 17mm 
diam 

Capacitors 
C1, 5 ...................... 10n ceramic (0µ.01) 
C2,3,4,7 ................. 100n ceramic (0µ1) 
ce .......................... 100,.. 1ev RB electro 
VC1 ....................... 120p mini plastic tuning 

gang with knobs and 
screws 

Semiconductors 
IC1 ......................... ZN415E 

Mlscellaneous 
l 1 .......................... miniature 56mm x 15mm 

ferrite rod 
CN1 ....................... 3.5mm pc mount stereo 

earphone socket 
SW1 ...................... miniature SPOT slider (with 

screw hole) 
ETl-745 pc board; 6 x pcb pins; 2 x 75mm 
miniature cable ties; 1 x 15mm skirt plastic knob; 
2 x M2.5x3 RH HP screws; 2 x M2x5 RH HP 
screws; Scotchcal or other label; 41x68x130mm 
zippy box. 

Price: $19.95 
(not including batteries or earphones) 

available from Dick Smith Electronics 
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centre terminal and the end cap. Adjust 
the pins to achieve a tight fit. Use a small 
length of tinned or enamelled copper wire 
threaded through the four holes provided 
to hold the battery in place. A simple tie 
under the board is enough to secure the 
battery position. 

Try the receiver with the headphones 
plugged in and the switch on. It should 
tune the broadcast band from the high fre
quency end to the low. 

It may be necessary to move the ferrite 
rod slightly to receive the lowest fre
quency stations in the band. The coil 
should be close to the end of the rod as 
shown in the component overlay diagram. 
To tune the high frequency end, adjust 
the lower trimmer capacitor on the tuning 
gang. If you are lucky enough to have ac
cess to an rf signal generator, the tuning 
range should be between 520 kHz and 
1630 kHz. The movement of the rod in
side the coil adjusts the low frequency end 
(the tuning gang plate fully messed) and 
the trimmer adjusts the high frequency 
end (the gang plates fully open). 

Fitting the board 
The assembly is designed to fit inside a 
Dick Smith H-2853 Zippy box. The pc 
board slips into the third groove at each 
end. No modification of the case itself is 
required but the front panel has to be 
drilled. Use the front panel as a template 

ETI· 754 - HOW IT WORKS 
This simple, high performance circuit Is 
built around the Ferranti ZN415 Integrated 
circuit. The TRF design uses a minimum of 
components to make an AM receiver. In 
addition to the ZN414 front end, the ZN415 
has an output stage capable of driving 
headphones. The 8-pln OIL package oper
ates from a 1.5 volt battery. 

The circuit provides an rt amplifier, detec
tor and age stage along with an output 
stage to deliver up to 120 mV Into a 64 ohm 
load. 

The rt signal Is picked up by the ferrite 
rod and tuned by L 1 and the variable ca
pacitor VC1. After several stages of gain at 
the signal frequency, the modulation Is de
tected and output as audio at pin 2. VR1 
provides a volume control and passes the 
audio to the output stage. The external 
headphones are driven from pin 5. The lndl· 
vldual earpieces are wired In series to 
achieve the 64 ohms load. 

The other components around the circuit 
provide bypass at various points to main
tain stablllty and ac coupling to Isolate de 
levels at different sections. As the overall 
gain of the device Is very high, component 
layout Is crltlcal. Any modifications to the 
circuit may result In lnstablllty. 

As the circuit draws less than 3 mA, the 
battery Is likely to last for 12 months or so. 
By the way, If you are tempted to power the 
receiver on a higher voltage, resist. Not 
only wlll the overall performance drop but It 
Is likely that the IC could be damaged. 
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to mark the hole centres. Place the label 
over the panel so that the edges align. 
Mark the positions with a sharp scriber, 
centre punch or similar tool. 

Lightly mark only the comers of the 
switch cutout. Drill the holes as shown. 
The headphone socket is 6.25 mm, the 
volume control ferrule is 7 mm, the tuning 
gang shaft 9 mm, its screw holes are 
2.5 mm, the switch screws are 2 mm. Drill 
a small hole in the switch cutout centre to 
accept a piecing saw blade and cut the rec
tangular shape. A needle could be used to 
dress this hole. 

b =BLACK 
p =PINK 
g =GREEN 
r =RED 

IC1 

After cleaning all burrs from the holes, 
carefully stick the label to the front panel. 
Make sure it is correctly positioned before 
pressing it down onto the surface. Punch 
out the holes using the shank of the drill 
used to originally drill the holes. Use a 
sharp blade to cleanly cut around the 
switch cutout. 

Place the pcb in the box and fit the 
front panel. Fix 2xM2.5 screws to the 
gang, 2xM2 screws- to the switch. Fit the 
knobs. If you wish, mark a white line on 
the edge of the tuning knob to act as an 
indicator. • 

SW1 

..__.o--,.-----. ~llOLl+ 1 x "AA" 

CN1 

CELL -

2x32R 
HEADPHONE 



PASSIVE RADIATOR 
LOUDSPEAKER 

SYSTEM 
This is the first in a series of three articles that describes the 

design of loudspeakers. Here we describe how to build a 
"passive radiator". Never heard of them? ... Well read on. 

A PASSIVE RADIATOR (sometimes 
called an ABR, or auxiliary bass radiator) is 
a loudspeaker system in which the bass 
speaker is not driven by an electromagnetic 
coil. There are two driven elements, a 
tweeter and a bass midrange, but the third 
speaker is passive, driven only by the low 
frequency acoustic energy emanating from 
the active bass driver. The advantage of 
this way is that you preserve the simplicity 
of two-way electronics, while approaching 
the response of a three-way system. 

This article follows design criteria first es
tablished by R. H. Small, who developed 
many of the equations used in this exercise. 
For a justification of the equations see the 
reference list at the end of the article. The 
aim will be to derive a volume (VB) for the 
interior of the box. The actual dimensions 
of the cabinet are based more on aesthetics, 
bearing in mind the physical space require
ments of the drivers. 

A passive radiator should have two or 
three times the volume displacement (VD) 
of the active bass driver and at least the 
same or better suspension compliance 
(CMS) to be suitable in the system. Compli
ance has to do with the rigidity of the 
speaker system. In the case of CMS it refers 
to the speaker suspension only. In the case 
of air volume compliance VAS, it refers to 
the volume of free air that couples with the 
speaker diaphragm given its suspension 
stiffness. 

In practice, the diaphragm mass of the 
passive radiator is adjusted to set the sys
tem resonant frequency (FB). This is done 
by adding mass to the voice coil cavity using 
some form of epoxy sealant which lowers 

Eric Stokes 

the resonant point of the radiator. Bass ex
tension is affected when the radiator re
places the decreasing driver output about 
FB. As a result, a passive radiator has a 
slightly higher cut off frequency than its 
vented box counterpart and a faster roll off 
which approaches a fifth order high pass at
tenuation rate. 

Testing 
Our design is built around two speakers 
sourced from Jaycar Electronics, and a 
Philips tweeter. The tweeter is an AD 11610 
T8. In our view this tweeter offers the best 
price/performance combination on the mar
ket today. It's readily available, inexpensive 
and it's a good performer. Power handling 
is rated at 100 W, more than enough for 
most amplifiers. 

The midrange is a 150 mm clear polypro
pylene diaphragm speaker, while the pas
sive radiator is 250 mm across, also with a 
polypropylene diaphragm. Incidentally, 
these polyprop diaphragm speakers just 
released by Jaycar are claimed to offer sig
nificantly better performance than conven
tional designs. 

No data was supplied with the Jaycar 
speakers, so the first step was to obtain 
some figures to answer questions like: What 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR 150 mm 
POLYPROPYLENE DRIVER 

Free Air Resonance (Fs) 
Q of mechanical resistance (QMS) 
Q of electrical resistance (QES) 
Total speaker Q(QTS) 
Air volume compliance {VAS) 

43.75 Hz 
2.718 
0.547 
0.437 

23 lltre 

SIG "-' 
GEN v 

Figure 1. Speaker test circuit. 

SPR 

is its bass cutoff frequency? How much pro
gram power will it handle? And how loud 
will it go? 

The first test is the free air test, aimed at 
ascertaining the characteristics of the driver 
independently of the enclosure. The first 
step is to measure the de resistance of the 
voice coil, RE, and then to choose a cali
brating resistor close to that value, in our 
case 6.8 ohms. Then connect the circuit as 
shown in Figure 1. The frequency generator 
is set close to 40 Hz and RC connected. 
When the voltmeter showed 1 volt the cur
rent le was measured. le could be calculated 
by: 

Ie=Ic RC 
RE 

Replacing RC with the speaker, the mini
mum current lo was read when the speaker 
was held away from reflecting surfaces. Ro 
was calculated from: 

Ro=b 
lo 

Finally, two frequencies have to be found 
when the voltage is one volt and the current 
reads le/YR.,. The resonant frequency can 
then be found from: 

F.= v'(f1 x f2) 

and the various Qs from: 
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Q mechanical (OMS)= YR., x F. 
fz-f1 

O electrical (OES)= OMS 
R.,-1 

0 total (QTS)~ OMS 
Ro 

The results of this procedure on the J aycar 
driver can be seen in a separate box. 

The next step is to test for the speaker's 
volume air compliance in the box. A heavy 
duty 23 litre plastic bucket was used. The lid 
was cut off and a chipboard baffle was 
made. The speaker and baffle were then 
sealed into the bucket and the speaker lead 
holes also sealed. The speaker was con
nected into the test circuit and current 
determined for a volt reading on the volt
meter. This was loc. Roe can be derived 
from Vloc· Fl and F2 can be determined in 
the same way as previously, leading to: 

Fe = Y(f1 x f2) 

QMC= \/Rx, x Fe 
(fz-f1) 

QEC= OMC 
Roc-1 

OTC= QMC 
Roe 

The box 
Having determined the drivers to be used 
the next step is to determine the box pa
rameters. Figure 2 shows the alignment 

INDUCTOR WINDING 
L1 989 µH turns, 1.1 mm wire on a 15 mm 
high former R0.45 ohms. 
L3 214 µH 61 turns 1 mm wire on a 10 mm 
former R0.22. 
L2 460 µH 89 turns 0.8 mm wire on a 10 mm 
high former R0.48 ohms. 
L4 n& µ.H 114 tums 0.7 mm wire on a 10 
mm former. 

graph for vented box systems with typical 
losses of 7 (typical of passive radiator sys
tems). If total Q is about 0.44 we can see 
that the box compliance ratio (a) is 0.79 and 
h, the tuning ratio, is unity. We can also 
read of the cutoff frequency ratio fy'f,. =0.9. 

Knowing the compliance ratio we can 
now calculate the total internal volume: 

VAS =~ =29 litres 
oc 0.79 

We need to add one litre for the volume of 
the crossover and a further fudge factor for 
the radiator static volume, bringing in a 
total volume of 31 litres. A suitable box may 
be made from particle board with internal 
dimensions 300 x 600 x 170 mm. We used 
18 mm board, gluing and screwing all the 
joints to give it rigidity. 

The enclosure's tuned frequency is given 
by: 

Fb = h x F. 
which in this case equals 43.73 Hz. The cut 
off frequency is 39.36 Hz. The closed box 
resonance frequency FC was found to be 
57 .13 Hz. Y oc + 1 was 1.3391 so the sealed 
box frequency FSB is 67.13=42.66 Hz. The 

1.3391 
free air Qs were corrected by FSB/FS, so 
Qe =0.534 (0.75+6.3)=0.597 and QT 

6.3 
works out to 0.487. This is close enough to 
the original calculation., so it was decided 
not to correct the volume of the box. In any 
event, the bass lift would only be in the 
order of 0.5 dB, which you can't hear any
way. 

The radiator 
To see how well the design was going we 
mounted and sealed in the speakers. FL was 
found to be 40.65 Hz and FH was 85.47 Hz. 
The box tuned frequency was found to be 
FB = (FL2+FH2-Fc2) = 75.46 Hz which 

figure 2. Speaker box compliance ratio against free air compliance ratio. 

0.6 

TOTALQ 
QT 

0.44 
0.4 

3 

f3 
f5 

2 
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f5 
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was way off the target of 42.66 Hz required. 
Predictably, the radiator diaphragm is no
where near heavy enough to resonate the 
system at this frequency. To reduce its reso
nant frequency to the required level we 
need to add mass to the diaphragm. How 
much? 

To find out, consider that the active bass 
box compliances ratio is: 

oc = FL2 + FH2 
- FB2 -1 = 0.79 

FSB2 

8 the radiator box compliance ratio is found 
by solving the following equation, 

8 = ~:;~t -1 -! =2.19 

2 

The resonant frequency of the radiator FP is 
FB = 34.46 Hz. However, we want it to 

2.19 
resonate at 42.66 Hz =19.48 Hz. 

2.19 

() • 
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The VAS of the radiator is 29 x 3.796 = 
111 litres. 

The extra mass needed to lower the reso
nant frequency of the radiator from 34.46 to 
19.48 Hz has to be calculated by first find
ing the radiator suspension compliance. 

CMS= VAS 
Poc2so2 

= Ille 
= 1.18 X 3452 X (30.17e - 3) 2 

= 8.860e-4M 
N 

where SD is the area inside the speaker's 
suspension surround. 

The diaphragm mass for 34.46 Hz is, 
MMS = 1 

("'"2-=P-lF--,.).,...2 __ C_M_S 

= 24.57 grams 
The diaphragm mass for 19.48 Hz is 76.90 
grams so the extra mass needed is 76.90 -
24.57 = 52.33 grams. It should be obvious 

R2 
BR2 

LOW PASS 
OUTPUT 
JAYCAR 
150mm 

HIGHPASS 
OUTPUT 

AD1181011 

that the radiator needs to be modified. ..,. "---------------------------------J 
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Selleys makes an epoxy bond two-part 
putty, stock number EB50g which in its 
handyman pack weighs 50 grams. This sim
plifies the task. Remove the dust dome of 
the radiator with a sharp knife or similar 
cutting instrument close to the plastic dia
phragm, being careful not to cut the dia
phragm. Having removed the dome, mix all 
of the putty as the instructions say. If it is 

.difficult to mix, it can heated to soften it 
which makes it easier to knead and pum
mel. A couple of 10 second zaps in the mi
crowave also helps. 

When the putty is mixed, place and press 
it into the space under where the dust dome 
was and let it cure. The dust dome may be 
Araldited back into position being careful. 
not to use too much because of the added 
mass of the Araldite. I elected not to re
place the dome because the grille would 
hide it. 

The system was retested and FL was 
28.69 Hz and FH was 64.93 Hz, so FB from 
calculation was 42.14 Hz which is near 
enough to 42.66 Hz. This completes the 
bass alignment. 

Power 
We can now calculate the amount of power 
we can put through the speaker. The dis
placement limited acoustic power ratings 
PAR and PER are: 

PAR= 0.85 f34VD2 

= 3.099.-3 

PER= PAR 
No 

= 6.72 w 
so the program power handling is about 67 
watts which works out to a sound pressure 
level of 98 dB. 

Passive radiator suspension compliance 
should be at least equal to or lower than its 
associated bass driver, in this system the 
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radiator suspension compliance is slightly 
higher which lowers power handling a small 
amount. 

Crossovers 
The crossovers are just simple high and low 
pass filters, so we don't need to go too much 
into their design here. We need to specify a 
crossover frequency (Fx) and the slope of 
the filter. On the basis of experience, the 
crossover is a third order design, with Fx set 
at 2500 Hz. The details are shown in Figure 
3. 

The only problem with these is winding 
the inductors. The details appear in a sepa
rate box. 
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$13,000 REFERENCE MONITORS 
- also available in kit form. 

Readers of overseas hi-fi magazines often wonder why imported quality loudspeakers sell for over twice the 
price in Australia. The answer is simple - but for good reasons not advertised. 
Fully imported speakers incur such cost factors as, 

• 25-30% freight • 30% sales tax 
• 25% import duty • 28% handling charges (typically) 

Not one of the.se factors improve the sound - they only contribute to the extremely high Australian price tag. 
A pair of fully imported 4-way DYNAUDIO reference speakers is today priced at $13,250 in Australia. 
By importing the drivers only and utilising world renowned Australian 
technology (Thiele: & Small), together with local genuine timber 
craftsmanship, it is now possible to acquire: a pair of these speakers 
fully assembled at less than half this price. 
For the technically-minded hi-fi enthusiast further savings are possible 
by assembling the speakers yourself. Pre-built enclosures and crossovers 
make this task a mere breeze. A good soldering iron and a Phillips head 
screwdriver will save you a further 30%. Should you happen to be in the 
furniture production industry, enclosure plans can be supplied with the 
kit (drivers and crossovers) for even greater savings. 
To audition the $13,000 DYNAUDIO reference 
monitors, contact SCAN AUDIO for full details 
and the name of your nearest authorised 
DYNAUDIO specialist. 

D NAUDIO 
. ' ' 

Sole Australian Distributor, 
SCAN AUDIO Pty. Ltd., 52 Crown 
Street, Richmond, Vic. 3121. 
Phone, (03) 429 2199 (Melbourne) 

(02) 871 2854 (Sydney) 
(07) 35 7 7433 (Brisbane) 

SATELITE-1 
S2300pair 
(51400 unassembled) 
($948 excl. cabinets) 
Matching sub woofer 
available. 

PROFILE-2 
$2900 pair 
($1700 unassembled) 
($1248 excl. cabinets) 
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Train at home NOW for money making 

CAREERS IN ELECTRON1qs 
... tJMd .r~~ 'ru-r ~. 

NOW, AT HOME IN SPARE TIME, you can acquire the 
necessary skills in Electronics to help you secure a 
guaranteed future. You need no previous qualifications 
and there is no need to change your daily routine. Study 
when and where you choose. The course is compiled 
by experts and skilled tutors are ready to guide and 
assist you. 

S&T 4412 

THE FUTURE IS ELECTRONICS. 
Take a look around you. Electronics control and guide 
our everyday lives. From Home Computers to Space 
Travel, from Microwaves to Robots we are part of an 
electronic revolution. This revolution will continue and 
many job opportunities will be created ... opportunities 

Recently reviewed by the National Magazine, Electronics 
Australia as being extremely accurate, practical and very 
reasonably priced the ICS course is essential if you 
require thorough and successful training_ Its up to you ... 
complete and mail the coupon TODAY! You won't regret 
it... ever! 

that are available to you. 
MORE THAN JUST ELECTRONICS MANUALS. - - - - - - -SEND FOR FREE FACTS!!"' - - - - - -
ICS courses are more than just 'Do it Yourself' manuals ..... International Correspondence Schools ,~.-;;;,.. I 
... they are complete, comprehensive programs ba Dept. of Electronics !8.l 
designed to give you the skills and knowledge since 1890 398 Pacific Highway, Lane Cove, NSW 2QJS6 • I 
necessary to succeed in your ambitions. Mr/Mrs/Ms Age__ I 
And you receive at no additional cost ... yours to keep, rP1easeprin1c1ear1y1 I 
all the equipment necessary to ensure that you have a A~dress --------------------- I 
complete and thorough understanding of Electronics I 
through actual hands-on experience. Ptcode ________ ~I 

International Correspondence Schools TICK ONE I 
398 Pacific Highway, Lane Cove, NSW 2066. 2 (all hours) D Basic Electronics Phone ~ 
Sydney: (02) 427 2700 or Austwide (TOLL FREE) (008) 22 6903 D Electronics Technician ropuona11 cs I '--------------------.-:0-:-::-c--.:---::-,,.--,-:-----" __________________________ ... 
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INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER 8 

MONITORS AND 
MODULATORS 
What are the options for displaying a computer's 
output? They range form the teletype to the monitor. 

Phil Cohen 

Today's modem monitor sits atop keyboard and computer. 
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First, a little history. Way back when, 
the only way to get information into 
or out of a computer was by means 

of a 'teletype' - something like a cross 
between an electric typewriter and a wash
ing machine. It had a keyboard and a 
printer built in, made a fair amount of 
noise and cost a fortune. 

To replace the teletype, the visual dis
play unit (VDU) was born. Basically, this 
has a screen (like a TV screen) in place of 
the printer and was affectionately known 
as a 'glass teletype'. 

The VDU communicated with its host 
computer by means of a wire along which 
serial signals were passed, from the host 
to the VDU to tell it what to put on the 
screen, and from the VDU to the host to 
tell it what keys had been pressed. 

The VDU contained all of the circuitry 
to figure out where on the screen to put 
the characters that came from the host, 
where the cursor (the little flashing box or 
line that shows where you are about to 
type on the screen) was at any time, and 
to turn flashing characters on and off. 

All the host computer had to worry 
about was what information needed to be 
output to the VDU, and what was coming 
in in the way of commands from its key
board. 

This simulation of a teletype, with the 
text moving up the screen (as paper moves 
up from a printer) worked OK for a 
while, but then people realized that you 
could actually use the system in another 
way, and screen-oriented applications 
were born. 

These (and most modern micro applica
tions programs are based on the same 
traditions) treat the VDU screen as a 
sheet of paper, rather than a roll. Prompts 
are put onto the screen by the host, and 
the user moves the cursor around the 
screen to fill in blanks (or data entry 
fields), which provide data for the host. 

The upshot of all this was that instead 
of just telling the VDU what to print on 
the screen, the host had to have a way of 
controlling cursor movement, clearing the 
screen, and so on. This was done by in
venting 'escape sequences', which are 
(normally) based on the host sending an 



The Insides of an old Model 15 Teletype. 

FROM HOST SERIAL~ CONTROLLER VIDEO 
COMPUTER 

TO HOST 
COMPUTER 

KEYBOARD 
.,.SERIAL CIRCUITRY,.,..,. __ _ 

Figure 1. Monitor, keyboard and controller as a VDU. 

KEYBOARD 

MONITOR VIDEO "~ 
CIRCUITRY ~ 

COMPUTER 

KEYBOARD 
CIRCUITRY 

KEYBOARD 

Figure 2. Monitor and keyboard attached to a microcomputer. 

(5(5 
The use of TV sets as 

monitors is restricted these 
days to games computers. 

Anything that is intended for · 
serious use has an output for 

a monitor. 

ESC (escape, ASCII 27) character fol
lowed by some more codes when it 
wanted to control the VDU rather than 
just sending data to it. 

With the advent of the micro, the cir
cuitry to do all of the clever VDU things 
was built into the box, but the escape se
quences stayed. Instead of a host main
frame computer with a number of VDUs 
(VDTs or visual display terminals as they 
are called in the publishing industry for 
some unknown reason) attached to it, the 
micro had all of the clever electronics in a 
box, with a thing called a monitor sitting 
on top of it. 

The monitor was simply a VDU with all 
the clever control bits removed and put in
side the micro case instead. The output 
from the micro was in the form of a video 
signal, which told the electron beam flying 
across the monitor screen when to turn on 
and off to form the patterns of light and 
dark dots on the screen which made up 
letters and words (see Figure 2). 

Now, it so happens that a monitor is 
very similar to part of a TV set - specifi
cally, the part of the TV set downstream 
of the tuner which takes the information 
from the aerial and translates it into a 
video signal (see Figure 3). 

Someone thought it would be a good 
idea for a home micro user to use his/her 
TV set as a sort of surrogate monitor -
reducing the purchase price of the com
puter. But the problem was that there was 
no easy way (in TV sets of the day) to put 
a video signal directly into the video input 
of the monitor part of the TV set. The 
only input on a TV set was the rf input 
that was connected to the aerial. 

So the video output from the computer 
had to be passed through something called 
a 'modulator', which did exactly the oppo
site of the tuner iri the TV set. In fact, the 
modulator was practically a little TV 
transmitter - a fact borne out by the 
amount of rfi given off in early models! 

The rf output from the modulator was 
fed into the aerial socket, turned back into 
a video signal by the tuner, and the whole 
thing showed a picture. 

Bandwidth became a problem; with the 
signal going through two transformations ..,. 
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ACID 12V BATTERY 
We have purchase the surplus stock 
of a well known brand solar panct 
The panel will deliver 16 volts at up 
to 200mA In bright sunlight. This Is 
aufllclent to al- charge a car 
batt.etyl 
The untta are made In the USA and 
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AEM 4600 DUAL 
SPEED MODEM 
~ AEM Oec:ember 1985 

Cot. l<M-oo40 .... , ..,...s1=1=9 .""='o.,...o I 

- ~~ ------
A.EM 4600 CUAL SPEED MO OEM 

' ..,! • I II ~' '"'" f "' 

0 • : ~ ';i 11 

~ . .. ,',., .~·:. " " 

SCREAMER CAR 

~~~~ 1986 I $32.sol 
lnoorporates two seneon and ulliles 
a ple2o screamer Inside the car. 

LOW DISTORTION AUDIO OSCILLATOR 
See EA December 1986 
Cat. KA-1680 

I $139.og 

DELUXE CURRENT SENSE CAR AlARM 
Rel: AEM OCIOber 1986 AEM 8501 
Thia high quality TJHbrook designed unit Includes case and Scotchcal front panel. 

Cal. KM-:»is ONLY $98.50 

TURBO TIMER 
See EA Sept 1986 
A llmple 1ensor system to prewnt oar 
Ignition being ti.med off before the 
Tllbo unit has cooled down (approx. 
90 seconds. A must for tho• with 
fulbo charged cars. 
Cot.KA-1679 I $29.951 

DIGITAL SAMPLER 

~!.1KE~1~ I $119.00I 

Rvf: ETI Jul( 1986 
Supplied without Commodore 

~.·~~~or ,-$-1-6-.-95-.J 

LIGHT SAVER 
Ref: EA June 1986 
Supplted without plate ooct epoxy. 

Cat. KA-1670 I $15. 991 

1987 Catalogue. Call in to any Jaycar store & for one dollar we will give you a copy of 
our all new 1987 catalogue. It's full of new products & valuable data! And, apart from 

the $1 - it's free!! 

NEW GENERATION 
CORDLESS PHONE 

Microprocessor controlled 
200 metres range and 

absolute security 
Ql.fte slmp¥ the finest cOldless phone 
- have appraised. Naturdly It ii In total 
conformity to the 1986 Telecom 
specifications and ii Telecom 
approll8d. 
1he range wth the 39/:DllHz RX/TX FM 
system ii fabuk>ul- as agalrwt the wry 
lhort iange cordlea phones of 
yesteryear. 
FEATURES: 
• Operattng ionge up to 750tt (250m) 

• Secuttycodesystemwth 16.384 
comblnatlorw 

• Last number redlal 
• LED lndk:alor on handset for loo 1 

1
.,. 

battery Indication 
• Hearing aid compatlble 
Cot. VT-7065 

DUAL TRACKING POWER SUPPLY 
Rvt: EA2/87 
This kit will supply up to ±21.5 wits at 500mA. At 5 volts It will supply 3A and at ICH 6V 
the CUll8nf Is 2 anp. 
Cat. KA-1682 

ONLY $129.50 

MODEL RAILWAY LIGHT CONTROLLER 

----~~~ .,._ ;.....-

SHOWROOMS ~~~ 117 York St. (02) 267 1614 ~' Moh - Fri 8.30 am - 5.30 pm a • 
Thurs until 8.30 pm. Sat 9 am - 12 noon 

Cnr Carlingford & Pennant Hills Rd. I 
(02) 872 4444. Mon'. Fri 9 am - 5.30 pm __ ___:_!__ __ _ 
Thurs until 8.30 pm. Sat 9 am - 12 noon INCORPORATING ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

SYDNEY 

CARLINGFORD 

115 Parramatta Rd. (02) 745 3077 QLD, BURANDA 144 Logan Rd. (07) 393 0777 
Mon - fn 8.30 am - 5.30 pm only Mon - Fri g am 5 30 pm 

CONCORD 

HURSTVILLI! 121 Forest Rd. (02) 570 7000 Thurs until 8.30 pm Sat 9 am 
Mon - Fri 9 am - 5.30 pm HEAD OFFICE 115 Parramatta Rd 
Thurs until 8.30 pm. Sat 9 am - 12 noon Concord 2137 
188 Pacific Hwy (Cnr Bellevue Ave) (02) 747 2022. Telex 72293 
(02) 439 4799. Mon - Fri 9 am - 5.30 pm 
Sat 9 am - 4 pm ROAD FREIGHT ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA $13,50 

GORE HILL 



INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER 8 

before it got onto the screen, there was a 
lot of 'rounding' of the signal. This was 
particularly true for colour signals - in 
fact, when I reviewed the Apple micro 
way back when it first appeared in colour, 
I more or less said that colour wouldn't 
catch on in the home because of the very 
poor quality available on the screen once. 
the signal had been through the wringer. 
OK, I was wrong. 

Another possibility is to use a special 

ANTENNA \ I TV SET 

1V set which has a video input. 1V sets 
with this facility are rather expensive, but 
they do provide you with a free colour 
monitor - except that when you're play
ing with the computer no one else can 
watch 1V. 

My first monitor (for an Apple) was an 
old black and white 1V set to which I had 
fitted a video input socket. Warning: be
ware of high voltages when playing in the 
back of 1V sets. 

MONITOR \/ 
TUNER 

RF VIDEO - D -
-

Figure 3. Monitor as a TV sel 

TV SET 
MONITOR 

MODULATOR TUNER 

r--+- - VIDEO - D 
Figure 4. Modulator tums into a monitor. 

VIDEO MICROCOMPUTER 

TV SET 
MONITOR 

RF ~ rNEi VIDEO _ D -

VIDEO IN 

- MICROCOMPUTER 
VIDEO 

Figure 5. TV set with video input. 
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The use of 1V. sets as monitors is re
stricted these days to games computers. 
Anything that is intended for serious use 
has an output for a monitor. 

For monochrome (literally one-colour) 
monitors, there are about two standards 
for video signals. There's the old 1V 
video standard and an IBM one, which 
uses a different form of synch pulse. 

Glossary 
Apple: The company that brought out 

what was probably the first popular mi
crocomputer. 

Bandwidth: A measure of how much in
formation can be handled by, say, a 
particular circuit. 

Data entry field: A particular area (field) 
or areas set out on a computer screen 
for you to type some information 
(data) into. 

ESC: Short code meaning escape. 
Escape: One of the keys on a computer 

keyboard is labelled 'escape'. Original
ly, this was to be the key you pressed 
if you got into trouble - its meaning 
has changed over the years. 

Escape sequence: A sequence of codes 
starting with escape usually involved in 
moving the cursor around the screen. 

Field: A particular area on the screen. 
Glass teletype: Another name for a VDU. 
Host computer: The main computer that a 

VDU is connected to. 
Mainframe: A large computer that won't 

fit on your desk! Usually, a computer 
whose 'housekeeping' functions are the 
responsibility of a specialist department 
inside your company. 

Modulator: A device for turning video 
into rf. 

Monitor: A 1V-like device which takes 
video as an input. 

Monochrome: Capable of showing only 
one colour or black ( eg green and 
black, orange and black, white and 
black). 

rf: Radio-frequency - in the context of 
computers, usually a video signal in rf 
form. 

rfi: Radio frequency interference - pro
duced by badly-designed circuits, 
particularly badly-designed computers! 

Rounding: What happens to a signal when 
you put it through a circuit that has too 
little bandwidth - literally, the comers 
get taken off the waveform. 

Teletype: An old keyboard and printer 
combination used as a VDU is now. 

Tuner: The part of a 1V set that captures 
and converts an rf signal into its video 
form. 

Video: An electronic signal that specifies 
which dots on a display screen are 
going to be brigltt and which black. • 



STOCK-UP ON THESE POPULAR LINES NOW. WHILE 
PRESENTLY STILL AVAILABLE AT THESE PRICES .... 

NEW PREMIUM QUALITY 

'FUJI' RELAYS 
12V de 330 ohms -lc/o 3A cont•cts ,,. 
PtB mounting I' 

cet 19- 4094 . . 
l-Y ....... $2.95 ea 
I0• ....... $2.50 ee 

Juotecld13 
pin pl"'l' 

·1.Bmlo119 

PREMIUM QUALITY 'ERG" 

DIL SWITCHES 
6WAY -COLOUR-
CODED. 
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19-c~~56 st.so 

rm WIRELESS mIICE 
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ELECTBDDIC c~ ALARM CONTROL 

SIREN ·:, · . .. PANEL 
• • : 4 l••lll•·NO+NC 

lde11 for lnternel cor·. ~ ~ .inslent. end de. le~. 
or home 11orm siren Wes $1 B """' · · 6 LlD re.dlqreen 
Mini size 90mm diam 12 ~ status 1nchc1ton 
Wtrbler oound effect. $ Mj•t1'11 •let 
Input 12vc1c 300mA. ee for •ntru and reset 
Output 9Bd8 It 1 m. Cet 03-2013 PHIC •• fire 

1nbu11t 24 hour 
ALARM or EMERGENCY co101-0941 1nst1nt 11orm 

STROBE $139 1•11 fer llOl'tES. 
, 'I'/,.,... SHOPS. Off ICES! 
' ,. FLRSH£8 12V dr~ cell or rech1r91ebl" betterv. 

1
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ITIEIA!C!HI !YIO!U!RIS!EILl,FI 
CREATING WITH ELECTRONICS 4 

OSCILLATORS AND 
AMPLIFIERS 

Not just a project but a whole learning experience for the tyro 
designer ... This article describes construction of a versatile 

power amplifier module along with principles of 
bootstrapping, cascading, and amplifier design. 

Last month a range of concepts was 
presented in preparation for the cir
cuitry contained in this article and 

subsequent parts of the series. We now 
move to actual circuits, commencing with 
a small general purpose power amplifier 
module. Various options are possible for 
construction of the module, including 
waiting until next month when a sine
square oscillator with in-built amplifier 
will be described. 

The amplifier is presented as a device 
intended for many applications. For exam
ple, an intercom system can be built using 
two modules. Or you may want a small 
sound system for an earphone-oply radio 
or cassette player. A mixer/graphic-equal
izer unit is planned, which could be com
bined with two modules for a complete 
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Peter Phillips 
steteo amplifier. Whatever the applica
tion, the project will provide an introduc
tion to audio amplifiers in general. 

Overview of the circuit 
ICs that perform the function of this proj
ect are available, but modifying them to 
suit applications outside their design pa
rameters is very difficult. For flexibility, 
cost, parts availability and learning pur
poses, discrete components only are used. 
The circuit is based on a direct-coupled 
amplifier, with a complementary symmetry 
output pair operating in class AB. This 
configuration is typical of most hi-fi ampli
fiers and has all the advantages and prob
lems associated with such designs. But 
more of this later . . . 

The pcb layout does not include provi-

sion for the power supply, a topic covered 
previously in parts 1 and 2 of this series. 
The specifications of the amplifier are in
cluded with the circuit diagram. No distor
tion measurements have been made, but a 
subjective listening test gave excellent re
sults. The gain of the circuit can be in
creased, as later described, for intercom 
use. As well, the power output can be in
creased to 4.5 watts by raising the supply 
voltage to a maximum of 25 volts. 

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of a 
typical audio amplifier. All the blocks are 
represented on the module except the 
preamplifier, and their operation is briefly 
described to provide a background that 
should help in understanding the circuit. 

The FET 
A FET (field effect transistor) forms the 



PRE-AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER DRIVER OUTPUT 

VOLUME 
INPUT 

Flgunt 1. Block diagram of a typical audio 
amplifier. 

first stage of the circuit to provide a high 
input impedance. The FET is a voltage 
controlled device in which the input volt
age controls the current flowing through 
it. Figure 2 shows the internal construction 
of an n-channel JFET, (junction FET) as 
well as the circuit of a common source 
FET amplifier. Common source means the 
source terminal is neither an input nor an 
output terminal, but is common to the 
other two. The drain current (10 ) is a de 
current directly controlled by the voltage 
present between the gate and source ter
minals (V0 s)- If Vos is zero, 10 is a maxi
mum, called the saturation drain current, 
1088. When the polarity of Vos reverse
biases the gate junction, (gate negative to 
source for n-channel FET), 10 will drop as 
Vos is increased, eventually to zero if Vos 
is made sufficiently high. 

Vos must always reverse-bias the gate 
junction, ensuring a virtual open-circuit at 
the gate terminal. The voltage field set up 
by the reverse bias is the controlling 
medium on 10 . If Vos is varied with an ac 
signal, 10 will change accordingly. The 
voltage variation resulting across the resis
tor R0 provides the amplified output sig
nal. However, to ensure the signal doesn't 
forward bias the gate junction, a reverse 
de bias voltage is required. This is usually 
done by grounding the gate terminal with 
a resistor (Ro - up to lM ohm) and 
using the de voltage produced at the 
source terminal caused by the current 
flowing in the resistor (Rs) connected 
from source to ground. The value of Rs is 
therefore chosen to establish the de oper
ating conditions of the FET, and typically 
should provide a voltage 'between 0.5 to 1 
volt at the source. 

Because no current flows in the gate 
junction, the input resistance of the FE 

Flgunt 2. The n-channel JFET. FET biasing: 
becaUse Vs is positive with respect to ground 
and the gate is connected to ground, the gate 
(and) ground are negative with respect to the 
source. 

+ 
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Figure 3. The complementary symmetry push-pull output stage. 

amplifier is equal to the value of Ra. The 
voltage gain provided is modest, but the 
high input resistance makes the FET ideal 
as an input stage. The value of R0 should 
produce a drain voltage of approximately 
half the rail voltage at the chosen drain 
current. The circut uses a quiescent I0 of 
around 2-3 mA. 
The amplifier block 
The complete circuit diagram is parti
tioned into sections to relate to Figure 1. 
The amplifier section comprises the FET 
and the common-emitter amplifier associ
ated with 02. Due to the high de gain of 
the circuit, a low-leakage coupling capaci
tor for C2 is essential. Because the driver
output stage is direct-coupled to 02, the 
bias for 02 determines all following de 
voltages. Most amplifiers use a similar ar
rangement, presenting difficulties in fault 
finding as a fault anywhere affects all the 
other de voltages. The variable resistor 
RV2 is used to adjust the circuit to its op
timum de conditions. R5 provides de and 
ac feedback for 02 to stabilize it against 
changes in HFE' permitting any suitable 
small signal transistor to be used. If more 
gain is required, a bypass capacitor can be 
placed across this resistor eliminating the 
ac feedback. 

A critical factor in amplifier design is 
the power supply. Positive feedback can 
occur between stages and interstage 
decoupling is essential, performed by a 
series resitor (R6) and a filter capacitor 
(C2). Because the amplifier section also 
determines the de voltages for all subse
quent stages, a constant voltage must sup
ply this section, accomplished by the 
Zener diode. 
The driver/output section 
This section is the critical part of any am
plifier, as it determines the efficiency and 
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distortion figures. Efficiency of an ampli
fier relates input power and output power 
and is determined by the following equa
tion: 

ffi . 01. audio power out 
100 e crency 70 = d . x cpower m 

Efficiency is particularly important in 
high power amplifiers and in battery oper
ated systems. For example, an amplifier 
designed for outdoor concerts may have a 
rated output power of 50,000 watts. If the 
unit is 50% efficient, then 50 kW out will 
require 100 kW in. As only half of this 
power is developed as audio power, the 
remaining 50 kW must be dissipated as 
heat. 

The problem is the higher the efficien
cy, the worse the distortion, and vice 
versa. This conflict has occupied designers 
for years in a search for the ultimate cir
cuit, and is where the class A versus class 
B tradeoff enters. The output stage con
verts the de power into audio power and 
ideally should consume no power when 
there is no audio signal. However, all out
put devices need a current called the 
qv.iescent current for their operation. The 
question is how much quiescent current 
should flow? 

The answer requires explanation of the 
terms 'class A' and 'class B' and a descrip
tion of a complementary pair, push-pull 
output stage. Figure 3 shows the outline of 
such a circuit, comprising an npn and a 
pnp transistor (complementary pair), 
which should have matched characteristics 
(be symmetrical). The input signal is ap
plied to both transistors, causing 01 to 
conduct when the input signal is positive 
(push) and 02 when negative (pull). The 
principle of each transistor providing half 
the output signal (or conducting for 180°) 
is known as class B operation. 

However, because transistors don't con
duct until the input voltage reaches 0.6 
volts, this circuit would produce an output 
waveform with 'cross-over' distortion. This 
is caused when one transistor turns off be
fore the other turns on. To prevent this, 
the 0.6 volts must be provided by the 
power supply in the form of a bias voltage 
to cause the transistors to conduct when 
the input signal is zero. The transistors 
will still tum on and off as before, but 
never be both off together. If the bias is 
high enough, the transistors will conduct 
all the time, with neither actually turning 
off as in class B operation. This is class A 
operation and offers the least distortion, 
but at the expense of efficiency. 

Because class B operation produces 
cross-over distortion and class A is ineffi
cient, a compromise, called class AB 
operation, is found somewhere between. 
It is usual to adjust the de bias to obtain 
the best efficiency with the least distor, 
tion, and is an important adjustment. 
Other variables such as non-linearity in 
the transfer characteristics of the transis
tors, variations in transistor parameters 
over the input signal range, etc, all con
tribute to design difficulties. Eliminating 
distortion through careful design is a com
plex issue, made more difficult as power 
output capability is increased. 

The circuit being used in our design is 
noteworthy for its simplicity. The circuit 
description details its operation but note 
that RV3 is used to determine the class of 
operation. A diode is used in the. bias 
chain to provide some degree of tempera
ture compensation, and many designs at
tach it to the main heatsink. Emitter resis
tors such as R9 and RlO are generally 
used in commercial designs to provide 
stability against temperature variations, 
etc. Bootstrapping is used; this is a gen
eral term meaning the circuit helps itself 
perform the required task. 

Construction 
The supplied pcb layout will fit neatly into 
a medium sized zippy box, and an external 
de plug-pack supplies the power. Vero 
board can be used as an alternative to the 
pcb if necessary. The presentation offered 
is an example only, and assembly is a mat
ter of personal choice. 

Component mounting should start with 
the low profile devices such as wire links 
and resistor5. Care should be taken to en
sure that the diodes, capacitors and tran
sistors are correctly oriented. Mount suit
able heatsinks on the output transistors 
before soldering them to the board. A 
small piece of aluminium, 20 mm square, 
will suffice if the finned variety shown on 
the prototype is not available. Insulate the 



heatsink on 04 with a mylar insulator to 
prevent inadventent shorts to the de sup
ply. 

After mounting them, adjust the vari
able resistor RV2 to its maximum value by 
turning it fully clockwise. Similarly, adjust 
RV3 to its minimum value. Both these 
components can be later replaced with 
fixed value resistors if required, once their 
value has 'been determined by experiment. 
As a guide, RVl will end up at around 5k 
ohm, and the combination of RV3 and R9 
will approximate to 27 ohms. Once all 
components are in, check particularly that 
the output transistors have the BD139 for 
Q4 and the BD140 for 05. Also confirm 
that they are correctly oriented, with the 
metal side facing towards the centre of the 
pcb. Lastly, confirm that the capacitors, 
particularly C2, are correctly polarized. 

Before applying power to the circuit, 
connect an 8 ohm load to the output, and 
ensure that the capacitor Cl is connected 
between the input terminal and the vol
wne control RVl. Set this control to mini
mum, then apply power, either from the 
suggested plug-pack or from an alternative 
source of around 15 volts de. Switch on 
and confirm that neither output transistor 
gets hot. If it does, try adjusting RV2; 
perhaps it was incorrectly set in the first 
place. Setting the adjustments is ideally 
done with a signal generator and a CRO 
to observe the waveform. However, good 
results can be obtained with a de voltme
ter. Assuming all is well, measure the de 
voltage at the emitter of either output 
transistor and confirm that it is nearly 
equal to the supply voltage. Adjust RV2 
anticlockwise (reduce its resistance) to ob
tain a voltage around half the supply volt
age. 

Now connect the voltmeter across the 
series resistor R12 and adjust RV3 to give 
a voltage drop of approximately 0.4 volts 
to establish a quiescent current of 100 mA 
or so. Too little current will cause cross
over distortion, too much will heat the 
output transistors unnecessarily. With the 
quiescent current set, readjust RV2 so 
that the emitter voltage at either output 
transistor is half the supply voltage. 

When these settings are correct, the unit 
is ready to go using a speaker as the load 
(an 8 ohm speaker for best results). 
Touching the input terminal should give 
the characteristic hum, confirming that the 
amplifier is working. If a headphone radio 
is being used as the signal source, it may 
be necessary to connect a 39 ohm, 1/.i watt 
resistor across the input terminals to pro
vide a suitable load for the radio. 

Fault finding 
Direct-coupled amplifiers are difficult to 
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@ ~b'i.~X~~~ :rA~~~~~~ITH DVM,NO SIGNAL. 

~::.~·~~=Teo PLUG-PACK WITH AN 8.2 ohm RESISTIVE LOAD) 
MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER (1kHz): 1.5 W rms 
VOLTAGE IN FOR FULL OUTPUT POWER: 190 m Vp-p 
VOLTAGE GAIN: 60 (35 dB) 
BANDWIDTH: 24 Hz TO 180 kHz 
INPUT IMPEDANCE: MAXIMUM OF 1M ohm 
EFFICIENCY: 51 % (ICQ SET AT 100mA) 

m-284 - HOW IT WORKS 
The Input slgnal la applied to the volume 
control RV1 via C1, and the value of RV1 
determines the Input resistance of 1he cir· 
cult. The setting of RV1 (logarithmic taper 
to match human hearing) detennlnea the 
signal level applied to the FET, 01. R3 
source-biases the FET, which la connected 
as a common source ampllfler producing a 
gain of around 1.3. C2, a low leakage ca
pacitor, connects the FET Input stage to the 
base of Q2 which la a cumnt amplifier for 
the driver, 03. All subsequent stages are di
rect-coupled, and their de conditions .. set 
by RV2. The Zener diode, R6 and C2 pro
vide a atabllf28d rail voltage for Q2 of 10 
volts. Thia ensures atablllty In the de condi
tions fOr Iha circuit despite supply voltage 
variations. 

Q3 la the driver for the complementary 
symmetry output pair comprising 04 and 
Q5. The output translators are biased to op
erate In class AB, and provide unity voltage 
gain but substantial power gain. The bias
ing for Iha output stage la detenl\lned by 
the network made up of R7, R8, the parallel 
combination of RV3-R9 and 01. Raising the 
bias by Increasing the resistance of RV3 
wlll cause more quiescent cumnt to flow In 
the output translators, and move their 
oparatlon towards class A. A value of 
100 mA quiescent current la recommended. 

Feedback to atablllze the de conditions 
and to establish the overall gain of the cir
cuit la provided by R13 and RS. The gain of 

the circuit la around 65, and can be approxi
mated from the following equation: 

voltage gain = 
voltage gain of FET x (R13 + 1) 

RS 

Bootstrapping to ensure full conduction 
of Q4 for the positive half cycle of the out· 
put signal la provided by C4. The optional 
emitter resistors, R10 and R11 offer protec
tion against tMrmal runaway for the output 
translators, and reduce Iha ettacts of any 
mismatch In their characteristics. As the 
apaclfled value may be dlfftcult to obtain, 
wire links can be substituted. Q4 and QS 
should Ideally be a matched pair having 
ldmltlcal de current gains to minimize dla
tortlOn. 

The lower cutoff frequency la determined 
by the values of C1, C3 and C&. The value 
of C1 must match the resistance value of 
RV1 to maintain the quoted lower cutoff fre
quency. The apac:ffled value la aultable for 
potentloMeten with a resistance of 100 k 
and greater. Refer to last month's article on 
how to calculate the value for C1 If a resist· 
ance value leas than 100 k la used for RV1. 
CS prevents osclllatlon but due to the low 
Input Impedance of Q3, does not matarlally 
affect the upper cutoff frequency. C7 and 
R12 flltlll' the de supply voltage, and are not 
NqUhd If a NgUlated supply la used. 
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fault find, due to interaction between the 
stages. As an aid, voltage readings ob
tained from the prototype are included on 
the circuit diagram. These values are for 
no input signal, using the suggested plug
pack as the power supply. The plug-pack 
has poor regulation, and if excessive de 
current flows due to circuit overload, the 
input de voltage can drop below the re
quired minimum of around 11 volts. In 
this event, remove power and allow the 
amplifier to cool down. Adjust RV2 to its 
maximum value, and recommence the set
up procedure. This will not occur under 
normal operation. Another problem aris
ing from the poor regulation is ripple on 
the de, which causes hum at the output. 

!VIRE LINKS 
or 

R10,R11 

TO SPEAKER 
(RCA SOCKET) 
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The components R12 and Cl are used to 
filter the supply, and are not necessary if a 
regulated power supply is used. 

Typical faults in a newly constructed cir
cuit are wrong value resistors and incor
rectly polarized components. Voltage 
readings similar to those on the circuit 
should be obtained for the FET and across 
C2, regardless of problems elsewhere. If 
these are correct, look for pcb track 
faults, wrong or faulty components or in
correct set-up. However, be assured 
the circuit works! 

Modifying the circuit 
If more output power is required, the de 
supply voltage must be raised. For an am-

ETl-284 - PARTS LIST 
Resistors ................. all V. watt 10% unless 

noted. 
R1 .......................... 220R 
R2 .......................... 1k8 
R3 .......................... 68k 
R4 .......................... 10k 
R5 .......................... 120R 
R6 .......................... 330R 
R7 .......................... 180R Y2 watt 
R8 .......................... 56R 1h watt 
R9 .......................... 33R 
R10,11 ................... 0R22 

(optional, wire links if 
unavailable) 

R12 ........................ 3R9 1h watt 
R13 ........................ 6k8 
RV1 ....................... 1 M ohm logarithmic or less 

to suit application 
RV2 ....................... 10k ohm, 10 turn trimpot 
RV3 ....................... 100R ohm miniature, 

vertical mount trimpot 
Capacitors .............. all 25V electrolytic unless 

noted 
C1 .......................... 1 OOn polyester, 1 OOV or 

better 
C2 .......................... 470µ 16V 
C3 .......................... 2µ2 tantalum or mono 
C4 .......................... 220µ 
C5 .......................... 10n ceramic or polyester 
cs .......................... 1000µ 
C7 .......................... 2200µ 
ca .......................... 47µ (see text) 

Semiconductors 
01 ......................... FET type 2N5484 or 

2N5458 
02 ......................... BC549 or similar 
03 ......................... BC639 
04 ......................... 80139 
05 ......................... B0140 (preferably Beta 

matched to 04) 
01 .......................... 1N914 or similar 
Z01 ....................... 1N961 or BZX79 10V, 

400 mW Zener 
Miscellaneous 
pcb or vero board; medium sized zippy box; 12V, 
300 mA de plug-pack; panel mount RCA socket; 
3.5 mm panel mount phono socket; control knob; 
hook-up wire and coax; heatsinks. 

Price estimate: $15-$20 
without plug-pack 

plifier of this type, the maximum possible 
output power can be calculated using the 
equation: 

maximum output power = 8 (V ~)
2 

watts 
X load 

The actual output power will always be 
less than the figure from the equation due 
to voltage drops across emitter resistors (if 
present), and the output transistors, etc. 
However, the direct relationship between 
output power, de supply voltage and the 
value of the load resistor is shown by this 
equation. 

Increasing the supply voltage will also 
increase the bias voltage at the output 
transistors, and raise their quiescent cur
rent. The variable resistor, RV3 should be 
readjusted to keep the current at around 
100 mA (120 mA if supply volts exceed 
20 V). The value of R9 may need to be 
reduced to maintain RV3 within the range 
of supply voltages exceeding 20 volts. 

The limit for the de supply voltage is 25 
volts, restricted both by the capacitor volt
age ratings and the circuit design. For ex
ample, heat dissipation will increase. More 
significantly, high power amplifier designs 
use Darlington output transistors, or a 
configuration known as the quasi•comple
mentary output stage to raise the current 
gain of the output transistors. The module 
can be adapted as the driver for an addi
tional high power output stage, an issue 
beyond the scope of this article. 

Increasing the gain of the circuit is an
other option if the module is to be used as 
an intercom system. The overall voltage 
gain is approximately determined by the 
values of R13 and RS. If a bypass capacitor 
(CS) is placed in parallel with RS, the cir
cuit is essentialy in open loop for ac, and 
closed loop for de. The gain will be very 
high, but will allow a small speaker to act 
as the microphone. By appropriate selec
tion of the value of the bypass capacitor, 
the frequency response can be tailored to 
minimize hum from stray pickup. For ex
ample, a 47 µ,F capacitor will produce a 
lower cutoff frequency of approximately 
600 Hz, ensuring clear speech free of 
50 Hz hum. However, removing the ac 
feedback will compromise all other charac
teristics, and is recommended only for lo
fi use. 

If two modules are to be used for a sim
ple stereo amplifier, a more substantial 
power supply will be required. A 1 amp 
three terminal regulator will provide a 
good ripple-free de supply and will mini
mize cross talk between channels. Use a 
470 µ,F capacitor in lieu of the 2200 µ,F ca
pacitor for C7 on each board and delete 
R12. The 470 µ,F capacitors will help han
dle transients. Power supply design was 
described in parts 1 and 2 of this series 
(ETI Oct-Nov, 1986). e 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

I Gs digitizing scope 
Hewlelf.Packard Aullnllla has announced the lntrodudlon ol the 
HP 54111 D dlglllzfng Oldllolcope, wllh a 1 glgalample/second 
digitizing rate. 
The new scope has a 
500 MHz repetitive band
width and a memory 
8 Kbytes deep. 

To produce the HP 541110, 
HP was required to develop 
five state-of-the-art parts 
speclflcally for the product: 
gallium arsenide (GaAs) 
track-and-hold circuit, high-. 
speed bipolar analogue-to
dlgltal converter, NMOS time
base chip, NMOS high-speed 
2K x 8 memory, and a 1 GHz 
saw oscillator. 

By making this technologi
cal Investment, HP believes 
that It can restructure the os
cilloscope market from ana
logue to dlgltal. Until the In
troduction of the HP 541110, 
digital oscilloscopes did not 
compete well with analogue-

storage oscilloscopes In the 
250 MHz 'bandwidth range. 
However, by combining a 
super-fast digitizing rate with 
high bandwidth and deep 
memory, the HP 541110 will 
provide engineers wHh a 
digital alternative. 

The HP 541110's 1 glgasam
ple-per-second digitizing 
rate translates Into a 250 MHz 
single-shot bandwidth, ena
bling It to capture glitches as 
narrow as 1 ns wide. 

With a variety of built-In 
analysis features and an 
8-Kbyte-deep memory, the 
HP 541110 can compress, ex
pand and measure the 
waveform. It can also posi
tion the window In positive or 
negative time with respect to 
the tligger. allowing the de-

Robot language 
Australia currently has more 
than 600 robots, and there 
are many thousands In ser
vice lntematlonally. And 
there Is every reason to ex
pect this robot populaHon 
will grow at an Increasing 
rate. As It does so there Is an 
Increasing need for stand-

ardlzatlon In the Industry. 
In a move reminiscent of 

that whloh has occurred In 
other Industries. the biggest 
supplier Is now Imposing a 
standard on other manufac
turers through the sheer 
weight of numbers. The big
gest robot maker Is a familiar 

signer to trace a glitch back 
to Its cause. 

Among potential applica
tions are analyzing critical 
signals In laser and other 
high-energy research. With 

name, General Motors 
through Its subsidiary GM 
Fanuc, (GMF). Last year It In
troduced KAREL. touting It as 
the new Industry standard for 
programming and communi
cations In robotics. 

Its designers claim It Is 
easy to use and to under
stand, and Is designed for 
the day-to-day operations 
manager who Is not a com-

sweep speeds up to 500 ps/
dlvlslon, It can capture pho
todetector pulses slngle-st\ot, 
allowing the use of built-In 
routines to measure their pa
rameters. 

puter wlz. It allows the user to 
create speclal routines which 
require fewer changes to the 
basic program, thereby re
sulting In greater flexlblllty. 

Its key features Include 
communications and sensor 
support, fast execution of 
programs. built-In diagnostics 
and user menus. Ifs similar to 
Pascal and Is easy to pro
gram, read and modify. 

A new soldering soldering station hos been rteosed by 
Scope laboratories. It features an ac;l)ustable spring 
loaded board holder on a 180 degree swtvel, a stable tray 
with wiping sponge, non-slip feet and a solder reel dis- Mr Phll Hayes, Manager, Robotics Division of John Hart Pty Ltd, the 
penser. Price Is $162 before tax. For m~ Information, con- exclusive Australian distributor of the GMF KAREL programming language. 
tact Scope on (03)338-1 N6. 
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World's fastest real 
time image processQr LSI 
The semiconductor Research 
Laboratory of Matsushita Elec
tric Industrial (maker of Na
tional, Panasonic and Tech
nlcs products In Australia) has 
developed the RISP-11, an Im
proved version of the RISP 
(real time Image signal pro
cessor) unveiled last Febru
ary. 

A single RISP-11 allows an In
telligent robot .to detect the 
shape of an object In real 
time by processing Image 
data at the speed of 10 nano
seconds (100 mllllon com
mands per second), twice as 
fast as that of the first version. 
Parallel connection of multl
ple RISP-11 allows for even 
higher-speed processing. 

The need for high-speed 
Image processing Is Increas
ing In various fields such as In
dustrial robots, surveillance of 
production llnes, medical 
equipment and arttficlal Intel
ligence for the Mure. In those 
fields, It Is necessary to pro
cess Image data Into digital 
signals so that a computer 
can recognize the Image. 

Conventional Image-pro
cessing systems employ a 
speclallzed custom circuit 
board for each function with 
several LSls. The new repro
grammable, one-chip RISP-11 
replaces the circuit board. 

Matsushita employed Its 
high-speed bipolar LSI tech
nology of VIST (vertically Iso
lated self-aligned transistor) 
for the RISP-11 Integrating 
20,600 elements on each LSI 
chip. The RISP-ll's expansion 
register also allows for expan-
sion of a local area for more 
precise Image processing. 

For high-precision Image 
recognition, the area for 
recognition must be flexibly 
expandable In accordance 
with the purpose of the Image 
processing. The RISP-11 can be 
programmed as often as nec
essary by lndlvldual users for 
specific purposes using Its 
RAM memory area. 

Functions Include detecting 
the edge of pictures, remov
ing picture noise, enhancing 
contrast, binary pattemlzlng. 
As well as this, other functions 
are blnary-pattem Image 
data processing, pinning, pat
tem matching and enhancing 
picture quality of TV receivers. 

An original Image (left) and its 
binary pattern processed by 
the RISP-11. 

Matsushita sees Its applica
tions .In pattem recognition by 
robots; In medical equipment 
Including CT scanners; for 
product surveillance on mass 
production nnes; In Image
Input devices for telecom
munication and office equip
ment; and In video Informa
tion equipment. 

Specifications are Instruc
tion cycle time: 10 nanosec
onds; 1/0 Image data length: 
8-blts; Image register: 3 x 3 
pixels; Internal data length: 
16-blt; 1/0 level: ECL (emitter 
coupled logic); and power 
level: -5.2 V. 

Motorola's 
New T0220 triacs 
Motorola has Introduced a 
family of 27 Isolated T0220 
trices that lower system cost, 
reduce mounting hardware 
and simplify assembly of 
product. 

These Isolated trices are 
avallable In a wide range of 
current (6 to 25 amps) and 
voltage (220 to 800 volts) to 
give designers a choice for 
the most economical design. 
In many Instances an Isolated 
device may be substlMed for 
a conventional non-Isolated 
device and save the user a 
considerable amount of 
money by ellmlnatlng mica 
Insulators and hard-to-use 
bushings, as well as reducing 

assembly costs. 
These new thyristors are 

electrically Identical to Moto
rola's standard line of trices In 
the non-Isolated T0220 pack
age. The Isolated triacs are 
capable of meeting the 
1500 V UL requirement and 
offer Increased rellablllty be
cause the new assembly 
technique eliminates two sol
der Joints found In lntemally 
Isolated products. 

This family of T0220 Iso
lated trlacs will find usage In 
appllcatlons such as motor 
controls, appliance controls, 
light dimmers and power sup
plies. 

VDO releases Little David 
Instrument specialist VDO Aus
tralia has releasd a new, 
highly compact electric cur
rent/air pressure signal con
verter for Industrial appllca
tlons, where pneumatically 
controlled equipment can be 
linked by electrical circuitry. 

The VDO Little David l/P con
verter (group 22/06) wlll con
vert standard electronic sig
nals (0/4 to 20 mA) Into stand
ard pneumatic signals (3 to 
15 psl/0.2 to 1 bar). 

Its unique construction, with 
a fixed coll and low moving 
mOSS-(100 mg) magnet, makes 
It a small size, lightweight In
strument that Is not sensitive to 
shocks or vibrations. 

The VDO unlfs principle of 
operation gives a llnear cor
respondence of electric Input 
and pneumatic signal output. 
It has European Intrinsic ex
plosion protection safe ap
proval (E EX lb II CT6) and can 
be used In hazardous areas. 

Two versions of the VDO l/P 
converter are available: a 
106 mm (h) x 36 mm (w) single 
clip-on unit with 1/e" Internal 
NPT connectors, suitable for 
mounting on DIN rolls; and 
twin unit, arranged on a 
100 mm (h) x 160 mm (d) Euro
card, suitable for mounting In 
19" racks with quick release 
fasteners or M 2.5 screws. The 
rack-mounted twin unit's front 
panel is 128.5 mm (h) x 35 mm 
(w). 

Both versions can be speci
fied for direct or reverse 

characteristics, and for elec
tric Input ranges of 0.20 mA or 
4-20mA. 

Connections are screw
type terminals, solder lugs, 
wlre-wrap/perml-polnt pins or 
flat electrical connectors, and 
1/e" NPT lntemal for air supply 
and signal output. 

The new VDO l/P signal con
verter offers high output vol
ume of approximately 
1.6 scfm (3 kg/h), low air con
sumption (0.028 sctm), high 
resolution and short response 
time (0.3 s with 0.0035 cf of vol
ume). 

These features, combined 
with high adaptablllty for 
range of Input and output, 
make the Instrument a versa
tlle tool for process applica
tions. 

The new Little David Is avail
able from VDO Australia and 
expert agents Australia-wide. 
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OPTICAL SPECTRUM 
ANALYZERS 
Another in our occasional series on the practicalities 
of optical fibre usage. This month, we look 
at determining the ~colour' of the light. 

Yoji Sonobe 
Yoji Sonobe is with the measuring 
instruments division of Anritsu Electric, 
Tokyo, Japan. 

O
ptical fibre communications have 
rapidly become a reality. They 

. have moved with surprising ra
pidity from being laboratory playthings to 
the mainstay of many existing and planned 
communications networks. 

In addition, optical discs and other data 
recording and retrieval systems using light 
are already in use, showing how great the 
role of opto-electronics is becoming in our 
information-oriented society. Compact 
discs for audio reproduction, optical stor
age media, either in the form of cards or 
of discs, are also rapidly penetrating the 
marketplace. 

The performance of these optical sys
tems is determined by the spectra of the 
light emitting components of which they 
are composed. Specifying this spectra, 
being able to quantify it with certainty, is 
thus of tremendous importance to anyone 
wishing to design with such a system. 

Measuring 
So the problem becomes: how to make 
this measurement? The device that does 
the trick is called an optical spectrum ana
lyzer, by analogy with the similar device 
used in conventional electronic communi
cations systems. Its capabilities include the 
ability to determine frequency and level 
over the range of interest. As a result, 
optical spectrum analyzers can best be dis
cussed in terms of their wavelength range, 
sensitivity, resolution and wavelength ac
curacy. These necessary characteristics can 
be thought of as follows: 

1. Wavelength range. For use in optical 
communications, the ability to measure 
0.6 µm to 1.6 µm wavelengths and for use 
in visible light applications, around 0.37 
µm. 

2. Sensitivity. The ability to measure 
optical power of -60 dBm, necessary for 
measuring loss wavelength characteristics. 

The Anritsu MS96A optical spectrum analyzer. 3. Maximum resolution. Resolution of 
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0.1 run, necessary for measuring the spec
trum of laser diodes. 
t 4. Wavelength accuracy. An accuracy of 
±i nm for precise wavelength reading. 

Methods 
Of course, there are different ways to do 
this. The two most favoured methods of 
spectrophotometry include dispersion 
spectrophotometry and interference spec
trophotometry. The former method in
cludes spectrophotometry by prisms and 
diffraction gratings, while the latter in
cludes such methods as those using the 
Michelson or Fabry-Perot interferometer. 

With the interference spectrophotomet
ric method, light energy can be used in 
large amounts without using a slit. In 
addition, it has the advantage of allowing 
simultaneous measurement of all wave
lengths of light. Shortcomings of this 
method include the fact that large-scale 

However, sufficient 
performance cannot be 
obtained for accurately 

measuring broad wavelengths 
and also the narrow light 
emitting spectrum of laser 
diodes. For this reason, the 
optimum method is that in 

which the diffraction grating 
is revolved. 

$)$) 

computations (Fourier transforms) are re
quired, and when the measured wave
lengths are short, extremely strict mechan
ical precision is demanded of the equip
ment used. This method is used in spec
troscopes requiring high resolution of the 
far infrared range. 

In contrast, the dispersion method is 
used for spectrophotometry of the ultra
violet, visible near infrared, and longer 
wavelengths. Wavelength sweep in spec
trophotometry using a diffraction grating 
may be performed by the general method 
of revolving the diffraction grating, or 
light reception via a photo-diode array. In 
addition, some machines use an acoustic 
optical component equivalent to the dif
fraction grating, performing wavelength 
sweep electrically. 

However, sufficient performance cannot 
be obtained for accurately measuring both ~ 

Figure 1. 0.85 µ.m LO spectrum. Figure 2. 0.66 µm LED spectrum. 

Figure 3. Loss wavelength characteristics of GI fibre (2 km). Figure 4~ Loss wavelength characteristics of optical fibre. 
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RESISTOR NETWORKS 

TM 

SPRAGUE ECONOLINE thick-film 
resistor networks include multiple isolated 

resistors, pull-up/pull-down and interface 
networks in low- profile-6-pin, 8-pin or 
10-pin conforma-coated single in-line 
packages (SIPs). Pins are set on 0.100-in. 
centers. Packages are 0.200-in. high. 

Sprague supplies standard Type 210C SIP 
networks with resistance values from 22 
ohms to 1 Megohm, a standard resistance 
tolerance of ±2% or ±2 , whichever is 
greater, and a temperature coefficient of 
resistance of ±200 ppm/ 0 C. TCR tracking 
is ±50 ppm/ 0 C. Operating temperature 
range is -55°C to +125°C. 

ALSO AVAILABLE· FROM 
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC 

- Dll Resistor Networks 
- RC Networks · 
- Terminators 
- Resistor/Capacitor Networks 
- Surface Mount Networks 
- Capacitor Networks · 
- Transistor Arrays · · 
- Diode Arrays 

WHY NOT BUY THEM 
FROM THE PEOPLE 
WHO MAKE THEM 

Call Or Write For A Free Sample. 

THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

56 SILVERWATER RD., 
AUBURN, N.S.W. 2144 

TEL: (02) 648 1661 
TLX: 72906 

FAX: (02) 647 2260 
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OPTICAL SPECTRUM ANALYZERS 

broad wavelengths and also the narrow 
light emitting spectrum of laser diodes. 
For this reason, the optimum method is 
that in which the diffraction grating is re
volved. 

Diffraction gratings 
A diffraction grating is a piece of glass on 
the surface of which have been engraved 
minute grooves (several tens to several 
thousands per mm) at equal intervals. The 
principle of light diffraction using the dif
fraction grating is actually quite complex, 
but essentially it means that the diffracted 
rays of light will add or subtract depend
ing on their phase relationship. When the 
light is projected onto a screen it produces 
patterns of light and dark, called fringes. 
The separation of these fringes is deter
mined by the wavelength of the incident. 
light and the distance between the 
grooves. Since the latter is well known, 
the former can be determined by studying 
the fringe pattern. 

In a practical spectrum analyzer, optical 
systems are required to introduce the inci
dent light to the diffraction system, and 
for condensing the beams. 

Essentially, the optical energy is focused 
onto the diffraction grating. The light is 
them focused back onto an optical fibre, 
where its intensity is measured. By physi
cally changing the angle of the grating, it 
is possible to map the interference pattern 
as it presents itself to the fibre. This al
lows computation of the frequencies pre
sent in the incident light. 

Composition 
A practical instrument is composed of a 
photometry section and a control/process
ing section, with the photometry section 
further divided into spectrophotometry 
section, diffraction grating drive section 
and light receiver section. 

The basic performance of an optical 
spectrum analyzer is determined by its 
spectrophotometry section characteristics. 
Items such as wavelength range, resolution 
and wavelength accuracy in particular de
pend upon the spectrophotometry section. 
When selecting a diffraction grating, the 
first element to be considered is its grating 
constant. The grating constant d ( = 1/G, 
where G equals the number of grooves 
per millimetre), has an inverse relation to 
the resolution and wavelength range. 

To cover a wide wavelength range while 
maintaining a high diffraction efficiency, it 
is necessary to use a diffraction grating 
with a small number of grooves per mm. 
All things being equal, this will maximize 
the resolution of the instrument. How
ever, since most current instruments have 
an optical fibre input, the resolution is 

relatively poor due to unavoidable limita
tions of the size of the image on the out
put slit surface. This is caused by the 
diameter of the input fibre core, and dis
tortions of the image due to aberrations of 
the condensing optical system. According
ly, in order to give the system sufficiently 
high resolution (<0.1 mm) for separating 
a semiconductor laser's longitudinal mode, 
it is necessary to use a diffraction grating 
with a large number of grooves per mm. 

Another factor that needs to be consid
ered is how accurately the diffraction grat
ing can be moved. The accuracy of the 
drive method (in the case of most instru
ments, the motor) directly affects the ac
curacy of the wavelength. Normally, this 
conversion is performed mechanically by 
means of a sine bar and worm gear. With 
this method, the wavelength accuracy 
relies heavily on the mechanical parts, and 
is thus susceptible to vibration and tem
perature changes. In contrast, some mod
ern instruments use a microcomputer to 
perform calculations and a linear connec
tion is utilized in the mechanical section. 
A servo motor with excellent response 
characteristics is used for the drive motor. 
When the wavelength is set on the front 
panel, the CPU calculates the angle signal 
0, and this is passed through the DIA con
verter to the motor drive circuit. In this 
way, the diffraction grating rotation angle 
can be controlled accurately, over a wide 
range. 

After the light has passed through the 
diffraction grating the last task is to send 
it to the light receiver station. The princi
ple characteristic of this section of the 
analyzer is its resolution. 

The resolution setting is performed by 
controlling the output slit by means of a 
stepping motor. Also, since the wave
length range is a wide 0.6-1.6 µm, Si-PIN 
diodes and Ge-APDs are used for the 
light reception component. They are ap
plied respectively to the wavelengths for 
which they have the best SIN. Light re
ceiver switching is performed by an optical 
switch. 

Optical filters are used for excluding 
secondary light generated by the diffrac
tion grating but unnecessary to measure
ment. The light to be measured is 
chopped by a tuning fork chopper, and 
after photo-electric conversion, synchro
nous detection is performed. In this way, 
detection of low levels of light is made 
possible. The lowest level of light detect
able is determined by the efficiency of the 
diffraction grating, the loss in the optical 
system used, the sensitivity of the light re
ception component, and noise characteris
tics. In the 0.6 µm-1.6 µ range, a sensi
tivity of -65 dBm or lower is achievable.• 
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~SIRllS 
SEALED LEAD-ACID 

STATIONARY 
BATTERY 

10 YEARS LIFE 
FEATURES 

• Maintenance Free 
(No water topping-up requiretf) 

• Completely Sealed 
(No liquid leakage, no acid vapor) 

• No Gas Emission -
Under normal floating operation 

• Fitted with Explosion Proof Filter 
• No Equalizing Charge Required 
• Excellent High Rate Discharge 

Performance 
• Low Self-discharge 
• Can Be Used in Any Orientation 

• Easy Handling 

• Compact In Size 

APPUCATIONS 
Telephone Exchange 
Telecommunications Systems 
Computers 
Control Equipment 
Instrumentation 
Alarm System 
Fire & Security System 
Microprocessor Based Office Machines 
Emergency Lighting 
Engine Starting 
Solar Powered System 
Uninterruptible Power Supplies 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

8etl9ry Model 
Nomlnlll 10HR Noml1111I 

Voltllge M Cllpaclty (AH) 

UXL.33-12 12 30 
UXL44-12' 12 40 
UXl.55-12 12 50 

UXL66-6 6 60 
UXL66-6 6 80 
UXL11<J.6 6 100 

UXL220-2 2 200 
UXL330-2 2 300 
UXLSS0-2 2 500 

AMTEX 
ELECTRONICS 

A 01v1SION OF TLE ELECTRICAL PTY LIMITED 
(lnc0fpora1ed 1n New Soulh Wales) 

36 LISBON STREET 
FAIRFIELD, N.S.W. 2165. AUSTRALIA 
TELEPHONE: (02) 728 2121, 727 5444 
TELEX: AA27922 ATTN AMTEX 
FACSIMILE: (02) 728 6908, 728 2837 
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Intel I igence 
in a digital 
multimeter 
The Thurlby 1905a is a high performance 5Yi digit 
multimeter with sophisticated computing power to 
solve a huge range of measurement problems. As 
well as direct readout of AC and DC voltage and 
current, resistance and diode tests the unit can be 
easily programmed to give readouts: with linear 
scaling and offset (ideal for transducer scaling); 
percentage deviation from a nominal value; limits 
comparison; logarithmic display (including dBV and 
dBm at any impedance). It can also automatically 
store up to 100 readings at any time interval from 
three readings per second to one reading every two 

hours. As well as direct access 
to all the readings, it can display the 
maximum, minimum and average values. 

Sensitivity is 1 µ.V, 1 mO and 1 nA Basic one 
year accuracy is 0.015%. Other features include 
digital filtering for excellent noise performance and 
full protection against electrical and mechanical 
damage. To expand its capabilities a true RMS 
converter, a data output interface and an IEEE-488 
interface are available as options. 

Call Parameters today for full details of this 
advanced, low-cost bench multimeter. 

See Thurlby and our other products at Stand 20 of Pavilion Cat the International Technology Exhibition in Canberra from March 3rd to 7th. 

Parameters Ply. Ltd. 
SYDNEY: 

ADELAIDE:Trio Electrix (08)212 6235 .. 8RISBANE:L.E. Boughen & Co. 
(07) 369 1277. HOBART: lmbros (002) 34 9899. NEWCASTLE: ~ 

Centrecourt, 25-27 Paul Street Nth, North Ryde 2113.(02)8888777 
MELBOURNE: 
1064 Centre Road, Oakleigh South 3167. (03) 575 0222 

DGE Systems (049)69 4242. PERTH: W.J.Moncrieff (09)325 5722 
TOWNSVILLE:Nortek (077)79 8600. CAIRNS: Thompson Instrument 
Services (070)51 2404. WOLLONGONG: Macelec (042)291455. 
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Announcing the All-Australian 
HYPEC ELECTRONICS 300/1200 
MODEM Comms Package! 

Never before such a Value-for
Money offer: Here's what you get 
for just $275: 
HYPEC 300/1200 BPS MODEM: 
• Designed and manufactured in Australia 

to suit local communications standards. 
• Optional HYPEC AutoDialer Accessory 

available! 
• Suits any computer with RS232 Interface! 
• Conp.ects to Viatel at 1200/75 BPS! 
• Dials up Bulletin Boards at 300 BPS Full ~uplex! 
• Goes on-line to Databases and remote Mamframes! 
Telecom Approval pending. 
PLUS 
--Australia's own feature-packed COMMUNICATIONS 
SOFTWARE PROGRAMME! SuperCom II FREE OF COST! 
Yes! Normally $175-it's FREE with your 
HYPEC Modem Package! . . . 
SuperCom II, Australia's own highly-acclaimed Communications 
Software Programme: 
• Provides full support for the Viatel Videotext system, in 

addition to all on-line databases and mainframe computers! 

• Emulates all popular terminals! 
'! • Automatic Log-on! 
" • Saves and replays frames, including 

Via tel! 
• Sends and Receives to mainframes! 
• .Captures dial-up sessions to disk! 
• Sets-up advanced dialling directories 

and batch command files! 
•Uses Modem 7 & YAM batch 

transfer protocols! 
• Creates & Edits custom terminal emulations! 

··· • Operates your computer remotely in photostat mode, with 
similar functions to carbon copy*! 
Special Bonus Package Offer! HYPEC Automatic Dial-Up 
Answer Unit just $50 with every HY~EC Modem sold!. . 

You just won't beat this fantastic offer on communt~ations 
equipment anywhere else. So call us on the HYPEC Hotline, and 
BUY AUSTRALIAN-MADE! 'Rrl{i.<lrredtmd1'llllm1• 

HYPECELECTRONICSPTYLTD 
21 Ryedale Rd, West Ryde, Sydney NSW Australia 2114. 
Tel: (02) 808 3666. Fax: 808 3596. Cable: LAMRON 
SYDNEY. Telex: AA71551 LAMRON. 
TELEPHONE ORDER HOTLINE: (02) 808 3666. 
Bank cheque, money order, Visa, 
Bankcard & MasterCard accepted. H V P E C 
THE AIJVf.'RTl.~/NG AGENCY; Hl'Pf:l'.7 ELECTRONICS 
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SCRUTINY OF THE BENCH 
Weighing up the evidence on the modern bench multimeter ... 
Do they offer anything beyond the DMM you put in your pocket1 

T
he first digital multimeters were intro
duced during the 1970s, and after a 
number of hiccups are now accepted 

as the industry standard. Essentially, the 
first DMMs simply duplicated the features 
of the analogue multimeters they replaced: 
they could measure the three basic electrical 
parameters to about the same level of ac
curacy. 

Within a short order of time it became 
apparent that the hardware developed for 
these DMMs was amenable to develop
ments in a number of areas. One was in 
adding computer control, another was in
creasing accuracy to the point where the in
strument could serve as a laboratory stand
ard. 

There was a price for doing either of 
these things, however, and that was increas
ing size and complexity. It rapidly became 
impractical to power the DMM from bat
teries, and certainly impossible to slip it into 
a brief case. So a new instrument was born, 
the bench digital multimeter. 

Achitecture 
There are two basic methods by which a 
digital voltmeter takes an input signal and 
turns it into a digital readout: successive ap
proximation and multislope conversion. 

A successive approximation analogue-to
digital conversion begins when an input 
voltage is sampled and allowed to charge up 
a capacitor. Then the input is disconnected 
and the voltage held on the capacitor is ap
plied to a comparator, as in Figure 1. Mean
while a reference voltage source is applied 
to the other input of the comparator. The 
comparator signals that the reference volt
age is below the input, and the reference 
steps its voltage up one level and tries again. 
When the two are equal a signal is sent to1 
the reference generator to stop further in
creases in voltage, and to send digital out
put to the display. 

Multislope or dual slope conversion 
begins with the input at zero and all capaci
tors discharged. Then an input is applied to 
an integrator for a fixed time. (See Figure 
2.) The output of the integrator is an up
ward ramp, the slope of which depends 
uniquely on the input signal. An extremely 
accurate counter keeps the input connected 
to the integrator for a fixed period, then dis-
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Fluke 37 
The Fluke 37 .... full •utON119lntl on 
Heh test function. It t .. tures a 3.1 
digit display with the standard Fluke 
•-lotlue bar greph. The bar graph Is 
uprated 10 Um•• taster th• the 
digits. It's claimed to be fully overload 
protected, In tact, according to Fluke 
11t .... 1ure, 31% of all components on 
board la dedicated to high energy pro
tection. It .... auto-hold, automatic 
self teat and auto0 polarlty swapper. 
Frequency responH Is quoted at 100 
kHz tor the 3 dB point. Available from 
l!lme-co. 

DSE Q1550 
Dick Smith's entry Into the world of 
dlgltal meters Is • 4.5 digit puHbutton 
nMtter uslntl dual slope Integration 
which leads to. • high degree of Im
munity to noise. Vdc accuracy Is· 
quoted at 0.1%. It also features conti
nuity and d~ tesUng. 

Phillps Pll2544 
Phillps calls this • loglc mulUmeter beo 
cauH of the extensive microprocessor 
control bullt Into the Instrument. It 
measures all th• standard electrical 
parameters plus frequency, event 
counting, time and peak voltage. It 
also otters plug·ln memory modules for 
•capture and compare• type trouble 
shooting. Phlllpa clalma an accuracy 
of o.2"' on the Vdc reeding. 

Keithley Model 196 
Keithley Instruments of Cleveland 
Ohio has Introduced a 8.5 digit mul• 
tlnteter onto the Australian market via 
Scientific Devices. The model 198 la· 
designed In a ... ff-rack format, and 
features 30 perts per mllllon accuracy 
on Vdc •• well - full GPIB program. 
ming. 

Brown Boveri Scope 
Multimeter 
The M2050 from Kent Instruments 
combines a dlgltal multimeter with • 
aolld state oacllloacope aultable for 
viewing low frequency alg-la. The 
multimeter features 32 measurement 
functions covering voltage, current 
and resistance. It h•• 3.5 digits. The 
LCD oacllloacope provides • high con· 
trut gr•phlc Image of the waveform 
with • 128 x 84 dot-matrix. 

Tai Tien CD1 
A 7.5 digit meter from Taiwan. It has 
all the standard measuring ranges plus 
relative dB and frequency. Accuracy of 
0.01 la claimed for Ydc. Available from 
l!mona Instruments. 

connects it and connects a precision voltage 
reference of opposite polarity. Since the 
voltage is accurately known, the slope of the 
integrator output is also known, and the 
time it takes to return to zero is an accurate 
measure of the voltage at the disconnect 
time, which, of course, is directly related to 
the voltage on the input. 

Both methods have their advantages and 
disadvantages. Successive approximation 
-was the first method to be used, and offers 
cheapness and simplicity, but it provides no 
method of rejecting noise on the input with
out slowing down the measurement speed. 

System accuracy is also a problem, as it 
depends on the internal resistance of the 
sample-and-hold capacitor. If this leaks at 
all during the conversion there will be errors 
in the final result. Even with high quality ca
pacitors, errors in the order of 100 parts per 
million are not uncommon. 

Another problem is that the accuracy of 
the approximation is only as good as the 

Keithley Model 196 



smallest increments of the reference supply. 
The more steps there are, the longer it talces 
to do the conversion but the coarser the re
sult. 

Dual slope is generally considered to be a 
much better method. It can provide good 
noise rejection by malcing the ramp-up time 
one or more multiples of the line frequency. 
The clock frequency is not directly related 
to the measurement accuracy, so it can be 
phase-locked to overcome supply frequency 
variations. The same is true of the integra
tor capacitor and resistor. The value of nei
ther is directly related to the measurement 
accuracy. Since component accuracy is one 
of the big problems in developing accurate 
DMMs, this is an important consideration. 

There are problems with dual slope inte
gration, however. Since the whole system is 
tied to the power frequency, it is difficult to 
design it to be really fast. It may be possible 
to go to a few multiples of the power fre
quency, but that's all. 

Another time related problem is that the 
answer to the conversion can only be known 
some time after the input is disconnected 
from the integrator. This will contribute to a 
slow autoranging capability. 

Significant digits 
In truth, there is little to differentiate be
tween these two methods in portable 
DMMs, which typically have three and a 

DSEQ1560 

half digits. However, one of the justifica
tions for a bench multimeter is a desire for 
greater accuracy. When multimeters start 
stretching to six, seven or even eight digits 
then the limitations of the methods become 
very apparent. 

If multislope conversion is stretched to 
six digits, a range of problems affects the 
readings. For instance, dielectric storage ef-

INPUT -
SAMPLE 

AND HOLD 
____ ..,__CAPACITOR 

fects in the capacitor give zero crossing er
rors even when the best grade capacitors are 
used. 

Transistor switching at the beginning and 
ends of the ramps can cause errors that vary 
with temperature. At this level of accuracy, 
variations in clock timing during a long 
ramp-up or down can become significant as 
well. ... 

REFERENCE ' 
GENERATOR 

CONTROL 

DISPLAY 

Figure 1. Block diagram of successive approximation architecture. 

DISPLAY 

Figure 2. Block diagram of multislope approximation architecture. 
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Fluke 37 

Generally, neither the dual slope nor suc
cessive approximation method will support 
meaningful measurement beyond six digits. 
Extra digits can be inserted, however, by 
mathematical means. Often the method is 
to integrate the reading over time and aver
age out the results to give the remaining 
digit. For instance, if the instrument can 
reliably measure down to 1 microvolt, it is 
possible to average 10 measurements and 
get a reading with 0.1 microvolt accuracy. 
Sometimes this method is even extended to 
give a second statistical digit. 

In many instances this probabilistic ap
proach to measurement is not good enough. 
Recent work has attempted to find ways to 
improve the accuracy of dual slope so that it 
can be used on modem DMMs, and also to 
find new ways of doing the analogue-to
digital conversion that don't suffer from 
these inherent problems. One method, pio
neered by Solartron, is called pulse width 
conversion. 

In PWC, a square wave is applied continu
ously to the input. This is integrated and 
tuned into a triangular wave. Two compara
tors are connected to this in such a way that 
one detects the positive going peaks of the 
wave, the other the negative ones. The re
sult is a series of pulses out of the compara
tors. 

These pulse trains are fed to a circuit 
which compares the length of both pulses. If 
they are identical, then the input may be as
sumed to be zero. If an input is applied it 
will add to the square wave, forcing it 
higher and resulting in the pulses in the 
upper detector becoming longer. The differ-
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ence between the length of the pulses is a 
measure of the voltage. 

There are a number of advantages to this 
way of doing things. There is an inherent 
zero measurement built into it. And it is ex
tremely fast. An out of range signal can be 
detected almost instantaneously so that au
toranging can be done very quickly. This 

()() 
Generally neither the dual 

slope nor successive 
approximation will support 
meaningfulmeasure111ent 

beyond six digits. Extra digits 
can be inserted, however, by 

111athematical means. 

S)S) 
has the advantage of protecting the circuit 
from stress due to over-range signals. 

The method is inherently reliable and al
lows production of a genuine eight-digit in
strument. The problem is that the ability to 
measure voltage is so sensitive that the 
reading can be swamped by a host of unex
pected and unforseen parameters. For ex
ample, changes in humidity can change the 
surface leakage of the pc board, thermal 
shock can change component values slight
ly, even incorrect mounting of components 

can have an effect. If a highly stable six-volt 
Zener is mounted with one lead longer than 
the other, for instance, an error of roughly 
five parts per million can be thermally in
duced. 

These considerations point to a need for 
additional circuitry to compensate for pre
dictable changes in components over time. 
Long term drift in resistors can be fairly ac
curately predicted, and compensation ar
ranged. The thermal co-efficient of resistors 
and semiconductors is also well known and 
can be compensated for by additional cir
cuitry. 

Computer control 
The type of operation one can expect 
changes with the accuracy of the instru
ment. A hand-held, three-and-a-half-digit 
machine will suffice for most trouble shoot
ing and bench work. The big machines with 
six or eight digits really only come into their 
own in laboratories or assembly lines where 
precise measurement to within a few parts 
per million is mandatory. 

These are also environments where vari
ous types of computer aided operation are 
of great help. Such operation can take the 
form of controlling the instrument, either 
with the aid of an on-board computer or re
motely over a communications interface. 
Alternatively, an on-board processor can be 
used for performing some sort of numerical 



manipulation on the results obtained, such 
as might happen in turning a voltage level 
into dB. 

These days, it is comparatively simple to 
set up a network to control instruments. 
The key is the industry standard IEEE-488 
interface. The standard was published in 
1975 by the US-based Institute of Electrical 
and Electronic Engineers as an interfacing 
st~dard for instruments. Largely based on 
the Hewlett-Packard interface bus HPIB, 
the standard was revised in 1978 as the gen
eral purpose interface bus, or GPIB. 

GPIB provides a mechanical, electrical 
timing and data standard for users. In a 

typical system, one device is selected as the 
controller, while other devices are defined 
as listen only (display), talk only (keyboard} 
or talk and listen (multimeter). 

A typical application might be in a pro
cess line, where a series of measurements 
needs to be made. It's possible to imagine a 
situation where the device under test is 
plugged into the bus, along with a multi
meter, a printer and a controller. The com
puter then stimulates the device into action, 
the multimeter makes measurements at a 
number of different points, perhaps scales 
some of them to make more sense of the 
readings, and then prints them out on a 

printer. In the event that any of the results 
are out of tolerance the multimeter sends a 
message back to the computer which sounds 
an alarm or stops the process. 

Actually, with some modem multime
ters, it's possible to dispense entirely with 
the controlling computer, since the mul
timeter itself has sufficient computing 
power to control the bus. • 

The editor wishes to acknowledge the 
assistance of Tech Sales and Philips Scien
tific and Industrial Division in the prepara
tion of this article. 

Tai Tien CD1 

SQUARE 
WAVE 

GENERATOR 

UPPER 
DETECTOR 

Figure 3. Block diagram of the pulse width conversion method. 
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REPAIRING THE PHILIPS 
ELC2060 VARICAP TUNER 
A rundown of common faults and their likely sources from an experienced serviceman. 

Gerry Nicholson 

A lthouidt this article concentrates on 
the Philips ELC2060 tuner, the 
principles outlined apply to most 

varicap tuners. While it is often difficult to 
obtain some specialized circuits and parts, 
the Philips tuner does not present these 
problems. 

Some varicap tuners use MOSFETs in 
the rf stages, others such as the Matsush
ita ENV77405F use thick-films to accom- · 
modate some circuitry. Unfortunately, the 
thick-film is no longer available although 
we have managed to duplicate it. 

The ELC2060 tunec. was first released in 
this country in the Philips CTV model 
KU. Philip's first receiver (K9) had a 
miniature turret tuner. The ELC2060 
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tuner was used in early Kreisler pushbut
ton sets and in later Pye and Kreisler re
ceivers, which were both Philips sets in 
disgµise, as Philips took, over both compa
nies. Some Princess portables also use this 
tuner. 

The tuner in a television receiver, as in 
any superhetrodyne receiver, must amplify. 
that rf signal and produce an intermediate 
frequency of suitable amplitude with a fa
vourable signal-to-noise ratio. In the case 
of Australian 1V, the IF is 36.875 MHz. 
All television tuners have automatic gain 
control to maintain the IF output within 
certain amplitude limits for varying IF sig-
nal strengths. '· 

Varicap tuners also need a variable tun-

ing voltage (0 to 28 V) and band switching 
voltages to allow selection of the band re
quired. A wideband varicap tuner is not 
practical since it could not be produced 
with sufficient gain to drive the IF ampli
fier, 

Figure 2 shows the usual methods of 
tuning and band switching in a typical 
varicap tuner. Some later tuners use pin 
diodes for automatic gain control leaving 
the rf transistor unattenuated. The advan
tages of this type of gain control are 
shown in a separate box. 

Problem.S 
A major source of problems in the Philips 
ECL2060 is dry joints where the pins are 
soldered to the circuit board, so the first 
thing to do is solder all these connections 
including both antenna pins. Be sure you 
do not cause any shorts by applying too 
much solder. It is a good idea to inspect 
your work afterwards with a magnifying 
glass. 

The next most common fault is tuning 
drift caused by one of the varicap diodes 
becoming leaky. All of these diodes are in 
parallel to ground with an 820k resistor in 
parallel. 

The easiest way to check for leaky vari
caps is to use the· highest range on your 
ohmmeter with a 9 V battery in series 
connected between pin 2 and ground. To 
locate the faulty varicaps lift the 22k resis
tors one by one until the leakage disap
pears. Use solder braid and don't apply 
too much heat or you may lift the thin 
tracks. The 22k resistors are marked with 
asterisks on the circuit diagram. 

The VHF section uses BB109G diodes, 
the UHF section BB105 diodes. Replace 
these with BB809 and BB405 devices. 

It is well to note that shorted varicaps 
also cause snowy picture or no picture, so 
always check for leaky varicaps before you 
waste time investigating other parts. 

The ECL2060 uses a BF200 as the VHF 
gain-controlled rf amplifier and a BF180 
as the UHF rf amplifier. Lightning and 
other electrical interference can destroy 
both or either of these devices. If you .... 
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PHILIPS ELC2060 

have weak VHF or UHF check these tran
sistors. Also check for dry joints at the an
tenna inputs and age pins (pin 1 VHF, pin 
13 UHF). If either rf stage is faulty, a 
metal pointer applied to the collector of 
either transistor should allow you to tune 
the channels with fairly reasonable gain. 

The VHF mixer transistor BF183, the 
VHF oscillator transistor BF495 and the 
UHF mixer BF181 are less likely to be 
faulty. However, the BF183 occasionally 
fails. 

If the tuner has no IF output, check that 
the IF output coil L519 has continuity and 
resolder it where the winding terminates 
onto the pins at the top. There is a small 
winding near the BF495 with foam inside 
it which sometimes deteriorates becoming 
resistive and causing trouble (this was a 
very hard fault to locate). Simply remove 
the foam - just in case - but don't bend 
the coil. Do likewise with another coil in 
the UHF section. 

INPUT 
-1---..-...... 

TUNING 

AGC 
BIAS 

22k 

L1 PIN 3 ELC2060 
O or 12V SWITCHING 
VOLTAGE 

._-Mlf-+---Ml'I"-• TO OTHER 

BAND 
SWITCHING DIODE 

TO OTHl!R 
VARICAPS 

SWITCHING 
DIODES 

22k 22k 

VOLTAGE.,_..._.. ..... ._._ __ ~~~~~~

1
~~--~~~~• 

0-2BV 
PIN2ELC2060 B20k 

Figure 2. Tuning and band switching methods. 

Another less common fault but which 
causes problems such as no band 1 is 
shorted or leaky switching diodes in the 
VHF section. These diodes are connected 
between pin 3 and ground with the anode 
to pin 3, so you will need to reverse the 
meter leads and locate the faulty one as 
you did with the varicap diodes - by 
elimination. 

I have repaired hundreds of these tuners 
and have found a capacitor faulty only 
once: C217 was short causing no band 1. 

half hour, especially if you tune the set to 
channel 10 which puts about 20 volts 
across the varicaps. 

Finally, once you have repaired the 
tuner run it for as long as possible in 
order to flush out any other leaky vari
caps. Most ones will show up in the first 

One further note: as long as no one has 
compressed or extended any of the small 
inductors in the tuner there is no need for 
realignment. • 

If you're into computers 
you could have a jo6 for life. 

If you're interested in the finer 
points of digital electronics and 
computers, the computer industry 
needs you. 

Enrol now into Control Data 
Institute's Computer Engineering 
course and you could be working in 
the ever-expanding computer industry 
in as little as 8 months. 

Control Data Institute's flexible 
study programmes will allow you 
to study full-time or part-time in 
subjects such as Electronics, · 
Microprocessors, Mini Computers, 
Data Communication, Terminals, 
Disk Drives, Line Printers and 
Machine Language Programming. 
Or if you choose, you can study 
individual subjects. 

You can even get exemptions 
if you have some experience in the 
electronics field. And at the end of your 
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course of study, you qualify with a 
Diploma in Computer Engineering. 

Control Data is accepting 
enrolments now for their Computer 
Engineering courses in Sydney and 
Melbourne. The demand for Control 
Data Engineering Graduates has never 
been higher. 

For further information call 
Control Data Institute now. You can 
attend special monthly free 
engineering information seminars or 
phone Wendy Mason in Sydney on 
(02) 4381300 or Sherrill Maconachie 
in Melbourne on (03) 268 9666 for a 
personal appointment. 

/;:JI::\ CONTf\.OL DATA 
\::::. r:!l INSTITUTE 
YOUR CAREER BEGINS HERE 
t\n eclucatlon servicl' of Control Data Australia Pty. Limited. 

ADVERTISING INFO No. 20 tturrows Doble Lawrence CUA 1640 



HI-Fl SYSTEMS 
BUYERS' GUIDE 
Hi-fi integrated systems are becoming increasingly popular. Below we have listed a 

selection of these systems commonly available. The price range of $1500 to $2500 is 
recommended retail price including tax, and has wide variations. This range has been 

· chosen as one most accessible to the average buyer. 

In our Hi-Fi Buyers' Guide the definition of a system has been restricted to those that have 
been designed from the ground up as integrated systems. 

Some manufacturers are cashing in on the markets' desire for integrated systems by 
packaging their discrete units as systems. We have not included these in our survey. 

All the hi-fi systems included are integrated and have at least a tuner and cassette and 
quite often a turntable or compact disc. 

All information including specifications has been provided by the manufacturer. We do not 
claim the list is comprehensive. Omission imp/ ies only that our records were incomplete at 

the time of print. 
We have not included a fequency response for amplifiers because they are limited by the 

source. 



RRP TUNER CASSETTE 
BRAND MODEL ($) SIZE TURNTABLE Features; Freq Resp (Hz); features; freq Reap (Hz); EQUALIZE! 

SNR (dB) SNR (dB) 
Aiwa V2100 1499 midi semi auto; belt driven AM/FM stereo; digital; single; dolby B; 2 heads; 5 band 

30 Hz-15 kHz; 60 dB 30.Ht-15 kHz; 73 dB 

V2200 1599 midi semi auto; belt driven AM/FM stereo; double; dolby B; hi speed dub; 5 band 
30 Hz-15 kHz; 73 ·~a 2 heads; 30 Hz-15 kHz; 60 dB 

VX2100 1899 midi n/a AM/FM stereo; ·J!~uble; dolby B; 5 band . 
30 Hz-15 kHz; 73 dB ,·ao Hz-15 kHz; oo dB 

' 
VX2200 1999 midi n/a AM/FM stereo; double; dolby B; hi speed dub; 5 band 

30 Hz-15 kHz; 73 dB 2 heads; 30 Hz-15 kHz; 60 dB 

Akai Peo A202W 1500 maxi semi auto; belt drive AM/FM stereo; analogue; double; dolby B; hi speed dub 5 band 
30 Hz-15 kHz; 70 dB 2 heads; 30 Hz-16 kHz; 56 dB 

Pro A302/ 1849 maxi semi auto; belt drive AM/FM stereo; analogue; single; dolby B; 2 heads; 5 band 
CD-A30 30 Hz-15 kHz; 70 dB 30 Hz-16 kHz; 56 dB 

Peo-A70 1999 maxi seml ~o; belt drive AM/FM stereo; analogue; single; dolby B; 2 heads; n/a 
15 Hz-30 kHz; 70 dB 30 Hz-16kHz; 56 dB 

Pro A90W 2499 maxi semi ~lUto; belt drive AM/FM stereo; analogue; double; dolby B; hi speed dub; n/a 
30 Hz-15 kHz; 70 dB 2 heads; 30 Hz-16 kHz; 56 dB 

JVC Midi-W5 1499 midi fully auto; belt drive AM/FM stereo; digital double; dolby B; hi speed 5 band 
dub; 2 heads 

Midi-W1 1099 midi fully auto; belt drive AM/FM stereo; digital; double; dolby B; 2 heads 5 band 

Kenwood 350 System 2324 maxi belt drive AM/FM stereo; digital; double; dolby B; 2 heads 7 band 
70 dB 20 Hz-15 kHz; 64 dB 

Onkyo A22 Black 2075 maxi ·semi auto; belt drive AM/FM stereo; analogue; single; dolby B/C; 2 heads n/a 
40 Hz-15 kHz; 70 dB 20 Hz-17 kHz; 56 dB 

Pioneer Avante 6000 2579 AM stereo; FM stereo; double; dolby B/C; nta 
digital; 30 Hz-15 kHz; 77 dB hi speed dub; 3 heads; 

30 Hz-15 kHz; 56 dB 

Avante 5000 1879 fuUy auto; belt drive AM stereo; FM stereo; single; dolby B; 2 heads; n/a 
analogue; 30 Hz-15 kHz; 77 dB 30 Hz-15 kHz; 57 dB 

Sharp System 1799 midi bilateral; linear track; AM stereo; FM stereo; double; dolby B; hi speed 5 band 
prngrammable; front load digital; 60 dB dub; 2 heads; 30 Hz-15 kHz; 57 dB 

Sony Precise V-50 2138 midi fully auto; belt drive AM/FM stereo; SW; digital; double; dolby B/C; 7 band 
30 Hz-15 kHz; 80 dB mono/ hi speed dub; 2 heads 
75 dB stereo 

AV-200 1599 maxi semi auto; belt drive AM stereo; FM stereo; single; dolby B; 2 heads; 5 band 
30 Hz-15 kHz; 80 dB mono/ 30 Hz-15 kHz; 65 dB 
75 dB stereo 

Tandy Realistic 1499 maxi semi auto AM stereo; FM stereo; single; dolby B; 1 head; 5 band 
System-600 analogue; 60 dB 40 Hz-14 kHz; 61 dB 

Realistic 2299 maxi semi auto AM/FM stereo; digital; double; dolby B; hi speed 7 band 
System-1000 60 dB dub; 1 head; 40 Hz-14 kHz; 60 dB 

Technics Series X77 2499 midi fully auto AM/FM stereo; 65 dB double; dolby B; hi speed 7 band 
dub; 2 heads; 30 Hz-17 kHz; 66 dB 



AMPLIFIER SPEAKERS COMPACT DISC REMOTE 12V LINE H'PHONE WARRANTY 
Power (W per clllnnel); EXTO No; Siu If Features; Freq Rap (Hz); CONTROL INPUT OUT JACK (yean) 
SNR (dB) FUNCTIONS Drlvfrl (cm) :Slit (dB) 
50 W per ch; 84 dB aux 2-way; 16 n n n n y 3 

50 W per ch; 84 dB aux 2-way; 16 n n n n y 3 

50 W per ch; 84 dB aux 2-way; 16 programmable; 5 Hz· n n n y 3 
20 kHz; 93 dB 

50 W per ch; 84 dB aux 2-way; 16 programmable; 5 Hz- n n n y 3 
20 kHz; 93 dB 

45 W per ch; 92 dB 2-way n n n 2 

65 W per ch; 95 dB aux; tape 2 3-way; 25 programmable; n n y y 2 
20 Hz-20 kHz 

100 W per ch; 100 dB VCR; tape 2; 3-way; 25 2 
laser disc 

130 W per ch; 100 dB VCR; tape 2; 2 
laser disc 

50 W per ch auto reverse 3-way; 20 y 34 functions n y y 5 

30 W per ch aux; CD 2-way; 16 y n n y y 5 

30 W per ch; 79 dB aux; CD 3-way; 25 programmable; n n n y variable 
5 Hz-20 kHz 

35 W per ch; 80 dB 6 inputs; 4 3-way; 25 programmable; x2 n n n y 5 
speaker A&B o'sampling; 5 Hz-20 kHz; 

96 dB 
50 W per ch; 102 dB 3-way; 30 programmable; 4 Hz· 13 functions n y, 2V y 3 

20 kHz; 97 dB ±5V 

50 W per ch; 102 dB 3-way; 25 n 3 

40 W per ch aux; CD 2-way; 21 n n y y 

40 W per ch 2-way; 21 36 functions n y, 2V y 

30 W per ch 3-way; 25 13 functions n y, 2V y 

45 W per ch; 75 dB aux; CD 3-way; 20 n y n n y 5 

100 W per ch; 85 dB video; CD 3-way; 30 n n y n n 5 

50 W per ch; 72 dB 2-way; 20 n n n y 2 







Baclc by Popular Os"4 
DATA la REFERENCI 

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS AND PIN CONNECTIONS 
A. Mlcheel1 IP0140 
Shows equivalents and pin conneclions ot a popular user«ienlatect 
selection of European. American and Japanese digital ICs. Also 
includes details of packaging, tamilias, functions. manufae1urer and 
country of origin. 

s1a.oo 
256 -· (Latp& Format) 

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS ANO PIN CONNECTIONS 
A. Michaels IP0141 
Shows equivalents and pin conneclions ot e popular ueer~ 
selection ot European, American and Japan- linear ICs. AISO 
includes details ot functions. manutecturer. and country ot origin. 

111.00 
320 pages (L810fl Former) 

INTERNATIONAL °"'ANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS GUIDE 
A. Mlchaets BPOOU 
Heip. Iha r._.ier to tind possible aubltlut" tor a populer UMt'· 
orientated satection ot European. -ican and Jepen-. 
transistors. Also shOWs material type, pdarity, menulacturer end 
usa. 

$12.00 
320 pag.s 

Cf4ART OF RADIO, ELECTRONIC, SIMICONDUCTOR AND 
LOOK: SYMBOLS 
M. H. lleblnl, B.Sc.IEng) BP0027 
Illustrates the common, and meny ot the not-so-common. radio, 
electronic, Nmiconduelor and logic symbols that ere used in baoQ, 
magazines and instruction manuals, etc., in most countriet 
throughout the world. 

14.00 
Chllft 

.RADIO AND ELEC""'°NIC COLOUR coon ANO DATA 
CHART 
B. B. 1111Mn1 BP0007 
Covers many colo<Jr c;odes in usa throuput Iha world. tor mOll 
radio end electronic oornponent• Includes resiatora~ capecitora; 
transformers, field cols, fuKS, battery leads, speakers, etc. 

Chart 

AUDIO ANb Hl·FI 

BUILD YOUR OWN SOLID STATE Hl.f'l AND AUDIO 
ACCESSORIES 

14.00 

M.H.Ballenl ltl'0220 
An aeaential addition to the library of any keen hi·fi and audio 
enthu1iut. The design and construction of meny uM!uf project• 
are ooverect including: aterao decoder, three-cl1enntl -ao miQr. 
FET pre-amplifier tor ceramic PUs, microphone pra-emp with 
adjustable bass resporu, st8t'eo dynamic noiH filter, loucHplaker 
proteelor. voice-operated relay, etc. 

sa.oo 

AUOIC) PROJECTS 
F. G. Rayer 9P11010 
Thil book covers in delllf Iha construction ot a wide renge ot audio 
projectl. Tha text hU been divided into .1119 tottowlng llllin ...aonil: 
Pra-ernpliflera and Ml..,., Powar Amplilletl, TON Controls end 
Metching. Mlacellanaous Projlcls. 
All Iha projects are talrty simple to blllld and haw been delignld 
around inellj)ensive and readily available oomponenll. Aleo, 10 
ualst the newoorner to Ille hObby, lhe liUlhOr tu lnc:fuded I number 
ot bolrd layouts end wiring diagrams. 

suo 

COMPON•NT IP•Ctl'tC 

llOOlllN OP-..., PRO.llcTS 
R. A. Penfold llPOtDI 
Includes a wide range of conatructionat projeell Which make .1111 
of the specialiaed operational ampliflenl 11111 .,. llll.itabte today, 
including low noise, tow dialOrllon, uttra-hlgh lmpul imp9dailce, tow 
slew rate and high output currant typn. Clrcutt1 u1lng 
trantconductance .ty1191 .,. alao included. 
Alt ot the plojeCIS ans fliltY 9111Y to OONlltUCI ftl I~ layout 
is provided tor mOll d them ao that .....,, CC>llllructora of llmttect 
ellj)erlence shoUld bl able to build eny ot the p~ with the 
minimum· of dltliCutty. 

suo 
112 P'lflll 

M()OEL RAILWAY PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfolcl 'lf'OOIS 
The aim ot this boOlc la to provide a n-ot Ulatul but reilllclMbly 
simple projects tor thll model railway enthusiast to build, balld on 
inexpensive and Hliflj obtainable comPQnents .. 
The projeels covered include sUCh thinoa 11 oontrollera. 1ignal and 
sound otfects uMI, arcl to help simplify conetructlon, 1tripbolrd 
layouts are provided breach project. 

sa.10 
112 pagea 

AERIALS 

AERIAL PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold IP01 OS 
The subject of aerials ii vaat but in this book the author has 
OCnliderld practical - desigM, inclUdng active, loop end farrlle 
-ial9 whiCh give good performances and ere ...i.tMa)I almple end 
inexpenalva to blllld. The complex theory and_ cl aerial 
design ,,. .. baln aveided. · 
Also included art constructional detaila ot a nu- of -ial 
accenoriea including a pra-satector. attenuator, fillers and tuning 
unit. 

11.IO 
96 ,,.,.s 

25 SIMPLE AMATlUA BAND AERIALS 
E. II. Noll llP0115 
Thi• conciM book delclibes hOW to bllild 25 amaleur bend IWialt 
that ans almpte and lnaxpenalva to construct and pattorm """· Tha 
deeign• start wtth Iha simple dipole and proceed to l!Mm, trilllgfa 
and avan a mini-rhombic made from tour TV maata end abOut ~ 
faet of Wir•. 
You wltl find a compt«a Ml ot dlmenalon lllllN thlll Wiit halp you 
apot en -181 on a partlCular INquency. Dimellalont .,. gi..., tor 
Vltioul 9lyla aarlala arcl - dlUI needed ror apaclng end cutting 
phoing lengths. Also included ara dlman1lon1 tor Iha new WAAC 
blndl. 

ff.IO 

15 8111PLI SHORlwAV! llADADcAST IAND AERIALS 
E. M. NOii IP01H 
FOllunataly good aanata can bl erac:ted at tow coet, and tor a amall 
fractional part ot the cost ot your r-i.m; aqulpmant. 
This boOlc l9lls Iha a\Qly. A Milas ot 2S - of m.ny dihrent 
types are oovered, ranging trom a simple clpola through llllical 
deelgns to a multi-band umbrella. 

ff.IO 

25 SlllPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS 
E. 11. Noll IP01M 
Wrllten kw lhoaa P9c1J1a who U.. In tl8la or have no Qllrdlne or oilier 
apaca-lllllltlng raatrldiono which prevent them from conatructlng a 
convantlonel aerial s)191em. 
Tha 2S Mriala lnl:ludect In thil book hllVI been aapeQatly designed, 
bulb and teated br Mr. Noll to bl sura pertormera and gi.,. 
1urprl1lngfy good reaull1 considering their limited 
dlmenalonl. 

11.00 

II SlllPLl TROP~,AHD MW BAND AeRW.8 
E. M. Noll llPOt41 
Shows you how to bliltd 2S simple and 1......,..,...,. -'* tor 
operation on the medium wave brOldc:UI bend and on 80. 75, 90 
and 120 metre tropic:al blnde. Deeigns br the 4t metre bind are 
Included u wall. 

u.oo 

FAULT·FINDINQ 

HOW to GIT YOUR ELECTllONIC PROJECTS WORKING 
R.A.Penfeld lll'OttO 
The aim of thil book la 10 help Iha readlr overcame problerne by 
lndlCatlng how and -.to atatt tooldng tor many ot 111e common 
taufll that - occur - buifdlng up ptOjlcla. 
Chapter 1 deals with mechanlell taufll IUCll u u.cing dry jOlnts, 
ahott-cltcllill, l>IOUn P.C.B. tracka, llC. Ti. COMlrucliOll and UM 
of a tristate llOllllnully-. 10 halp In the abcNll, la alSO CCMt'ed. 
Chapter 2 dlala with Hne9r analogue clrcub and alSO - the 
uaa and -ructlon ot a sigMI lnjactortlr-. which - bl ullld 
10 lacata end laolele the tautly - In a plOjec:I. 
Chaplei' 3-..ldara....,. of i.tnQ the more common componen19 
euchu r-.e, capecltora, op •"'II'·.._, 1r-. SCAa, 
unljUnctlona, etc., with Ille aid ot only a lmlled amount ot -
~. 
ChaPCer 4 deala With bell! TTL Ind CMOS logic ctrculla Ind incbllll 
Iha u11 and construcllon of a pulaa ll"*ator 10 help taull.findklg. 

11.10 

C. E. Miiier C:, 81'1120 
AUDIO AMl'LIFllR~AULT-FINDING CHAii! 

Thia*" Wiii hatp the -- I' ~ ' taufll lhll 
mlght occur In aud"" • I"' 811119 lwO 
"atartlng"r· L"-1 ft.\\.~ .~ionend 
NoSaundA •\..if",. ... •-~one 
ot lhaU, t"9 U l' ..• "" arrowa end cerrfel out Iha 
luggeated ch .... fault la located and ~. 

14.oo 
ChMt 

IYCTRONIC la COMPUftll MUllC 

wcr- M.USIC PllO.IECT8 
II. A. ........... lflllil74 
Pl'01ridea the constructor with a nu-d practlcal clrcufll tor the 

. i.as .complex ttems d electronlc mualC equipment, Including 1UCh 
things u fuu bOx. _.wu pedal, sustein unit, -•lion and 
ph- unite, tramllo geneator, etc. 
The telCI la divided into tour chepllra as IOllOws: 

Chapter 1. Guitar Eftacts Units; CfllPllr 2. General Ettects Unlll; 
Chapter 3. Sound General Projecta; Chlpter 4, "--~.IO 

112~ 

ELECTRON!(: SYNTHUISER CON8TlllCTION 
R. A. Penfold IP01sa 
Should enable a rllltilre beginner to build. with the minimum of 
dillk:ufty and II r..-onably low COii I WOflhWlllla monophOnfc 
syn!Meillr, end alSO learn a grMI dell lbOUI al9clJonlC music: 
~ In Iha pr-. Thia la achieved by conaMllrtnO end 
builCllng the Vllloua indvldual parll of Ille cilCUil lllat comprfN""' 
-.1M1rument 11 ...,.rate units. Which can then bl combined 
together 10 torm Iha ~ sy-llf. Printed ctrcutt designs 119 
provided kw - main modules. Later chlptera dMI with 
llCIUl"clng and - eflacts unfll. 

111.00 
112,,.,,.. 

MIDI PllO.llCT8 
"· "· l'enfdd llP0112 Provldel practical dllaila of how to Int.,._ meny popular llOllla 
compullrS wtth MIDI ayetema. Also covara lnlarlacing MIDI 
equipment to analogue and petCWlllon synlhesillrl. St 

1
•
00 

112,,.,.. 

COllPUTIR MUSIC PROJECTS 
R. A. l'9nfGld 8P0173 
Shows - ot Ille ways a home cornp.aer can bl ullld 10 900d 
ellect In the production al electn>nlC music. Toplca-C indude 
lflqllenClng and control will analogue and MIDI I,.._, 
eomplll8t'S u dlgltef delay lines and eound ll"*llora kw computer 
control. 

111.00 
112/»gN 

lllSCELLANIEOUS 

COIL DUIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 
a. B. 111i111n1 IPOtlO 
A complete book tor Iha home constructor on "how to mak•" RF,. 
IF, audtolllld power OOi1a. chaMI end traNforrnara. PrllCilic.lly-V 
poqlble type la dlaclMed and calculation• ~ .,. giwn 
end explained in detll. All mathematical datll 11 simpllfled tor UM 
byMryone. .... 
All INTRODUCTION TO ZIO MACHINE CODE 
R. A. I J. W. PenlDlcl 8P0112 
Tat<ee 111a· rHder through Iha bUICe of microploc:MSOrs and 
maclllne code progiammtng wtlb no pr..ioua ~of lhlll 
being eMUllMld. The lllicfOplOClllO dealt with la Iha ZIO wlllCh 
la used in many popui.r hOma compulefl end simple~ """"'*' are gMll tor Z80-blaad IMChinea indudinQ the Slndalr 
ZX .. 1 end Specll'l!ftl, M9motach and Ille Amelrad CPC 484. Aleo 
appllcabte to Iha Amalred CPC 1194 end 8128. 

810.00 

A :WO WORKSHOP MANUAL 
E. A. ,..,, 8P0112. 
Thia book la lnllnded tor people who wllh 10 ~ beyond Iha 
OtaQe of BASIC prowammlng to toplce al.di 11 machine code and 
~ language piogrammlng, or need -.re clMailt ot a 
Z-tll bUad cornpul9". 

112.00 
192~ 

CIRCUITS la CONSTRUCnGNAL 
PRO.ltCTS 

-GUIDE 10~~PllO.llCTII 
11. "·,........ lllea27 
-thlcampiolobeQllVW_to_thl~-ol-. 
eo lllal hi or lhl can con-.iy bullcl thl -le projlcl9 "* ere 
~ IMlured in Iha popular mlQUlnn and-· Aleo...,._ 
oxamples In thl rorm of oimplo projlcto 11111 you can build. .... 



•nd. .. Babanl Boo/cs/ 
IO l'llOJl!CTI UllMG lllLAVI, SClla AND TlllACll 
P. G. lloyw WH37 
Thl1 - gl- tried Ind pr..:tlcal-king circuitl which ahould pr-nt 
tht minimum of dlflc.ity for tht onthuoiut to conltruct. In moot of tht 
circuitl thtre 11 • - lltltudo In component valun ond typn. allowing 

- rnodlftcation of clft:ulta or l'Hdy ldaJ>tlonof thtm to indMdUll -· 
11.IO 

POl'VUUI 11.ECTllONC l'llOJl!CTI 
II.A ...... _ -
PrcMdel 1 collection d the moat popular typu of circuits and projects 
COVlring I*)'- -of I-.. inctudflg Aldio, Audio, -
ond Tut Equij)mont projOctl. 

11.50 

ILECTllOMIC TllT ~T CONITllUCTION 
F. G. lllrer -75 
Thia book covera In .detail, the conatruction of a wide range ot 111t 
oqul-t for both thootectronlcl hobOyill oncl rldlo omotour. lndudod 

IN pnljoctt ronglng lrom I F£T llllpllfiod -- Ind -llnCO b<idgo 
to • lio!O-ltrongth lndlc.- ond httO<Odyno lroquoncy motet. 
Nol only con tht homo canltt'uetor enjoy building tllo equipment but tht -pioduct-.... bo ~-In thtl\lllloronco of hla hObby. 

11.00 

lllMOTE CONTllOL PllOJECTI 
o........ -73 
Almocl prlm•rlty 11 tht otoctronlcl onthllliut ,... 

1
, to oxpe<imont 

with -• control u mony of tht ,,._. I' 1 tor ldoptatlon 
tothocontroiofothtrcln:ulta,... •J I"" _,_ 
boongl-oothot1"" ~ ti..\\.1" ..... c1rcu1taWO<k .,,..___ ~ ... , "' _..,_,depondlng 
on-"', • \' I" .iiOIO comot eyltOfnl con
but lloo lnfr• U _..., uhrooonlc eyatetn1, u.,. tht ueo of 
logic ICI ond 1 ·""'°" modutetlon, lie. 

H.IO 
178-

l!LECT-.C: GA-
Ii. A ...... _ -

Contline a number of lntareoting --- pnljoctt uolng modOfn 
intogratocl circuit•. Thttoxt le dlvldod Into two-· tho flrat-ing 
with limpto gamoo and tho lattor -na with-. complex ctrculta thuo 

mllqhbookilalllor---rd ..... ----

SN!-

COUPON VALID 
FOR COVER DATE 
MONTH ONLY 

(If lnaufllclent 1p11ce encloM 1ep11..ie llet) 

BOOK TITLE 

... 00 

IC 515 PROJECTS 
E.A.l'orr -
Every IO often a device appears that is so u•fuH that one wonders how 
life went on before without if. The 555 timer ii auch a devtce. lnciumct 
in this book are basic and general circuits, motorcar 1nd model railway 
--lrll-•Wll•a-mh!lill!lllllrllS-

U.IO 
178-• (Available Fobrolry 1987) 

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUll OWN P.C.B.a 
II.A.- -121 
~, ......... .,,,......_rJ~priltldoin:Ut-da1911 
..... ._..,..rd-rd <XMn 11 llll**of olr,,,it P.C.B. -
......... illwf!I. poalllla. ~ 2 - ~ - rJ 
PoClu'*'1 p.c.b.s Ind~ 3 - ..., ,_ 1111** of dail11inll 'f(U _, 

priltldoln:Ut-..-
II.SO 80-

POWEii SUPPLY PROJECTS 
R. A ...... lokl -71 
Thi purpaao of this book 11 to give a number of power supply dffign1, 
Including olmpto unotllbllllOd typol, llxod-voltago regulated typo. Ind 
-volt9go lllbll- dllignl. tho lattor bolng primarily 1..-1or 
UM U bonCh IUplliieo forthoolactronicl-....... Thtdlalgna provided 
.,. alt iow-WlftogatyPNloraami-conductorcircultl. Thi1-lhouldotoo 
http tho r- to dffign hll own - 1upptlol. 

17.IO IHI-
HOW TO DEltGll EU!CT-IC PROJECTS 
II. A ...... lokl BP0127 
Tho aim rJ Ilia book ii to• .. -to 1U ...... ptljactl llOm ltlndlrd 
ciQj _ .... a rrttnmrJrllllnd...,, 1111-..~ID "'Y-- -on~ oln:Ut-to-'f(U~~ - no .. _. dlllcrt ii......,..•*' poMdod. 

n.oo 
128-• 

ELECT-.c IECUllTY OEVICEI 
II.A ...... _ -
Min)' people -the torm .. _urity-" - only burglar alarmo 
of VlrioUl lyPN, but In fact, any ptoco of equipment which holpe to protact 
poople Ind property agalnat any form ol dlnger could bo tetmod a 
.. _urity-". 
T-. thia book, -Including both oimptolnd mar.~ 
burglar alarm clrcuh1 ualng light, infr•rec:I Ind ultrooonlcl, aloo includes 
mony other types of circuit• u well, auch u gu ond smoke detactorl, 
flood alarms, -.Phone and boby otarms. etc . 

... 50 
112_. 

BOOK SALES 

PLEASE ENCLOSE 
$2.50 per book 

COMMUNICATION 
~ta of Elec:t""'lce - Book 5) 
F. A.WU.On BPOOll 
A look at the electronic fundamentals over the whole of the 
communication econe. This boo!< aims to teach the important 
elements of each branch of the subject. 
Molt of the rnodarn tr..amisllons system tec:mlques are examined 
including line. microwave, submarine, satlllte and digital multiplex 
systems, radio and teltlgraphy. To asalot in underllanding th ... 
moni llloloughly, cllepllre on elgnal procna;ng. the alectrDmagnetic 
wave. networks and trW1smisalon -ment are Included, finally 
a short chapter on optical transmission . 

SO SIMPLE LED 
CIRCUITS 

256~ 
111.00 

R. N. llomr llP0042 
Contains 50 intereetlng and ....rut c:irculta and aiipllcations. COW<ing 
many diflerent brandies of electronics, using one of the most 
inelperlaNI lftd'*"'1 Milll!le~ -tlte~ -
(LED). Aleo incUlll cilWllt far .. 7ff1 ~ ..... dltll*Y. 

IC PROJECTS FOii 
BEGINNERS 

11.00 

F. G. lllyer BPOCll7 
Olfllrtl a range ol •"""8 projecll blsed aoound a number of popular 
and inaxpaneive linear and digital integrstld circuits. 
With most prOjects. complete layout and/or point-to-point wiring 
diagrams are included to help simplify construction . 

112 pages 

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 
USING SOLAR CELLS 

SI.SO 

0. Bishop BP0082 
This is a book of simple circuits which have applications in 
and around the home and that are designed to be powered 
by the energy of the sun. Although, if the reader wishes, they 
could alternatively be powered by the ordinary button cells 
or small dry batteries. 

$8.50 
128 pages 
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TV on radio 

The unique new portable radlo/cauelle recorder from Nattonal, 
the RXJ .MIV, fealurel two bancla for ~ 1V audio llgnall 
as well as four olher hquency bancla lncludlng FM, AM and 
shortwave. 

KEF launches new flagship 
Leading hi-ft loudspeaker 
speclallst KEF Elecfronlcs Is 
Introducing a new model at 
the top of Its highly re
spected Reference Serles -
KEF Model 107. 

This new model Is the result 
of a combination of bass ex
tension down to a genuine 
20 Hz. plus good sensitivity 
from a compact system, soni
cally flexible enough to be 
'tallored' to Ifs specific sur
roundings. says KEF. 

At the heaf of the new 
model Is the unusual hybrid 
active/passive dividing net
work. 

Passive dividing networks 
have to perform lhe three 
quite distinct functions of 
spllttlng the signals Into the 
appropriate frequency 
bands, equalizing and bal
ancing the outputs from the 
various drive units to give a 
neutral tonal balance, at the 
same time presenting an ac
ceptable load to the power 
amplifier. Response equal
lzatlon In passive dividing 
networks can only be pro
vided by attenuation. result
ing In unnecessary loss of ef
ficiency. 

Model 107 avoids this prob
lem by the passive network 
providing the frequency divi
sion and load matching 
functions only, whlle the 
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equallzatlon Is performed by 
the active equalizer - KUBE. 

According to KEF the Inclu
sion of KUBE provides Other 
benefits. A comprehensive 
range of adJustments allows 
the bass performance of the 
system. to be. tallored to the 
characteristics of . the room, 
the specific site of the speak
ers In the room, the taste of 
the listener and the quality of 
the program. This Is not the 
coarse adJustment provided 
by convenHonal tone con
trols and graphic equalizers, 
but a much m6re subtle af
fair which allows selection of 
the optimum bass cut off 
point, the degree of bass 
damping (Q), and the rela
tive level of bass output, so 
that near optimum results 
can always be achieved. 

Basic data specifications 
are: 
frequency response: 
20 Hz-20 kHz ±2 dB; 
maximum output: 112 dB spl 
on program peaks; 
amplifier requirements: 50-
300 W (Into 4 ohms); 
Impedance: 4 ohms resistive 
(20 Hz-20 kHz); 
size: 1165 (h) x 330 (w) x 448 
(d) mm; 
weight: 45 kg. 

The Model 107 will retell at 
the remarkable price of 
$7500 per pair. 

SIGHT & SOUND NEWS 

The 1V band enables listen
ers to tune Into all Australian 
1V stations on lhe VHS band 
{In mono only). Advantages 
of such a set are that It en
ables the listener to tune Into 
news, serials or soaples when 
away from home, or to 
record documentaries. Also, 
for those whO may be hard 
of hearing, 1V listeners can 
use headphones with the 
RXFM45V, tum up the volume 
to suit, then watch the 1V with 
the rest of the famlly. 

The two-way four-speaker 
system complements the 
powerful 16 watt output from 
the built-In ampllfler. Three 
modes of llstenlng can be 
selected: 'mono' Is useful for 
listening to weaker FM or 1V 
stations, as It greatly reduces 
the background hiss heard In 
lhese weaker signals; 'stereo' 
gives the expected separa-

tlon or 'Imaging' between the 
left and right channels; while 
the 'ambience' setting 
creates a psycho acoustic Il
lusion that the speakers are 
more widely separated than 
they actually are. 

The tape transport mech
anism features automatic re
verse so that both sides of a 
cassette tape can be played 
without having to tum the 
tape over. Direction of tape 
play (side 1 or side 2) can be 
Instantly altered at the touch 
of a button. The two reversing 
mode control buttons allow 
only one side of a cassette to 
be played or both sides to 
be played endlessly for 
background music. 

A bullt-ln microphone en
sures easy voice recording 
for home, work or school 
while Its ac/dc operation 
make It a 'go anywhere' unit. 

New Ortofon cartridge 
Ortofon engineers have been 
at It again - developing 
new and Improved pick-up 
cartridges! Six months ago 
they were able to Introduce 
their first high output moving 
coll cartridges, spllttlng the 
total Ortofon moving coll pro
gram Into three categories: 
(a) low output Mes: Ortofon's 

orlglnal MC designs 
where extra step-up de
vice Is required to boost 
the low output slgnal; 

(b) higher output Mes: 
models that can be con
nected directly to ampll
flers with built-In MC In
puts; and 

(c) high output MCs: where 
addltlonal ampllftcatlon 
Is not necessary. 

As a higher output MC, the 
new moving coll model 
MC 30 Super belongs to 
category (b). 

The new MC 30 Super 
bullds on the same construc
tion prtnclples as the MC.20 
Super. New features Include 
slimmer profile, Fritz Gyger 
diamond stylus - FG Type 1; 
conical shaped alumlnlum 
cantilever (llke the one used 
In the MC 2000); Ortofon's Im
proved wide range damping 
system with platlnum disc be
tween the two rubber damp
ing bearings; Improved high 
frequency damping (better 
rubber); pure silver thread for 
the coll windings; and 
stronger rear magnetic pole 
pins. 
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ME92E 

ME99E .· 

M104E 

M104E 
The M104E is ideally suited for 
the person who needs 
outstanding sound performance 
and wants to upgrade their 
system on a limited budget. 
This cartridge captures and 
recreates sound with elliptical 
shaped diamond stylus tip and 
an aluminium alloy shank to 
faithfully reproduce your 
favourite music. 
The M104E cartridge is 
compatible with 112'' mount 
tone arms or most P-mount 
tone arm systems. 
The M104E features a slide-on 
stylus guard plus a screwdriver 
and mounting hardware. 
You'll find no other cartridge 
offers so much for so little as 
the M104E 

SPEOFICA TIONS 

ll'addng Foro: at the Stylus Tip, 
Optimum: 12.5 mN (1.25 grams) 
Maximum: 15.0 mN (1.5 grams) 

ll'ackabillty at 12. 5 mN (1.2 5 grams) ll'addng 
Force (Typical in an/sec peak velocity), 

M104E: 400 Hz: 24 cm/sec 
Frequency Response, Essentially flat 
20-20,000 Hz 
<llannel Balance, Within 2.0 dB 
<llannel Sepantion' · 1 kHz: 25 dB typical 
Output Voltage (Typical), 

M104E: &.O mV RMS at 1 kHz at 
.5 cm/sec peak velocity 

Net Weight (with mounting adapter, 
S<.TI!W and nut): 
M104E: 7 .3 grams; also P-mount compatible 

--SHUR.&---~ 
AUDIO ENGINEERs PTY. LTD. 

342 Kent Street, Sydney, NSW 2000 
Ph: (02) 29-6731 

AUDIO ENGINEERS (QLD) 
Cnr. Jane & Buchanan Streets, 

West End, Qld 4101 

MARKETEC PTY. LTD. 
51 Scarborough Beach Road, 

North Perth, WA 6000 
Ph: (09) 042-1119 Ph: (07) 44-8947 

ShrCt4 -------------------
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SIGHT & SOUND NEWS 

noeuvrablllty and portability 
such as on adlustable hand
grip; linear auto white bal
ance; through-the-camera
lens auto focus; and a vari
ety of zooming speeds from 
wide to telephoto In five to 15 
seconds. REC review allows 
you to replay the last few 
seconds of the previously re
corded scene and an elec
tronic view finder Informs you 
of operation conditions. 

The CCD-V100 Video 8 alSQ 
offers high picture and sound 
quality. The CCD Image ~n
sor Is claimed to be espe-

Sony expands ~~~dl~~~ve In low light 

. d S 1. . The CCD-V100 Is avqllable 
Vl eo- 1ne-up at a suggested retan price of 

$3999. 
Sony has released Its latest 
vldeo-8 camera, the CCD
V100, expanding Its vldeo-8 
camcorder range to three 
models. All are targeted at 
different market segments, 
from simple operation for the 
whole family to the more pro
fessional home movie enthu
siast. 

While making full use of 
Video 8 technology the 
CCD-V100 offers a number of 
sophisticated video features 
which according to Sony 
were only previously found In 
broadcast quality units. · 

With the built-In seven-co
lour tltllng generator, a tltle 
may be either superimposed 
In the fleld or Inserted at a 
later date In the home. 

The seven-colour wiper 
function allows you to add 
effects to either the start or 
the finish of a scene. 

Using the Interval recording 
feature you can record eight 
frames every 15 seconds, r• 
peatedly for 30 minutes, 
creating 30 seconds of video 
from 30 minutes of action. 
This Is useful for speeding up 
events such as sunsets, 
flowers blooming, etc. The In
terval recording function can 
also be used for creating 
animated movies. 

The auto Iris, with manual 
override, lets you adjust for 
optimum Image exposure In 
difficult situations such as a 
high contrast background or 
high contrast foreground 
scenes. The time and date 

. can easily be recorded 
along with Images. 

The unit Is also equipped 
with features facilitating ma-

Yamaha's 
natural sound 
Yamaha sees In the new 
year with the release of an 
Impressive range of new 
'natural sound' audio prod
ucts. 

At the top of the llst ore four 
cassette decks - the KX-200, 
KX-400, KX-W500 and K-640. 

The KX-200, at $349 RRP, Is 
a basic one-way deck that 
Includes full logic controi, 
several automated features 
such as forward/reverse Intro 
scan and repeat functions, 
and Dolby B/C noise reduc
tion. The KX-400, at $499 RRP, 
adds Dolby pro dynamic 
bias servo (which signifi
cantly Improves cassette1 
recording quality), on auto 
fader and several other con" 
venlenf controls. 

Top of the range are the 
KXW-500, featuring double 
deck auto reverse, and the 
K-640, a superior single deck 
model with a host of ad
vanced features Including 
car EQ Both cost around 
$699 RRP. 

Other new releases Include 
three amplifiers (AX-300, AX-
400 and AX-500), three tuners 
(TX-500, TX-900 and T-85) and ' 
three receivers (RX-300, RX-
500 and RX-700). They join 
the release, last month of 
three CD players In the COX 
series of the natural sound 
range. 

For more Information, con
tact Peter Logan at Yamaha 
on (03)699-2388. 



The CDP-65 designed to be compatible with all 
Sony video and audio equipment. 

CD players galore 
Sony has released three new 
and different compact disc 
players. 

The D-700 player Is a desk
top unit speclftcally de
signed for the office or home 
or wherever shelf space Is at 
a premium. Its linear skating 
tront-loadlng design allows 
the unit to take up mlnlmal 
space. 

Other features Include ran
dom music selection for up 
to 16 selected tracks, plus 
shuffle play and three-way 
repeat mode. Headphones 
have their own volume con
trol. These advantages, to
gether with automatic music 
sensor and music search 
give the D-700 features you 
would normally only expect 
In larger desk type units. 

The D-700's RRP Is $699. 
The other two releases are 

the more conventlonal 
modular CDP-55 and CDP-65. 

The CDP-55 has Sony's uni-

linear converter system, as
suring music clarity. This 
model has wireless remote 
with five-repeat mode 
memory and Is speclflcally 
designed to match Sony's su
persesslon stereo component 
systems, both electronically 
and visually. 

The CDP-65 has a number 
of distinct reatures. The auto
matic music selection 20-key 
direct music selection and 
quick Index search Is avall
able via the supplied full 
function wlreless remote 
commander. This means that 
the 1-20 keypad related to ln
dlvldual tracks on CD soft
ware for easy selection. 

Another feature Is the 20 
track random music selec
tion allowing the listener to 
play up to 20 tracks In any 
predetermined order. 

Both the CDP-55 and the 
CDP-65 retall at $849. 

News on the walkman 
The ublqultuous walkman 
continues to be cloned and 
developed by many others 
besides Its originator, Sony. 
But recently, Sony has 
released two new units with 
Innovations In size and fea
tures. 

The WM-F101 Super Walk
man Is not much larger In 
size than the audio cassette 
It plays, allowing easy port
ablllty with the same clear 
and powerful stereo sound 
Sony Is renowned for. The 
unlfs discreet size makes It 
Ideal for the suit and shirt 

pocket or small clutch bag. 
This walkman wlll deliver 

up to two hours of playback 
enjoyment on a single AA 
battery or the same play
back period utlllzlng the op
tional BC-73F rechargeable 
battery system. The ultra thin 
battery can be recharged 
up to 300 times giving 
around 600 hours of llstenlng 
pleasure. 

The unit offers FM stereo/AM 
reception with two-mode 
auto reverse and continuous 
playback. 

The WM-F202 Super Walk-

1986 Hi-fi Grand Prix Awards 
Category winners of 1986 HI
Fl Grand Prix Awards were: 
Ampllflers: Marantz PM-94; 
Cossette Decks: Yamaha 
K-540; 
Compact Disc Players: Pio
neer PD-M6 (BK) Multi-Play; 
Receivers: JVC R-X500B; 
Speakers: Technlcs SB-RX50; 

Tuners: No Award for 1986; 
Tumtables: No Award tor 
1986; 
Technological Development: 
Yamdha DSP-1 Dlgltal Sound 
Processor. 

Amongst the Judges was 
Ell's Louis Challis. 

Solar colour TV 
The Sanyo Electric Applled 
Research Centre In Japan 
has released prototypes of 
the recently developed solar 
powered TV system. 

The system Is composed of 
three parts - an Amorton 
module generating 50 watts 
of electrlclty, a compact 
sealed lead storage battery, 
and a 14" colour TV. 

The Amorton module Is 
capable of powering the 
televlslon at a rate of up to 
four hours per day In areas 
with 2000 hours of sunlight 
per year. Even after two con
secutive cloudy days Sanyo 
says the module wlll con
tinue to function because of 
the storage battery's capa
bilities. 

The televlslon has 
achieved a 16 per cent re
duction In power consump
tion and can run on either al
tematlng or direct current. 

Considerable Interest has 
already been shown by 
China and Southeast Asia, 
where electricity shortage Is 
a major problem. Sanyo Is 
also assessing the market 

man gives playback as well 
as recording pleasure. The 
unit has a stereo recorcllng 
capablllty via the one-point 
plug-In power stereo micro
phone supplied, that ellml
nates the need for micro
phone batteries by drawing 
power from the cassette re
corder. 

The WM-F202 Is also cas
sette-case size with FM 
stereo/AM reception. It fea
tures two-mode auto reverse 
In playback and one cycle 
auto reverse In recording. It Is 
compatible with optional 

value of the TV In Australia, 
particularly for the more re
mote areas. 

ultra-thin rechargeable bat
teries making It a most eco
nomical unit. 

Both units come with stereo 
earphones and are avail
able In black, through the 
Sony Dealer network. The 
suggested retall price for the 
WM-F101 ls $389, and the WM
F202 Is $449. 

The BC-73F rechargeable 
battery pack Is also avail
able at the suggested retail 
price of $79. 
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AUTOCAD UNDER THE 
SPOTLIGHT 

The industry standard for PC-based CAD is still fighting off newcomers 
after four years. We look at the latest version, Version 2.5. 

C
AD systems are examples of hori
zontal application tools in the sense 
that their use extends across many 

disciplines: architecture, engineering, ad
vertizing, and so on. In all areas, there are 
three types of CAD system: cheap single 
purpose packages, developments of these 
tailored to entire processes, and expensive 
general purpose user-customized systems. 

Protel, smARTWORK, Hiwire 
Orcad, McCAD, Abacus and numerous 
other packages are examples of the first 
category, cheap systems, optimized for a 
single purpose. These packages are popu
lar, well priced and serve as an excellent 
introduction to more advanced systems. 
Users will find most schematics and lay
outs can be handled effectively using 
them. However, these specialized pro
grams require translators before output 
can be used by another program in the de
sign sequence. 

Integrated systems such as Personal 
Computer's P-CAD or Racal's RED
BOARD, complete schematic and pcb de
sign, checking and simulation environ
ments, are examples of the second cat
egory. They cost much more than a spe
cialized system. The designer can produce 
a schematic, the system can autoplace the 
components in optimum positions and 
auto-route the board, as well as conduct 
design rule checks. An engineer who must 
design complex, high-density multilayer 
boards and who demands 100 per cent 
confidence in layout and accuracy will 
benefit from such systems. 

The third category of package is the 
general design and drafting system such as 
autoCAD, PRODESIGN II, CAD
VANCE, VERSACAD, etc. Most of 
these have particular strengths in certain 
areas such as three-dimensional drafting. 
Since many of the functions performed by 
the specialized and integrated system can 
be mimicked by these systems it is impor-
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tant to examine their strengths and weak
nesses. 

AutoCAD 
Aui:odesk's autoCAD package was one of 
the first fully featured CAD packages de
signed to run on a personal computer. 
Due to considerable vision on the part of 
the makers, autoCAD has dominated the 
market ever since it was introduced. There 
are claims that nearly half of all personal 
computer-based CAD users use the sys
tem. 

There are many reasons for its success. 
In the first place it was well thought out. 
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Figure 1. Sample tablet menu. 

It is extremely flexible, it's easy to cus
tomize. Macros (small segments of draw
ings) can be developed rapidly to increase 
productivity. Today, it has many of the 
features one is entitled to expect from an 
industry standard. There are textbooks, 
journals and extension systems supplied by 
third parties. 

There is even provision for interfacing 
to an artificial intelligence system - LISP. 
The use of LISP permits the system to be 
expanded to do many parts of the design 
automatically. This has significant implica
tions for productivity. 

AutoCAD Version 2.5 is a two dimen
sional CAD package which is used to pre-
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pare plane drawings. One hundred and 
twenty commands permit drawings to be 
constructed with the aid of several main 
facilities: entity draw, edit and inquiry, 
display controls, layers, drawing aids, 
blocks and attributes, and dimensioning. 
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Hardware requirements 
AutoCAD can run on IBM-compatible 
machines. A version is also available for 
use on 68000-based SUN systems and 
Apollo minicomputers. Of course, the 
80286-based AT machines will run faster 
than the 4. 77 MHZ 8088 IBM-PC family. 
The computer should have at least 512K 
and preferably 640K of RAM, the 8087 
math-coprocessor and a hard disk. 

AutoCAD is a large system and uses the 
disk for overlay files and maintenance of a 
continuous log file. The faster access of
fered by a hard disk is a real plus. The 
price of hard drives is dropping constantly 
so it is worthwhile to consider this option. 
The 8087 device speeds up autoCAD 
arithmetic since the system uses floating 
point representation for coordinates. 

Mice, digitizers, trackballs, joysticks and 
light pens are very important because the 
user needs to address points on the screen 
which represent the drawing surface and 
select procedures from a comprehensive 
menu. The keyboard can be used with the 
arrow keys but it is certainly not as effec
tive as a mouse. 

A large variety of video cards and moni
tors are supported from the common 
CGA card right up to the high resolution 
cards. 

Description 
Commands can be entered in several 
ways. The graphics screen is divided into 
four main areas - menu selection is on 

the right hand side of the screen. A three
line prompt area at the screen base and a 
single line of text on top of the screen re
minds the user of current coordinate and 
layer details. Drawing is performed in the 
central section of the screen. A separate 
monitor can be selected for text input 
while a high resolution screen can be re
served for the graphics display. Selection 
of menu items invokes autoCAD com
mands. The menus form a hierarchical 
structure which speeds the selection of 
functions. It is also possible to set up a 
digitizing tablet with a large block of 
menu choices. A section of such a tablet is 
shown in Figure 1. Menu commands can 
also be entered from the keyboard and are 
displayed on the lower prompt area. 

A line cursor can be positioned on the 
screen with the pointing device or key
board arrow keys. AutoCAD features a 
DRAG mode which allows selected items 
to be dynamically moved across the 
screen. For example, when the circle com
mand is chosen options are presented to 
draw the cricle - diameter, radius, three 
points, two points, tangent, tangent and 
radius 

Library creation 
The major aim of CAD systems is to 
permit the efficient production of drawings 
and documentation which may be an entry 
into other areas, for example computer 
aided manufacture. It is important to pro
duce library components which can be 
called up at will and inserted into the ..,. 
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drawing. For example, an architect may 
require the use of particular windows, 
doors, etc. In the electronic schematic 
area the creation of standard symbols 
means that the library files are constantly 
in use. The user has to be able to create 
units as library components in an easy 
fashi6n. 

Autocad uses the BLOCK command to 
assign· a name to a drawing or a specified 
sub-unit of a drawing. A block is defined 
as a set of entities grouped into a com
pound object. BLOCK also requests de
tails ~uch as insertion point, scale and at
tributes. The WBLOCK command writes 
out the individual blocks to a disk file for 
use in other drawings. Symbol libraries 
can be easily created by the user or pur
chased from third-party vendors. 

The main disadvantage of the saved 
block is that valuable disk space is used .. 
Time is also spent in retrieving the block 
from the disk. However, because auto
CAD uses a single block definition, re
gardless of the number of times the block 
is use<l in the drawing, the final drawing 
requires less disk space. 

Another way of creating a library is to 
uses the SHAPE command. To draw a 
shape, the user must load a disk file con
taining the ~hape definition. The creation 

- "° --
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of shapes is not an easy task since each 
shape is defined in terms of a shapenum
ber, number of bytes and a shapename. 
Special codes define operations such as 
line displacement, vector length and direc
tion. Shapes are useful entities because 
they are quicker to load and use than 
blocks which are saved sections of draw
ings. 

Editing 
Any displayed object may be moved with 
the MOVE command, copied with the 
COPY or MIRROR command and 
changed with the CHANGE command. 
Multiple copies of an object can be 
created with the REPEAT or ARRAY 
command which permits a circular or rec
tangular array to be drawn. This is partic
ularly useful for multiple pads in an IC 
footprint. Objects can be rotated, en
larged or shrunk. An object may be 
divided into equal parts or measured sec
tions. An inserted block can be disassem
bled or EXPLODED (is there violence in 
software???) into component parts. 

An interesting command that is very 
useful for schematics is the STRETCH 
command which moves a selected object 
and preserves connections to other parts 
of the drawing. Unfortunately the connec
tions are not maintained if the object is 
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STRETCHED and ROTATED. This 
would be very useful for finding optimal 
component placement in the design of 
pcbs using a rat's nest presentation. 

Layers 
The use of layers is similar to the use of 
transparent overlays in conventional draw
ing. For example we may allocate several 
layers to a pcb - component side, solder 
side, silkscreen overlay, solder mask, etc 
The layer name; colour, line type and 
whether the layer is active can be specified 
with the type and whether the layer is ac
tive can be specified with the LA YER 
command. 

There is no limit to the number of 
"layers in a drawing. Layers must be turned 
on if editing functions such as MOVE, etc, 
are performed otherwise entities on the 
OFF layers will remain in place. The 
FREEZE and THAW commands are used 
to speed up screen regeneration by only 
redrawing layers where editing or entry is 
being performed. 

Drawing assistance 
The real attraction of CAD packages is 
the ability to produce professional draw
ings with the minimum of fuss. AutoCAD 
provides several commands that speed up 
this process. The SNAP command ensures 
that entities are entered at specified inter- ti. 

The EP232 turns yuur PC or 
CPM tomputer into a versatile 
EPROM PROGRAMMER able to 
program au comtnon EPROMS 
up to 27512. 

• Software provided gives a 
comprehensive set of 
commands 

• Simple interface via RS232 
port 

• TIL PROM programming 
modules available 

• Locally made EP232 costs a 
fraction of imported 
programmers 
CALL FOR DETAILS 
Diamond Systems (03) 714 8269 
P.O. Box 105 Hurstbridge 3099 
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vals. Board pads at 0.1 inch spacing are an 
obvious example. The ORTHO command 
ensures that lines are orthogonal or nor
mal to each other. 

The GRID and AXIS commands draw 
either a grid of dots at a specified spacing 
or a ruler axis on the side of the display. 
Tick mark frequency is requested from the 
user. The ADE-2 option enables the grid 
to be rotated at any angle and snapped to 
a specified drawing object. 

The PER and TAN commands specify 
that lines are entered perpendicular to an
other line segment or tangent to an arc or 
circle. 

Special functions 
Databases and their management play an 
important part in engineering projects. 
One advantage of CAD systems over con
ventional drafting is that extensive infor
mation may be entered on each compo
nent, for example, the cost and supplier. 
Furthermore these component attributes 
can be integrated into a bill of materials, 
job costing or warehouse pick sheet. 

Attributes are defined in autoCAD with 
the ATTDEF command. When a block 
with associated attributes is inserted into a 
drawing, autoCAD prompts for values of 
the variable attributes. After this has been 
entered the program draws the block, dis-

Take advantage of our 

plays any visible attributes and stores the 
values of the invisible attributes. If some 
information is incorrect the ATTEDIT 
command comes to the rescue. The auto
CAD system supplies some simple pro
grams written in BASIC to provide a bill 
of materials from sample drawings so 
users have some good examples to follow. 
The A TTEXT command writes the attri
bute information to a disk file in a form 
suitable for analysis with a package as 
dBASE II. 

AutoCAD special features 
AutoCAD special features are really 
cream on the cake of this already impres
sive package. 

The EXTEND command extends line, 
arc and polylines to meet other objects ex
actly. The OFFSET command simplifies 
construction of parallel or offset lines au
tomatically. Automatic dimensioning fea
tures calculate the dimensions between se
lected points or the selection of an object. 
The HATCH command allows hatching of 
defined areas from a library of appropriate 
standard patterns for mechanical engineer
ing and architecture. 

The SCRIPT command permits the 
entry of a large number of commands 
which set up the drawing or replace 
repetitive key strokes. Slides or predrawn 

FAST INFORMATION SERVICE 
If you would like specific details on any of the 

products featured in this news column simply dash 
off the coupon below and we'll send you complete 
information by return mail. 

It's all part of the service at Technico Electronics. 

URGENT INFORMATION REQUEST 
0 Please send information on: 

Name:·--------------------
Title:----------------------Organisation: _________________ _ 

Address:-------------------~ ________ Pde: ____ Phone: ______ _ 

To: Tecnlco Electronics, 11 Waltham Street, 
Artarmon, N.S.W. 2064. 
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views or a complete drawing can be 
created with MSLIDE and viewed with 
VSLIDE. The DELAY command intro
duces a delay between the showing of suc
cessive slides. 

Design extensions 
It is obvious that menu customization and 
library file creation permit the system to 
be moulded to suit a particular applica
tion. Autodesk has permitted autoCAD 
commands to be used in a LISP language 
format. This means that the user can 
create specific commands with appropriate 
names such as ENTER-PINS which may 
draw an IC pad on the screen and ask for 
a device name and attributes. Expressions 
include arithmetic, trig, geometric, string, 
conditional, special data and display func
tions. 

CADR, CDR, LIST and SETQ permit 
the user to write custom menus in which 
each selection is a short LISP function. 
The manual provides a lucid example of 
command design for an architectural appli
cation where a path filled with tiles is 
created. More examples would be wel
come. 

Most users would only value the LISP 
environment after they have used auto
CAD for a time in order to appreciate the 
commands that are necessary in their area. 



AutoCAD maintains a log file on each 
drawing so it is possible to analyze this 
and discover the types of repetitive com
mand sets that are being used. LISP defi~ 
nitions can then be created to save time. 

Summary 
To extract the maximum performance 
from a complex product such as autoCAD 
requires practice and discipline. The con
sistent design of menus, and the use of 
LISP programs requires a logical analysis 
of how the system should perform. 

Since aut0CAD is the topselling pack
age, a large number of micro-based train
ing aids are available, as well as self-study 
courses and training centres. Many users 
will find that the documentation is rather 
daunting and presented in a too formal 
text-book style. 

The speed of the system has been sig
nificantly improved from past versions but 
the screen regeneration time is long for 
complex schematics (standard IBM-PC). 
This penalty was tolerable 18 months ago 
when no discrete schematic design or pcb 
system was readily available. The software 
market has not stood still. The rapid pan
ning, intelligent menu design and compre
hensive library files of a package such as 
Hiwires sets a blistering standard for 

competition with autoCAD. 
The picture is complicated, however, by 

the existence of third part suppliers for au
toCAD which significantly enhance its ca
pacity. For instance, the autoboard system 
recently announced by the Great Softwest
ern Company, gives autoCAD an auto
routing and auto-layout capability. How
ever, the auto-routing of a simple sche
matic consisting of several 74LSOO and 
74LS08 components took so long I sus
pected a system malfunction. Partly, this is 
a result of limitations in the PC hardware, 
and it is worth remembering that updates 
are happening all the time. 

AutoCAO for schematics and pc 
boards ... yes or no? 
Dedicated packages like Protel and Hiwire 
win hands down over autoCAD. Speed 
ease of use and cost show that specific 
tasks are better handled by a master, 
rather than a jack, of all trades. 

It's true that small schematics are han
dled equally well by both systems. How
ever, the cost of autoCAD means that this 
is not a fair comparison. AutoCAD is 
typically three to four times more expen
sive than a simple PC-based dedicated sys
tem. 

There is one caveat, however. Many 
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areas in electronic engineering require 
more than just a schematic drawer for 
their CAD system. Here autoCAD comes 
into its own. The extensive command set 
and its other functions make it a breeze to 
draw mechanical diagrams, flow charts or 
timing diagrams. 

Another point running in autoCAD's fa
vour is its extensive customizing capacity. 
This is a valuable and unfortunately rare 
feature. The question to ask at this stage is 
whether a cheaper alternative to autoCAD 
is just as useful. We hope to review other 
systems in the future to provide some an
swers. • 
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A CALCULATING 
PERFORMER 

A look at Tl's all singing, all dancing new calculator for the 
person who forgets formulae. 

I
n this day and age, when pocket comput
ers are as common as mud, it seems odd 
to build, never mind buy, a large calcula-

tor without BASIC in it. Yet that's just 
what TI has done, and there are some very 
powerful reasons why it's done so. 

Just consider the specifications for the 
new TI-95. It has a 7.2K user memory which 
can be divided up into program steps, data 
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registers and file storage space. When you 
switch it on, you have 5.2K of file space, 
1000 program steps and 125 data registers. 
You can elect to have up to 4000 program 
steps, and 400 registers by eliminating the 
on-board file space. Alternatively, you can 
swap between steps and registers at the rate 
of eight lines per data register. 

The file space is used to store programs, 

and acts just like a RAM disk. You can 
store as many programs as you like on it, 
calling and running them directly from the 
memory. Alternatively, the TI-95 comes 
with add-on memory modules, so it's quite 
practical to store programs there, not in the 
user memory. 

If you need to manipulate numbers, this 
gives unparalleled flexibility. There is prob-



ably sufficient space to store every fonnula 
encountered in a typical year of undergrad
uate study. The alphanumeric functions en
sure that programs can be made user friend
ly, by using meaningful labels to prompt 
keyboard entries. · 

One of the most powerful aspects of this 
is the soft keys, the five function keys di
rectly under the display. Separate display 
windows directly above the keys can be la
belled to read any three letter combina
tions. Pressing a key transfers program 
operation to a new branch in the program. 
This can be as simple as yes/no type alterna
tives, or something a lot more complex. 

For instance, I wrote myself a demo pro
gram that would solve Ohm's law. You call 
a program from the. file space called OHM 
(names and labels are only three digits or 
less). Three soft keys appear labelled E, I 
and R. Select E and a prompt 'enter volt
age' appears; select R and 'enter resistance' 
appears. When you've filled any two of the 
variables a solution to the third appears in 
the screen as 1 -03 amps; ie, 1 milliamp. 

The soft keys are also used, as you might 
guess, to extend the number of keys avail
able on the front panel. For instance, the 
NUM key, causes two different menus to 
appear in the windows each with four 
choices of number functions like random 
number generators, integer or fraction se
lection and so on. It keeps the front panel 
down to manageable size, while making a 
quite extraordinary number of possibilities 
available to the user. 

The programming language itself is quite 
straightforward. The algebraic operating 
system (AOS) allows the entry of an expres
sion pretty much as it appears on a sheet of 
paper.· It works by assigning priorities to 
each operation (brackets before multiplica
tion before addition, for instance), and 
providing you are careful is pretty nearly 
foolproof. 

There is the full range of functions you 
would expect on a scientific calculator -
trig functions, factorials, logs and so on. It 
also has some neat little programs built in 
for solving quadratic and cubic equations, 
lowest common multiples and divisors and 
primes. There is also a full battery of statis
tic functions, means, deviations and inter
estingly, a linear regression program as 
well. 

For conditional branching within the pro
gram there are nine different tests, plus 16 
user flags which can be set and reset condi
tionally. It uses two ways of defining a 
jump, either by a line address, or using 
labels. A handy feature is that the labels are 
all defined with two letters rather than num
bers, which makes for more meaningful 

labelling when programming. The first 26 
memories can also be denoted by a letter 
rather than a number, so memory A is also 
memory 000. To make the branching even 
more powerful, the TI-95 also uses indirect 
addressing, by which the address can be 
made to depend on the contents of a memo
ry. 

Another fonn of conditional branching is 
done via subroutines. Like labels, these can 
be defined in tenns of line number of label 
and directly addressed. As usual, subrou
tines must be terminated with a RTN (re
turn) statement. 

To store the fruits of your labours, there 
are load and save file instructions, plus a di
rectory and delete file command. These can 

There is the full range of 
functions you would expect 
on a scientific calculator -

trig functions, factorials, logs 
and so on. It also has some 
neat little programs built in 

for solving quadratic and 
cubic equations, lowest 
common multiples and 

divisors and primes. 

be aimed at either the internal memory or 
an optional cartridge. When the cartridge is 
in use it's possible to assign names to each 
one so that you don't get lost. There are 
also corresponding commands for the tape 
1/0. 

Once you really get going on the TI-95, 
it's possible to get right into the heart of the 
processor. On switch on, system registers 
are all protected so the user can't get to 
them. Removing protection allows you ac
cess to the system flags (from 16 to 99), and 
the data and system registers. It's then also 
possible to store or recall a single byte in 
any part of user memory, any system regis
ter or cartridge. It's also possible to call as
sembly language subroutines. There are a 
number of these listed in the manual. 

I didn't get myself into the situation, but 
according to the manual it is possible, in ex-

tremes, to disable the keyboard or the dis
play by fiddling with the system like this, in 
which case one needs recourse to the reset 
button which is thoughtfully recessed into 
the left of the front panel. 

One of the main justifications for doing 
all this is to make full use of the powerful 
110 features on the TI-95. There is a 10-pin 
connector on the back of the unit that can 
be controlled by the unit. TI has a printer 
that works off this port, the PC324, but 
presumably you can control many other de
vices if you are sufficiently clever. 

Not unnaturally, there are a few things 
wrong with the way the TI-95 works. For 
the most part they're trivial little things that 
ought to have been attended to in a device 
of this sophistication. For instance in order 
to delete a line, it's necessary to step to the 
left, then go to second function mode, then 
delete; three key strokes. There were calcu
lators around 10 years ago that ':!sed one 
key stroke to do the same thing. 

Much the same thing applies to inserting 
new lines in the program. Before you start 
work you are required to stroke the second 
function, then the insert button. It's surely 
not necessary. To add to the problem, many 
of the functions on the board will toggle the 
insert mode so that you can be inserting 
data and all of a sudden find yourself over
writing your program. 

No doubt you get used to these things if 
you.do enough programming, but they seem 
unnecessary. 

Another thing I found annoying is that 
labels, file names and registers are sensitive 
to upper case or lower case alphanumerics. 
So 'a' is not the same as 'A'. This is silly, but 
even worse is that the procedure for chang
ing the calculator from one mode to the 
other is laborious in the extreme. 

These annoyances aside, the TI-95 is a 
joy to use. In the non-programming mode it 
seems almost viceless. It's aesthetically 
pleasing, with a nice heavy feel to it, suffi
ciently robust, in fact, to stand up to being 
thrown in the bottom of a sackful of books. 

Finally, the thing that makes it all hap
pen: the manual. I'm delighted to repQrt, 
it's a beauty. It's thoughtfully laid out in two 
volumes, each divided into logical chapters, 
and it's simply and clearly written. The 
front piece credits 10 people with its devel
opment, which says something about Tl's 
commitment to good marketing. • 

RETAIL PRICES 
Tl·95 
maths cartrid9e 
BK RAM 
stats cartridge 
PC324 printer 
canette interface cables 

$299 
$55 
S.19 
$55 

$249.95 
S40 
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A FINE BALANCE 
OF BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS 
Despite the advertizing hype, it is a finely balanced act 
choosing between bookshelf speakers. To prove the point 
rather than make your choice easier, we have reviewed four 
sets of bookshelf speakers that range notably in price but 
rather more indeterminately in performance. 

Louis Challis 

L
oudspeakers are unquestionably the 
most important component in your 
hi-fi system. There have been many 

thousands of different bookshelf speaker 
systems developed over the last 20 years, 
a few of which could be described as 
'good' and an even smaller number of 
which could be described as 'outstanding'. 
The problem is that despite their appeal
ing look and plenty of advertizing hype, 
bookshelf speakers are generally a retro
grade step when you seek optimum per
formance. 

Nevertheless, we decided to select four 
of the most notable bookshelf speakers 
currently marketed in Australia in order 
to undertake a comprehensive comparison 
review. The decision was prompted by a 
number of readers' requests, and by the 
fact that our houses and apartments are 
becoming decidedly smaller, and the cost 
of good speakers is rising at an alarming 
rate. Even though the costs of CD players 
and some amplifiers is dropping, the most 
critical elements, the speakers, are becom
ing more expensive and more difficult to 
place. 

The four speakers selected were, the 
Bose 301 Series II, the B&W Matrix I, the 
Dali 3A and the JBL L20T. The real simi
larity these ~peakers have is their size and 
even then, there are obvious differences. 
One difference is in price. At one end of 
the spectrum you have the Dali 3As at 
$668 whilst at the other you have the 
B&W Matrix 1 selling at $1695 RRP. In 
the middle you have the Bose 301 Series 
Ils at RRP of $800 a pair and the JBL 
L20Ts at $858. 

The Bose Corporation is located in Mas
sachusetts in the US, the B&W Company 
in England, the Dali Company (which 
stands for Danish American Loudspeaker 
Industries) in Denmark and the JBL Com
pany in California, US. The underlying 
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design philosphies, and obviously their 
acoustical characteristics, are to a large 
measure directly related to their country 
of origin. See accompanying boxes for a 
rundown on the designs of these speakers. 
Objective testing 
When it comes to testing speakers as neat 
and as small as these four the task turns 
out to be far less complex and messy then 
it is with larger speakers. In this case the 
almost 'shoe box' sized dimensions and 
modest weights impose no practical con
straints and induce no hernias when carry
ing them into or out of our anechoic 
room. 
Frequency response 
The first real problem came with the 
evaluation of the Bose 301 Series Ils, 
which were never intended to be evalu
ated in our normal way, under free-field 
conditions. For this reason the measured 
frequency response of the Bose looks far 
more lumpy than any of the other three 
speakers, irrespective of which of the 10 
or so angles we attempted to measure the 
frequency response at. But even allowing 
for the reflective characteristics of the in
tended place of usage, I would be hard 
pressed to convince myself that under op
timum conditions (as recommended in the 
handbook) the perceived frequency re
sponse would ever be flat. Nevertheless, 
the frequency response measured directly 
on the axis of the woofer, indicates that 
this unit has been well selected and is 
properly ported by the enclosure. 

The method of mounting the tweeters, 
without the benefit of flush mounting pro
vides a frequency response that can only 
be described as disconcerting. With the 
Bose 30ls, we were hard pressed to define 
the term '30° off axis' and it behoves us to 
examine the polar plots a little later on. 

By contrast the on-axis frequency re
sponse of the B&W Matrix Is is quite 

B&W Matrix I 

smooth at both 2 m and 1 m on axis, with 
a modest rise discernible between 200 and 
600 Hz, and an almost flat response be
tween 600 Hz and 11 kHz. Rather surpris
ingly the tweeter then suffers a 6 dB drop 
between 11 kHz and 20 kHz, which al
though measurable, would be in no way 
audibly disturbing. The measured response 
30° off axis of the B&Ws exhibits no sub
stantial droop, apart from a slightly higher 
attenuation at 20 kHz, which is then down 
by 12 dB instead of only 6 dB. 

The Dali 3As exhibit a relatively smooth 
frequency response on axis, with the 
tweeter response extending out extremely 
smoothly in the 10-20 kHz region. At 30° 
off axis the response is still commendable 
with only a modest 8 dB droop at 20 kHz. 

The JBL 20Ts provide a particularly 
good response for such a small low fre
quency driver, with only one significant 
droop at 1.3 kHz and a high frequency re
sponse that is exceptionally good all the 
way to 20 kHz and beyond. At 30° off axis 
the response is only 7 dB down and the 
rest of the response does not significantly 
change. 

Input impedance 
When it comes to input impedances each 
speaker has a characteristic which is truly 
all its own. The Bose 301s exhibit a mini
mum impedance of 9 ohms, a maximum 
impedance of 31 ohms and a series of rises 
and falls which would make any roller 
coaster proud. The actual impedances are 
not dangerous or disturbing so much as 
relatively non-uniform at the lower end of 



the spectrum, in the region where you are 
l.ikely to try to extract significant output 
powers. 

The B&W Matrix Is, on the other hand, 
exhibit an impedance curve which is a 
credit to the system's designers. These are 
the first speakers that I have seen since 
the KEF 105s which have an iteratively 
optimized impedance characteristic. A 
curve as flat as this would not disturb any 
amplifier (even a bad one), and would 
allow the speakers to be paralleled with 
other comparable speakers. 

The Dali 3As by contrast, have a mini
mum impedance of 6 ohms, a peak imped
ance of 42 ohms around the crossover fre
quency and a general impedance charac
teristic, which although not disturbing, 
does not look good when compared with 
the other speakers. 

The JBL L20Ts have a minimum imped
ance of 5.5 ohms, a peak impedance of 35 
ohms and because of the ducted port ex
hibit a general similarity to the Bose 301 
Series Ils. This impedance curve would 
allow you to extract healthy powers from 
your amplifier, but it is not really opti
mized for paralleling with other speakers. 

Phase response 
The phase responses of the speakers were 
interesting. In the case of the Bose Series 
II it was not particularly easy to measure 
and caused us a few headaches. In the 
case of B&W Matrix Is, the curve proves 
to be remarkably smooth over the critical 
high frequency region. 

For the Dali 3As the curve is also re
markably smooth over that critical high 
frequency region. The JBL's too was rea
sonably smooth, even though the phase 
relativity varies by approximately 240° 
over the critical high frequency region. 

Dali3A 

JSL L20T 

Polar plots 
The polar plots clearly highlight significant 
design differences between each of the 
speaker systems. Whilst the Bose 301s ex
hibit a reasonably smooth polar plot at 1 
kHz, with increasing frequency the non
uniformity of output reveals why we ex
perienced so many problems in trying to 

JBL L20T 
The JBL Company Is renowned for Its 
high powered and professional speak· 
era. Most people who are famlliar with 
JBL products have -n them used In 
either rock concerts, professional 
recording studios or In acoustical lab· 
oratories. JBL has also been an lnno· 
vator, particularly In the -a of high 
efficiency, controlled directivity, 
power handling capacity and speaker 
rellablllty. 

Now the professional speaker mar· 
ket does not necessarily k-p a 
speaker manufacturer alive, and con· 
sequently over the last 30 years JBL 
has developed and marketed some 
truly exciting consumer oriented loud· 
speaker systems. 

The L20T Is one of the smallest loud· 
speaker systems that JBL has pro· 
duced. The first and fundamental prin· 
ciple of JBL speakers has b- their 
reliability and the L20T incorporates a 
155 mm diameter driver with an at· 
tractlvely made and extremely solidly 
constructed dlecast speaker basket. 
None of the other three speaker manu· 
facturers begin to approach this in 
terms of stiffness. 

This driver utillzes a very large fer
rite magnet assembly, together with a 
polypropylene speaker diaphragm with 
a very flexible rolled edge surround. 
This driver and the associated tweeter 
are Installed in an 18 mm thick (real) 
timber ven-recl enclosure, which is 
conventionally and solidly construct· 
ed. The speaker crossover network Is 
also well manufactured with quality air 
coiled Inductors and, It should be 
noted, with 'over rated' capacitors and 
high power resistors. JBL's experience 
In the professional field clearly shows 
through here. 

determine an appropriate off-axis angle at 
which to measure the frequency respqnse. 
The 10 kHz frequency response between 
30° and 500 to the front and between -210° 
to -2700 to the rear can be clearly seen to 
be the preferred angles of directivity. 

The B&Ws exhibit remarkably smooth 
responses at all of the measurement fre
quencies, including 10 kHz, and although 
the tweeter starts to run out of steam at 
15 kHz, it is quite clear that over the 
range 70 Hz to 15 kHz these speakers pro
vide a smooth non-directional perform
ance over the forward projection arc. 

The Dali 3As also exhibit a generally 
smooth polar plot performance, although 
not quite as smooth as that of the B& W 
Matrix Is. Even so, as the cheapest speak
ers of the four tested, they most certainly 
shine in this area. 

The JBLs also provide a good polar per
formance and, although the directivity at• 

The tweeter features a 25 mm 
diameter titanium diaphragm which 
the designers have taken special care 
to protect from those 'cotton pickln' 
fingers' by m-ns of a heavy wire 
mesh grille. Tw-ter diaphragms as 
light as this are extremely vulnerable 
and so easily destroyed that they war· 
rant that extra bit of protection. The 
Model 035TI tw-ter Is one of the 
neatest and most cost effective tw-t· 
era that JBL currently manufactures 
and the same excellent tweeter is 
used In all four models of the L series 
consumer speaker systems. 

JBL has designed the L20T system 
to handle 100 watts continuous power 
and more significantly peak (transient) 
Inputs of up to 400 watts when fed 
with program material conforming to 
the IEC shaped sound signal (TC29B 
Secretariat 138-September 1978). 

The cabinet which Incorporates a 
venting port on Its front panel is well 
made. A small amount of low density 
fibreglass material is stapled to the In· 
side faces and I suspect that the en· 
closure would benefit from the addl· 
tlon of a little -· This would likely 
change (and marginally improve in the 
region 200 to 500 Hz) the mld·band 
presence of the system. 

The speaker grille Is neatly made 
from open weave black cloth which 
has been carefully thermally bonded to 
a neat plastic frame. 

The speaker terminals at the rear of 
the cabinet (which is also ve-recl In 
real timber) incorporates a large and 
sensible pair of universal terminals to 
which access Is simplified through the 
same simple expedient that Dali has 
also utilized, of angling the terminals 
within the moulding. 
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BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS 

BOSE 301 A SERIES II 
Aram Bose's philosophy for loud
speaker design runs counter to the 
general rule. He belleves that you 
need to dellberately provide a supple· 
mentary set of mid-frequency and high 
frequency primary reflections from the 
sidewalls of your listening room In 
order to repllcate the characteristics 
of the original llstenlng environment. 
To attain that aim, his various loud· 
speaker enclosure designs have Incor
porated multiple rearward and/or sld•· 
ward pointing speakers. In some of his 
designs these are supplemented by ac
tive equalizers to compensate for the 
non-llnear frequency response of the 
resulting systems. 

The 301 Serles speakers lncorpo· 
rates a pair of tweeters on the outer 
truncated comer of the cabinet. These 
point backwards at 45°, and forwards 
and sllghtly upwards, so as to create 
the spatial breadth and reflective 
characteristics of a live orchestra per
forming on a stage that is wider than 
your living room. 

The 301 Serles II enclosures are 
relatively llght at 7 .1 kgs. Each enclo· 
sure Incorporates a 200 mm diameter 
driver with a polyurethane foam sur· 
round and a 54 mm diameter ducted 

port, which is positioned relatively 
close to the outer comer of the enclo· 
sure. The cabinet Is manufactured 
from plastic veneered particle-board, 
14 mm thick, and the two tweeters, 
which are mounted on the truncated 
corners with plastic brackets, have 
diameters of 75 mm. These speakers 
look a 'little lost' and ungainly and are 
covered by a n-t open woven cloth 
covered plastic frame. The cloth has a 
different and contrasting llght fawn co
lour. 

The rear of the cabinet Incorporates 
a slmple speaker termination panel 
with a pair of red and black spring 
1-d•d sockets for terminating the 
bared ends of your speaker leads. 

Inside the cabinet, the crossover 
network has been designed to provide 
two different transition frequencies for 
the respective tweeters. The lower 
and frontward pointing tweeter has a 
crossover operating at 2.5 Hz, whilst 
the upper and rearward pointing 
tweeter has a crossover frequency of 
1.5 HL The designers have recom
mended minimum power ampllfler rat
ings of 10 watts and 75 watts maxi· 
mum (rm•} per system. 

Tone Burst response for 90 dB steady state SPL at 1 m on axis, 1 kHz (2 ms/div). Upper trace Is 
electrlcal Input; lower trace Is loudspeaker output. ' 

JBL L20T 

Dali 3A Bose 301 Series II 
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10 kHz is somewhat sharper with a slightl) 
narrower bandwidth than the competjng 
units, their performance is still good. 

Sensitivity 
Distortion is a very important factor and 
particularly when the electro-acoustic con
version efficiency is simultaneously consid
ered. 

The Bose 301s have comparable sensi
tivity to the other three speakers. At low 
and medium frequencies their distortion 
characteristics are also comparable, how
ever, at 6.3 kHz the measured distortion 
was higher than I would have expected 
and this characteristic can be expected to 
extend to even higher frequencies. 

The Matrix Is have the lowest sensitivity 
of the four but with modest distortion at 
100 Hz, (higher than I would expect in a 
system costing $1695). The distortion fig
ures at both mid-frequency and high-fre
quency are, however, very low. 

The Dali 3As have the highest sensi
tivity of the four systems (even if only 
marginally so). They exhibit relatively low 
distortion at low frequencies, moderate 
distortion at mid-frequencies and modest 
distortion at high frequencies. 

The JBL L20Ts have intermediate sensi
tivity, with high distortion at low frequen
cies, which I guess is only to be expected 
when you use a 155 mm diameter woofer. 
Thereafter they have low distortion at 
mid-frequencies and low distortion at high 
frequencies. 

Tone burst response, decay response 
The tone burst evaluation of each of the 
speakers tends to replicate some of the 
most significant characteristics of the dis
tortion measurements, as well as those of 
the decay response spectra, which I will 
examine in detail below. In simple terms 
the Bose tone burst performance results 
are far from exciting, the results of the 
B&W Matrix and the Dali 3A's are good, 
whilst those of the JBL L20Ts are very 
good. 

The decay response spectra of the Bose 
speakers clearly show both that the cabi
net resonances are significant and the 
multi-directional propagation patterns in
teract, to produce what is a visually dis
turbing pattern. By contrast the B&Ws re
veal a remarkably smooth decay response 
spectra, which is almost the equal of any I 
have yet seen. They have minimal signs of 
either speaker enclosure resonance or 
signs of speaker basket or transducer reso
nance. 

Even the Dali 3As perform reasonably 
well in this respect, although speaker en
closure resonances are visible, as are some 
of the minor resonances from the speaker 
basket. A notch at 8 kHz appears to be a 
diaphragm anti-resonance in the tweeter,.,,. 



Now is the time to update your Hi-Fi system with one of 
ORTOFON's superb OM/OMP cartridges. 
By doing so, you will also have a chance to go to Denmark 
a~d visit the ORTOFQN manufacturing plant. 
WHY THE ORTOFON 
OM/OMP SERIES 
CARTRIDGES? 
If we were to take away their high 
output, adjustable mass, diamond 
quality, superior sound and stylus 
interchangeability, these cartridges would be no 
different from all 'the others'. 
But with all these features and their sonic excellence, these 
cartridges have become the most successful range of cartridges 
ever produced by ORTOFON. In terms of value for money 
the OM-range is now recognised throughout the world as 
"the one to bu( · 

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY! 
GRAMOPHONE:" . .. the OM-20 showed a more solid bass 
and midrange and freedom from edginess: " ... The OM-30 had 
a more subtle sound quality with greater clarity and definition, 
a more positive stereo image'. 
HIGH FIDELITY: 'The OM-40 is the best magnetic cartridge that 
this O;mish manufacturer has ever produced ... " 
HI-Fl CHOICE: 'ORTO FON OM-10 ... BEST BUY!!" 
The nomenclature 'OM" stands for Optimum Match. By removing 
the in-built 2.5 gram weight-plate, the OM cartridges can be 
perfectly matched to any medium or low mass tone arm. The 
technically identical OMP models are designed for use in P-mount 
tonearms. 
All OM styli are interchangeable. If your budget does not allow the 
top model initially, start with the OM-10 and update the stylus later. 

Buy any ORTO FON OM/OMP 10, 20, 30 or 40 cartridge 
between 1st March and 30th June 1987 and you could win 
one of the following prizes: 

1st PRIZE: 
7 days holiday in Denmark. Flying with $A$ The 
Businessman's Airline, to Copenhagen and return, including 
6 nights first-class hotel accommodation and all transfers. 
This exciting trip includes a visit to the Ortofon manufacturing 
plant, plus an opportunity to visit the Danish Royal Theatre, famous 
Tivoli Gardens and one of the many famous Danish 1azz clubs. 

.IAS 
THE BUSINESSMAN'S AIRLINE 

2nd PRIZE: 
Ortofon MC30 Super 
Moving Coil Cartridge. 
Valued at $800. 

3rd PRIZE: 
Ortofon MC20 Super 
Moving Coil Cartridge. 
Valued at $600. 

Full details and conditions 
of entry from your nearest ORTOFON specialist. 

ortofon 
accuracy in sound 

For more technical information and reprints of reviews on ORTOFON's full range of products, contact Sole Australian Distributor: 

SCAN AUDIO Pty. Ltd., 52 Crown Street, Richmond, Victoria 3121. Phone (03) 429 2199 
ADVERTISING INFO No. 25 

SA4305 



BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS 

which is neither audible nor disturbing. 
Even though the JBL L20Ts are modest 

in size and in price, their decay response 
spectra are particularly good, although 
once again the low level resonances from 
the speaker enclosure make their presence 
felt. The speaker cabinet and transducer 
frames are not as well damped as I would 
like. The results manifest themselves as 
low levels of additive radiation right across 
the spectrum from 1 kHz to 20 kHz. · 

To check on the merits of the B&W 
Matrix I cabinet design I ran out a com
parison curve of sidewall vibration. This 
was generated by a swept sinewave signal 
fed to the terminals of two loudspeaker 
enclosures. The electrical signal produced 
a nominal output of 90 dB of mid-band 
signal at 1 m for both the B&W Matrix Is 
and another similarly sized speaker enclo
sure with almost identical efficiency. 

The measured acceleration level on the 
side panels of the two speakers clearly 
showed how efficiently the B&W structure 
attenuates the sidewall resonance to the 
point where secondary radiation from the 
cabinet surfaces no longer appears to be a 
significant problem. Similar test measure
ments on the other speakers did not re
sult in such low levels. It is patently clear 
from both the measurements and from my 
subsequent subjective evaluation, that 

Bruel & K1a!• 
Challis 

some of the subjective differences between 
these speakers is the result of cabinet 
resonances. 

Subjective testing 
The subjective evaluation of the four 
speakers was a time consuming labour of 
love because each of these speakers is 
without question a well designed piece of 

equipment with more attributes than 1 
abilities. 

Because of the special rear wall mount 
ing requirements of the Bose 301s, I wa 
forced to modify the characteristics of m: 
normal live end dead end (LEDE) listen 
ing room to provide the special reflectiV'4 
characteristics required. 

The music I chose for my evaluatiom 
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LOUDSPEAKER 

MEASURED AT 5CM 
FRO"! WOOFER ANO 
TWEETERS 

DATE: 18-1-87 

HlPUT 
IMPEDANCE OF 
BOSE 301 36 
SERIES II 
LOUOSPE/\.KEP 

DATE: 18-1-87 
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AutaCAB® is PCB 

The Auto-Board System and SA7r'AM are complete . 
electronics/PCB CAD packages which fully integrate with AutoCAD® , 
the leading Computer-Aided Design solution. Whether you are a small or large comparry, 
AutoCAD® and SA7r'AM or Auto-Board System can increase your productivity and enhance your creativity. 

:::J:: 
~ 



eycomewit 
a onger warran 
t ana o s oyce. 

Interestingly enough, the warranty 
on a new Rolls Royce is only 3 years. 

The warranty on our 6 new compact 
disc players is 5 years. And we don't have 
to worry about the ticking of the clock. 

In fact, the only sound you'll ever 
hear from our new· generation 
C.D.'s is the faithful, pin-sharp accuracy 
of the music. 

If you're wondering why 
we compare ourselves to the technical 
excellence of the world's leading 
car, the answer is simple. 

We couldn't find a competitive C.D. 
player that could do the job. 

ADVERTISING INFO No. 27 
Saatchi YAM 010 



JOOKSHELF SPEAKERS 

Bose Serles II 

was primarily CD-based, although I did 
resort to some of my tried and true 
spoken voice records for the critical 'voice 
realism' test. Using Robin Archer's A Star 
is Torn, I quickly discerned the ranking on 
human voice reproduction as being (i) 
B&W (ii) JBL (iii) Dali and (iv) Bose. 

The subjective differences were not as 
marked as I would have expected and 
even the Bose 301As performed admirably 

--------------------------- --

I_. _ _. ._-:..-____.__.-_._._.__.__. _ _.__.~'a=-=c..I.I:L-~ Challis 
and Associates Ply Ltd 

Bnlel&K)"' 

II '"rr ---------=~-====:=_~_ --~-_:==-_g __ g ___ ~--~-~~--~~-~--
PHASE RESPONSE OF ~
DALI 3 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

MEASURED AT 2M 

-- - -- -- -- - - -- - - -- -- ----- ----------

ON TWEETER AXIS180Fl-----'\-------------_ -_-_-_-__ -_-_-_--__ _ 

DATE o 18-1-87 

with -one notable difference. A speaker 
which is designed to disperse the sound as 
the 301As cannot achieve a realistic locali
zation of source. With my eyes closed 
Robin Archer seemed to spread out, with
out the precise imaging that the other 
three speakers provided so effectively. 

The second series of tests utilized tracks 
from a Delos Sampler entitled Sound
scapes Volume Two (DICD 3501) from 

-
-- -- --·-- -- - -

-----
- -

- -- - - -

10 20kHz 
CFll02 

which I used Wagner's "Das Rheingold" 
with the anvil clashes of the "Entry of the 
Gods into Valhalla" to assess the transient 
performance of each speaker. I used the 
A-B replay facility on the CD player. 

Each of the four speakers provided ex
cellent transient performance with peak 
signal levels as high as 110 dB, although at 
that level the Dali 3s and the Bose 301s 
were exhibiting a trifle more distortion 
than either the B&W Matrix Is or the JBL 
L20Ts. 

Track 5 from the same disc is Beetho
ven's "Symphony No 8" and the Bose 
301s provided a dramatic confirmation of 
their ability to replicate the physical 
breadth of an orchestra. I guess this com
pensates for their inability to localize an 
individual singer. On orchestral works of 
this type the Bose 301s really do have 
something to offer, and if large orchestra 
music is your scene then they really are 
worth an audition. 

The next disc I used was a new Pickwick 
International from Virgin Records entitled 
Impressions of Brass (PCD 836) which, 
with plenty of brass, provided a discrimi
nating set of data to evaluate the four sets 
of speakers with. 

With grouped instruments playing to
gether, the most significant difference be
tween the speakers was that provided by 
the Bose 301s with a greater breadth of 
sound disperson and 'richer' sound than 
the other three. In this respect the Dali 
3As and JBL L20Ts took on a slightly 
more stident tone, whilst the B&W Matrix 
Is exuded a feeling of slightly softer and 
almost muted characteristic (even allowing 
for the slightly lower output which I ad
justed during their tests). 

With a new Denon disc Buddy Rich 
Tuff Dude (33C38-7972) the equation took 
on a slightly different picture. Individual 
instruments were clearly and precisely au
dible, as were traces of colouration which 
the individual speakers produced. In this 
particular segment of the evaluation the Iii> 
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BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS 

B& W Matrix Is and Dali 3As provided a 
marginally superior performance to the 
JBL L20Ts. All three of these again 
sounded slightly more realistic and mar
ginally less coloured than the Bose 301As. 

The Romance of the Flute & Harp (PCD 
835) which provided magnificent percus
sive source material from a harp con
firmed the attributes of the B& W Matrix 
Is and elicited a superb performance from 
the Dali 3As and the JBL L20Ts. 

Polar response plots. 

The last disc that I used was from Huey 
Lewis and the News (CCD 1534) "The 
Power of Love". With this track played at 
average power levels of 80 watts input and 
peak levels well in excess of 250 watts, my 
family and all the neighbours were treated 
to a rare demonstration of how well small 
speaker enclosures can handle soft rock 
music without losing drivers, voice coils or 
even cross over components. 

On this particular track all of the speak-

TABULATED MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

Model Bose 301A B&W Dali 3A JBL L20T 
Series II Matrix l 

Dimensions 
Height mm 269 410 440 378 
Width mm 434 230 280 241 
Depth mm 236 322 250 240 
Weight kg 7.1 10 kg 7.7 7.7 
No of Drivers 3 2 2 2 
Woofer diam mm 200 150 200 155 
Tweeter diam mm 7.5 25mm 2.5mm 2.5mm 
Cabinet thickness 14 18mm 25mm 20? 

Frequency response Hz 90-l 5k 55-20k 65-20k 80-20k 
!. 6d.B on axis 

Sensitivity dB 88 85 89 89 
per watt @ Im 

Input impedance 
Minimum ohms 9 4.5 6 5.5 
Maximum ohms 31 7 42 35 

Protection circuit No Yes No No 

Distortion % for 96dB 
@ lOOHz@ Im 4.42 5.14 2.74 7.1 
@ lkHz@ Im 1.15 0.88 2.1 0.47 
@ 6.3kHz@ Im 10% 0.31 0.79 0.43 

Decay response 
Spectra performance 

Tone burst performance 

Power handling 120W 120W 80\V lOOW 
capacity watts 400Wpk 

R.R.P.$ 800 1695 668 85811 
Finish 82011 

Polar **** 

, Genuine Walnut Wood Veneer 
*** Good .... Very Good 

Excellent 
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ers performed particularly well and al 
though none of the speakers produce1 
worthwhile output below 60 Hz, all pro 
vided music with which almost any rod 
music afficionado would be satisfied. 

Unfortunately, ranking the speakers in· 
volves two conflicting requirements, name· 
ly, an allocation according to sheer per 
formance and a second allocation in term! 
of cost benefit. 

So the two rankings are as follows: 
Performance ranking 
1. B& W Matrix Is 
2. Dali 3As 
3. JBL L20Ts 
4. Bose 301 Series Us 
Cost benefit ranking 
1. Dali 3As 
2. JBL L20Ts 
3. B&W Matrix Is 
4. Bose 301 Series Us 

Despite my rankings, the performance 
of the JBL L20Ts is still attractive because 
of their unusually small dimensions. This 
would put them at the top of the cost 
benefit ranking if you are really tight for 
space on your bookshelves. If you have a 
room without bookshelves then the Bose 
301 Series Us are still worthy of your as
sessment and consideration. • 





DREGS 

To rain or not to rain ... that is the 
question. 
Long time readers of this oolumn will 
remember the Electronic Scarecrow, an 
absolutely amazing beast with which a 
large collection of thoroughly truthful gen
tlemen threatened to rid fruit bats once 
and for all of any desire to eat your local 
friendly farmer's produce. 

Now comes news, also out of the deep 
north, of yet another gentleman with an 
electronic gadget that is all set to change 
your life forever (as they say on the back 
of book covers). A certain Mr Toyer of 
aarence River on the North Coast of 
New South Wales will, for a fee, use elec
tromagnetic . energy to create a vortex 
which punches a hole in the stratosphere. 
This will cause rain to fall, which is a 
Good Thing. On the other hand, if too 
mud\ rain falls this is a Sad Thing, so Mr 
Toyer's machine ean .be put into reverse, 
and stop rain from. falling. 

In fact, with . the Toyer machine, we 
could wind up . deciding just when and 
where we wanted every .drop of rain to 
falt 

Ian Causley MP, (Lib, North Coast), 
who .is not entering for the prize of most 
gullible twit in the ho.use, brought Mr 
Toyer and his amazj,ng machine to the no· 
tice of the Parlian'lent. The deal is that the 
NSW · Govemment .. should pay Mr Toyer 
$500 for every inch of rain that falls. If 
they do, Mr Toyer promises that he "will 
open the skies on the North Coast". The 
opposition is not conllnitted to buying the 
device, but he did ask fellow parlianlentar
ians to notice that it rained in November. 

A twist to the story is that Mr Toyer is 
apparently being persecuted by the 
CSIRO. The CSIRO has given up its rain· 
making experiments; which depended on 
cloud seeding, and Mr Toyer says they're 
jealous of his success. We at ETI .think 
this is very unfair. 

Speech problems 
The Australian vernacular is SQroething 
dear to all our beam, so it's nice to know 
that it still confuses the bell e>ut of foreign
ers. Its intricacies are perhaps one <>f the 
few things we can call our own. 

This was brought into focus recently by 
a small news gem that filtered across the 
ETI news desk. (Actually the ETI news 
desk is the same desk used by the secre
tary to type on, the engineers to eat on, 
and everybody else to put their feet up 
on. But the lack of editorial amenities 
around here is entirely another story.) The 
news gem we heard from a mate in the 
trade concerned technicians of a large for
eign company who were saved from a fate 
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Wang cares but emus don't 

worse than death recently when it was ru
moured that corporate headquarters in the 
US decided that the company slogan was 
going to be "Wang Cares". The plan was 
that customer engineers would wear this 
gem of the copywriter's art blazoned 
across their chest, thus fostering a warm . 
feeling towards the offending company. 

The idea was dropped like a hot potato 
when Australian executives were forced to 
explain the consequences of the Antipo-

dean propensity for running words togeth
er. This is a problem in speech recogni· 
tion, of course, and explains why no sig· 
nificant Australian contribution has y~ 
been made to this science. It's also a prob 
lem of meaning. It needed to be explaine( 
that a word ending in 'g' running into an· 
other one beginning in 'c' ends up sound· 
ing like a letter 'k'. It may mean "Wang 
Cares" but it certainly doesn't sound like 
it. 



Crusader and Beyschlag 
Always Ahead 

Mlnl-Melf SMD Resistors 
Cylindrical Melf resistors have largely identical characteristics as conventional rectangular resistors however 
the Mini-Melf allows more flexibility in the design of the conductor pattern. Mini-Melf resistors solder easi· 
ly on both the flat front end and on the cylindrical circumference of the caps. This means they can also 
be soldered on printed conductors which run across the resistor axis. 

_1.4 ___ 

Dimensions 
of Mini-Melf to 
rectangular chip 

f l 
<O 
.; 
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CRUSADER ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS PTY. LTD. 
81 PRINCES HWY, ST. PETERS NSW 2044 
Phone 519 5030 516 3855 (3 Lines) 519 6685 Telex 123993. Telefax 517 1189. 
SYDNEY: GEORGE BROWN & COPTY. LTD. Phone 519 5855; GEOFF WOOD ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. Phone 810 6845; WOLLONGONG: MACELEC PTY. 
LTD. Phone 29 1455; CANBERRA: GEORGE BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD. Phone 80 4355; NEWCASTLE: D.G.E. SYSTEMS PTY. LTD. Phone 69 1625; 
MELBOURNE: R.P.G. AGENCIES PTY. LTD. Phone 439 5834; JESEC COMPONENTS Phone 598 2333: ROSNIK DISTRIBUTORS PTY. I.TO. Phone 874 3424; 
GEORGE BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD. Phone 419 3355; BRISBANE: LE. BOUGHEN & CO. Phone 369 1277; COLOURVIEW WHOLESALE PTY. LTD. Phone 
2753188; ADELAIDE: PROTRONICS PTY. LTD. Phone 212 3111; O.C. ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. Phone 223 6946; PERTH: SIMON HOLMAN & CO. PTY. 
LTD. Phone 3814155; PROTRONICS PTY. LTD. Phone 362 1044. 
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Philips' PM 3206 -your economic solution 
ror day-to-day measuring problems. 

"Philips' PM 3206 is a winner every 
time - and certainly when it comes to 
price/performance comparisons. 

This top-value 'scope gives you full 
professional features, many of which are 
normally associated with much higher
priced instruments. 

Features like a full 80 cml rectangular 
screen, with internal graticule and a high
intensity spot A 5 mV sensitivity across 
the full bandwidth of 15 MHz. Equal sen
sitivities on both X and Y channels for 

Test& 
Measurement 

identical input loadings. And external Z
modulation for display of a third parame
ter like time. Plus full triggering facilities, 
including auto-triggering, TV triggering 
and A/B channel or external-source trig
ger selection. So check all the professional 
features that PM 3206 gives you, and com
pare them with any other 'scope in the 

· same price class. 
You'll see ata glance that PM3206 gives 

you more performance, more functions 
and more value! 

ADVERTISING INFO No. 35 

Contact, Philips Scientific and Industrial 

Sydney 
Melbourne 
Brisbane 
Adelaide 
Perth 

Equipment division 
tel. (02) 888 8222 
tel. (03) 542 3600 
tel. (07) 844 0191 
tel. (08) 348 2888 
tel. (09) 277 4199 

Other areas - toll free - (008) 22 6661 

PHILIPS 


